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1 Introduction

Neutral hydrogen is one of the most important components of the visible matter in the
universe. From the time of the theoretical predictions of the 21-cm line, by the Dutch
astronomer van der Hulst (1945) up to today, observations ofthe neutral hydrogen
emission help to expand the knowledge in the field of Radio Astronomy. Almost five
decades ago, Oort et al. (1958) for the first time brought to light the large scale mor-
phology of our Galaxy, the Milky Way, using the HI line. Today the HI line is utilized
in various fields, as a tracer to study the dark matter contentof the galaxies, and as a
probe of the physical conditions pervading through the interstellar medium (ISM). In
the future, with the arrival of the Square Kilometer Array (SKA), studies of neutral
hydrogen will give us the opportunity to understand Galaxy evolution and enable us to
probe the epoch of re-ionization giving new insights in the cosmological evolution of
the Universe (Carilli & Rawlings, 2004).

In Galactic astronomy, the 21-cm line plays a vital role in studying a variety of astro-
physical phenomena from AU scales, up to scales of hundreds of kpc. This is due to
the widespread distribution of the neutral hydrogen in the Galaxy, and its transparency
which allows a detection even in areas where optical observations are very difficult
(e.g., regions obscured by dust). Especially the neutral hydrogen in the Milky Way
disk has been studied in great detail. I.e, large scale HI observations probed thor-
oughly the vertical structure of the disk, revealing an asymmetric warp reaching in
height more than 4kpc above the plane at distances of 17kpc and measuring the flar-
ing of the HI disk (Nakanishi & Sofue, 2004; Levine et al., 2006a; Kalberla et al.,
2007). More recent studies detected a distant spiral arm in the outer part of the galaxy
(McClure-Griffiths et al., 2004) and found evidence for disruption in the HI disk in the
form of giant bubbles and super-shells (McClure-Griffiths et al., 2006). On smaller
scales, regarding the structure of the ISM in Milky Way disk,it is known for some
time that the diffuse neutral hydrogen resides in two phases: the warm neutral medium
phase with a temperatureT < 8000K and a cold dense neutral phase withT ∼ 80K as-
sociated with discrete small HI structures, detected in absorption line studies (Heiles,
1997).

Furthermore, high above the Milky Way disk, another class ofastronomical objects
has been detected in the 21-cm line in 1963, the high-velocity-clouds (HVC), a pop-
ulation of HI clouds incompatible with Galactic rotation having a deviation velocity
υ > 90km s−1(Wakker & van Woerden, 1991). An estimate regarding their distance
gives a lower limit of 5kpc (z>3.5kpc) for Complex C (Wakker et al., 1999) and for
Complex A a distanced=4kpc, implying a height above the plane between 2.5kpc and
7kpc (van Woerden et al., 1998).

Above the Milky Way disk, moving with high velocities, lays apopulation of old, low
metalicity stars, Globular Clusters and remnants of the accretion from Dwarf compan-
ions of the Milky Way. This layer of stars surrounding the Milky Way disk forms what
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is known as the Halo. Similarly in the case of dark matter it isproposed that it forms
a dark matter halo surrounding the disk and dominating the gravitational potential of
the Galaxy.

The question then arises, if there exists a stellar and dark matter Halo of the Milky
Way Galaxy, is it possible that there exists also a similar gaseous layer surrounding the
Galactic disk? If this is true, what is the origin of such a layer? Is it the result of an
interaction between the Galaxy and the intergalactic medium? Is it the result from an
accretion? Is it the product of other physical processes in the Galaxy like supernova
explosion?

The answer to the first question is positive. Even from the early fifties, it was Spitzer
(1956) who proposed that there exists a semi-static hot gaseous layer which surrounds
the Milky Way disk. The vertical extent of the Galactic corona would be approxi-
mately 8 kpc with a temperature reaching 106 K and a total mass of 108 M⊙. The
existence of such a layer was proposed mainly to explain the stability of high latitude
clouds but also to facilitate the equilibrium of spiral armsin the presence of strong
magnetic fields. Interestingly the idea of a Galactic coronawas partially inspired from
the claim of Pickelner (1953) for the existence of a homogeneous substratum of rel-
atively cool gas, with a density of 0.1 cm−3 supported from turbulent motion with
velocity 70 km s−1.

The first observational confirmation of the hot galactic corona hypothesis was given by
Münch & Zirin (1961). Using absorption lines of distant stars outside the Milky Way
disk, evidence was found for gas clouds at heightsz ∼ 1 kpc above the Galactic disk.
From these clouds they found that the acceptible temperature for the Galactic corona
is the one postulated by Spitzer of 106 K.

Shapiro & Field (1976) proposed the mechanism of the “Galactic fountain” in or-
der to explain the presence of coronal gas and to introduce a process to cool the gas
through convection and radiation. According to the mechanism, hot gas, produced
by supernovae explosions in the disk, is buoyant. It streamsupwards with a veloc-
ity perpendicular to the disk smaller or equal than the speedof sound. The outcome
of this motion may have the following results: a) if the cooling is inefficient, the hot
gas bubble reaches great heights above the disk, forming andbecoming part of the
Galactic corona of the disk, in hydrostatic equilibrium b) or if the cooling mechanism
is efficient, at heightzc the hot bubble cools rapidly and undergoes a phase transition
forming cool dense HI clouds. These clouds are not buoyant and so beyond this point
they follow a ballistic motion under the influence of gravitywhich will bring them
again at heightzc. It was the latter result of this mechanism that prompted Bregman
(1980) to associate the galactic fountain mechanism with the formation of the HVC.

A few years later there was observational evidence that beyond the hot coronal gas
surrounding the disk, there possible exists neutral gas extending high above the Milky
Way disk. Lockman (1984) detected the 21-cm emission from these patches of neutral
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gas located in the inner Galaxy at heights greater than|z|>1000 pc. He proposed that
the neutral gas in this region is following Galactic rotation and that this gas may form
a layer that can not be solely thermally supported nor can it be considered as a single
component isothermal layer.

While these were the first indication for the presence of neutral hydrogen as an extra-
planar gas, more robust evidence was discovered later usingthe all sky 21-cm Bell
Labs survey (Stark et al., 1992). Lockman & Gehman (1991) averaged 21-cm line
emission spectra over large angular scales at high latitudes, detecting faint broad wings
surrounding the main Galactic line. The estimated velocitydispersion was 35 km s−1 and
the wings were attributed to HI surrounding the disk and it was proposed that the neu-
tral hydrogen is forming a thick layer around it with a scale height of 1.5 kpc. The
authors estimated that turbulence plays an important role in the maintenance of this
layer in equilibrium configuration. The presence of extra-planar HI was further veri-
fied from the study of absorption lines of ionized titanium byAlbert et al. (1994). They
utilized ionized titanium as a tracer the neutral interstellar medium and from the ob-
servations towards six halo stars with|z|> 1 kpc they were able to verify the presence
of a significant neutral gas phase. Although they were unableto determine the scale
height accurately, they speculated that it can be well over akpc and of the same order
of magnitude as the scale height of hot gas.

All the above gave evidence that the disk of our Galaxy is surrounded by hot coro-
nal gas and patchy neutral gas, forming a gaseous equivalentof the stellar halo. The
more robust evidence for the existence of a thick gaseous layer surrounding the Galac-
tic disk and the real breakthrough came with the completion of the 21-cm emission
line Leiden/Dwingeloo/Survey(LDS) (Hartmann & Burton, 1997) and the analysis
of the 3

4keV and 1
4keV diffuse soft X-ray background in the ROSAT all sky survey.

Kalberla et al. (1998) used a version of the LDS corrected forinstrumental effects to
search for velocity wings of the main Galactic line in the emission spectra. They found
solid evidence for the presence of the HI gas with a velocity dispersion of 60 km s−1.
The discrepancy between the LDS velocity dispersion and thedispersion velocity es-
timated from the Bell-Labs survey was attributed to the insufficient corrections of the
instrumental baselines of the latter. Fig. 1.1 shows a comparison between the average
spectrum of the LDS and the average spectrum of the Bell-Labssurvey for the same
position. In the same publication a vertical scale height of4.4 kpc was derived for the
observed diffuse HI component, assuming of course that the distributions of mass and
pressure perpendicular to the plane are in hydrostatic equilibrium with the Galactic
potential. Regarding the hot gas surrounding the Milky Way,Pietz et al. (1998) ana-
lyzed the intensity distribution of the34keV and1

4keV diffuse soft X-Ray background
of the ROSAT all sky survey using the 21-cm LDS. The intensitydistributions can
be then described as the superimposed result of the extragalactic X-ray background
and an isothermal X-ray Galactic Halo. The latter was modeled based on hydrostatic
equilibrium considerations, and it was found that the hot gas responsible for the X-ray
halo, described earlier as coronal gas, must have a temperature ofT = 1.5 ·106K and
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a scale height of 4.4kpc.
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Fig. 1.1: A comparison of the averaged spectra of the LDS and the Bell Labs survey. The
black line shows the spectrum of the Bell Labs survey. The redline depicts the spectrum of the
LDS. The dotted line depicts the weights applied to the Bell Labs baseline. Finally the dashed
line shows the broad Gaussian component in the LDS.

The last two results regarding the neutral medium and the hotgas in the halo gave the
drive for the proposal of a gaseous Halo surrounding the Milky Way disk in hydro-
static equilibrium (Kalberla & Kerp, 1998). According to this, the thick gaseous layer
has a vertical scale height of 4 kpc. This layer is highly turbulent, with turbulence
most likely described by a Kolmogorov spectrum and providing the necessary support
against the gravitational potential of the Galaxy. The gaseous Halo is composed by
two constituents, each having 50% of its total mass, a) the hot gas which is a plasma
with a temperature of ofT = 1.5 ·106 K and b) the neutral medium phase. Assuming
pressure equilibrium between the plasma and the neutral gasyields a filling factor for
the latter by around 10%. The prediction for the patchiness of the neutral gas agrees
well with earlier observations by Albert et al. (1994) and Savage & Sembach (1996).
Fig. 1.2 is a simple sketch showing the Galactic disk edge on surrounded by the differ-
ent components of the gaseous Halo according to the Bonn model (Kalberla & Kerp,
1998) for the halo.

A vertical structure similar to the Milky Way with a thick layer of gas surrounding
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Fig. 1.2:A sketch of the vertical structure of the Milky Way disk as proposed from the Bonn
model. The different black thick lines correspond to the scale height of each layer. The disk is
surrounded by the diffuse ionized component and the hot plasma with a temperature of106 K.
Embedded in it there are patches of neutral gas while high above the disk there are the HVC’s.

the disk was also revealed a few years later in an external galaxy by Fraternali et al.
(2004). In the spiral galaxy NGC 2403 deep interferometry observations with the Very
Large Array (VLA) detected the presence of a low density thick layer of neutral gas
following Galactic rotation but rotating slower by 25-50kms−1, surrounding the thin
“cold” disk. Chandra observations also revealed a diffuse hot gas component with
a temperatureT ∼ 106K. Similar findings were reported in other spiral galaxies like
NGC 891 and NGC 6946.

While evidence for the presence of the gaseous layer surrounding the Milky Way disk
is significant, there are a number of fundamental questions that require a more detailed
discussion in order to establish the presence of such a layerbut also help us to answer
various problems connected with the surrounding environment of our Galaxy such as
the HVCs, the interaction with intergalactic gas material,galaxy formation etc. Most
important of all is the creation mechanism of the gaseous halo and its origin. Does
the gas have extra-galactic or Galactic origin? What supports this layer to reach great
heights? Is turbulence support enough? What is the role of the magnetic field and
cosmic rays? The second question has to do with the physical condition of the gas
in the Halo. Is it possible for example, to have a stable two phase (cold and warm)
configuration of the neutral gas or will all the gas eventually be driven to one of the
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Fig. 1.3:The 21cm emission as measured by GBT at l=16◦. Grey scale shows emission below
2K and contours are a factor 2 from the peak. The vertical lineat 135km s−1marks the terminal
velocity. Two clumps are identified in this map. (Taken by Lockman (2002))

two phases? What are the cooling and the heating processes inthe gaseous halo?

All these fundamental questions are intermingled and to shed light to one means find-
ing answer for all others. The investigation of the spatial distribution of the halo was
firstly undertaken since there was already evidence for the patchiness of the gaseous
layer. Lockman (2002), using the 100-m Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope(GBT),
discovered the first direct evidence for the clumpy nature ofthe gaseous halo. He found
in the inner Galaxy∼ 1kpc above the Milky Way a number of discreet HI clouds at
terminal velocity following Galactic rotation. In Fig. 1.3the HI clouds can be seen.

These were barely resolved with the GBT telescope, they showed narrow line-widths
and a significant number showed a two component core-envelope structure. Since they
were observed at terminal velocity he could estimated theirpositions accurately in the
lower layer of the galactic halo. A few years later a similar population of clumps
towards the Galactic anti-center was discovered with the 300-m Arecibo telescope
(Stanimirovíc et al., 2006). These clumps showed fairly similar characteristics as the
ones detected with the GBT, although their location makes anaccurate distance deter-
mination a very difficult task. In Fig. 1.4 a HI emission temperature brightness map is
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Fig. 1.4: An 21cm line emission map observed with Arecibo at a region close to the anti-
center. All pixels withTB >12 K have been masked out. Three small clumps can be seen at
b = 18◦, l = 186−188◦ at υlsr =-21 km s−1(Stanimirovíc et al., 2006)

shown with the detected HI clumps above the Milky Way disk.

If these HI clumps form the building blocks of the neutral component of the gaseous
halo then inquiring more about them will help us infer more about the fundamental
question regarding the nature of the gaseous halo. As a creation mechanism for the
clumps it was proposed by Lockman (2002) that a Galactic fountain may play that role,
thus opening the possibility that they are the low velocity counterparts of the HVCS. It
was also suggested that these HI clumps are related to the formation of super-bubbles
and are part of the caps of a super-bubble (McClure-Griffithset al., 2006). Another
possibility is, as suggested earlier, that they are the results of a large scale turbulence
due to the shear bulk motions which form and maintain the gaseous halo of the Milky
Way (Kalberla & Kerp, 1998).

Since the study of the patchy structure in the neutral gas of the Galactic halo is still at an
infant stage, I undertook the task to study it with the help oflarge single dish telescopes
and interferometer arrays. The aim of my study is to gather a sample of HI clumps
belonging to the Galactic halo and to determine the physicalproperties, with the hope
to gain knowledge of their physical condition of the formation and maintenance of
these clumps and thus learn more about the nature of the Galactic gaseous halo.

This thesis is organized in the following way: Chap. 2 describes the aim of the thesis,
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the method followed to make the necessary analysis and the tools used to determine
the observational parameters. In Chap. 3, I discuss my attempts to model the Galac-
tic spiral structure using the linear density wave theory inorder to improve the Bonn
Milky Way Mass model. The results from observations using the 100-m Effelsberg
Radio telescope are discussed in Chap. 4. In Chap. 5, I discuss the follow-up obser-
vations with two synthesis arrays, the Very Large Array (VLA) and the Westerbork
Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT). In Chap. 6, I present datafrom a different Galac-
tic quadrant, taken by Arecibo telescope where both extended and narrow emission
can be traced. In the next chapter, Chap. 7, after presentingthe data from various
telescopes and extracting their physical parameters, I discuss the possibility of thermal
equilibrium between the broad warm and the cold narrow phaseof the neutral gas in
the lower Galactic halo. From the Arecibo data a good opportunity arises to study the
importance of turbulence in the Halo ISM, so I present the results of a statistical analy-
sis of the density field in the Arecibo maps in Chap. 8. In Chap.9 I discuss the nature
of uncertainties affecting our physical parameter estimates and try to determine if there
can be a correlation between the HI clumps and the Galactic fountain mechanism in
order to provide an explanation for their origin. Finally inChap. 10, I summarize my
thesis and discuss future prospects and work in the field.
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2 Method

2.1 Aim

During the last decade new observational discoveries have enriched our understanding
of the environment surrounding the Galactic disk. The Galactic halo emerged as one
of the important building blocks of the Milky Way. One important component is the
gaseous layer surrounding the Milky Way disk (Spitzer, 1956; Kalberla & Kerp, 1998),
composed partially of hot plasma (T ∼ 106 K) and partially of neutral gas. Still there
are a lot of unanswered questions. What is the origin of this layer? What mechanism
provides the energy to support the layer reaching at such great heights (z∼4 kpc) above
the disk? Is it possible for a thermal equilibrium between its components to exists and
how important is the role of turbulence? Understanding moreabout the gaseous halo
will help us gain new insight to problems connected with it, like the nature and origin
of the HVCs, the interaction with the infalling intergalactic medium (IGM) or the large
scale feature of the Galactic disk like the asymmetric warp which dominates the outer
parts of the disk.

Lockman (2002) discovered a population of compact HI clumps, residing in the lower
parts of the halo. This was the first direct evidence of the highly clumpy nature of
neutral ISM in the halo of the Milky Way at scales|z|<1.2 kpc. The sample is limited
to the inner part of the Galaxy. It shows a mix of one and two component structures
with the line width∆υ1/2 range spanning from a few km s−1 up to 20 km s−1. It
was proposed that a significant amount of the gaseous halo mass is in this state. To
explain their origin, it is considered that the HI clumps are the late stage evolution of a
Galactic fountain, where hot gas becomes a cool condensed clump, looses it buoyancy
and follows a ballistic trajectory finally impinging on the Galactic disk.

Since a significant part of the gaseous Halo should be in this state, a sample of HI clumps
similar to the ones detected with the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank 100m Telescope(GBT),
but in different parts of the sky, could give us a better insight to their nature and their
origin, thus helping us to better understand the neutral component of the Halo. In or-
der to do this I undertook the task to detect and predominandly study the part of the
Galaxy outside the Solar circle, in order to gather a sample of clumps for further study
and comparison with the detections made by the GBT.

2.2 Properties of the HI clumps

Under the assumption that the HI clumps are part of the gaseous Galactic halo, they
should have a number of intrinsic properties. These properties are used to discern them
from HVCs, IVCs and gas without Galactic origin. Possible variation of these prop-
erties within a sample can be attributed to different creation mechanisms or different
conditions in the Halo.
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The hydrostatic equilibrium model for the gaseous Halo (Kalberla & Kerp, 1998) pre-
dicts that its two constituents, the neutral Halo medium andthe hot plasma, must be
co-rotating with the disk or alternatively rotating slowerbut still following the disk
rotation (Bregman, 1980). So the HI clumps should also co-rotate or follow the Galac-
tic rotation. In comparison, the HVCs by definition are incompatible with Galactic
rotation (Wakker & van Woerden, 1997), having a velocity deviation v>|90| km s−1.

According to Kalberla & Kerp (1998), pressure equilibrium between the hot and the
neutral gas implies a filling factor of∼ 10% of the HI gas with a column density of
10·1018 cm−2. Due to the clumpy nature of the neutral gas, one of the major properties
of the HI clumps is the small angular size, a property already observed in the GBT
sample.

Kalberla et al. (1998) found that velocity wings, which are detected when HI spec-
tra are averaged over large scales, have an average velocitydispersion of 60 km s−1.
The wings are attributed to the neutral component of the halo, so the HI clumps are
expected on average to show similar velocity dispersion.

Finally depending on the prevalent physical condition in the Galactic halo, a mix of
cold neutral and warm neutral medium is expected to be present, something which is
also detected in the Lockman (2002) sample.

To summarize, I will observe a number of fields in 21-cm, to identify coherent struc-
tures. Using their size, their velocityυlsr (velocity with the local standard of rest as
reference) and line width, I will build a sample of HI clumps to study their properties.

2.3 Detection of HI clumps

As discussed earlier, the neutral component of the Halo has afilling factor of 10%,
while the angular size of the clumps is a few times the 9′ beam of the GBT telescope
(Lockman, 2002). In order to detect clumps of this size with asingle dish telescope of
similar resolution and sensitivity, either a high resolution full sky survey or observa-
tions of regions with a high probability to detect HI emission from the Galactic halo
are needed. The first option is time consuming, even when using a telescope with a
multi-beam receiver, so I planned my observational strategy according to the second
method.

With the help of the Leiden/Argentina/Bonn (LAB in this work) all sky survey (Kalberla
et al., 2005a), I identified regions where the HI emission has higher probability to orig-
inate from the Galactic gaseous halo. This method is first described in Kalberla et al.
(2005c). It uses a mass model of the Milky Way (Kalberla, 2003), discussed in section
2.5, to separate the HI emission in the LAB survey into three different regions:

1. emission originating from the Milky Way disk as defined by the model
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2. emission originating from a high dispersion component (HDC) with an average
velocity dispersion of 60km s−1 associated with the gaseous Galactic halo.

3. emission originating from HVCs.

Blanking the disk and HVCs emission, the end results is a data-cube of the LAB survey
with regions presumably containing mostly HI halo emission. A colum density map
is then produced, seen in Fig.2.5, which charts the distribution of the halo emission
in longitude and latitude. The GBT HI halo clumps (Lockman, 2002) are detected
in a region withl=29◦ andb=8◦. In Fig. 2.5, this area is found within the region
where Halo emission is expected. This is an independent verification that, using the
aforementioned method, we can successfully confine the parameter-space in position
and velocity.

Still even in Fig. 2.5 halo emission covers a large area of thesky. Therefore I need to
identify smaller regions to probe for HI clumps. The region where the GBT HI halo
clumps (Lockman, 2002) are detected, is associated with faint diffuse emission in the
LAB survey. So within the parameter-space of the halo, I selected regions which
showed similar characteristics.

2.4 Distance determination

Assuming an HI clump has a distanced kpc and subtends an angleA from the ob-
server. The clump diameterD is given approximately by the simple formula for the
arch length:D = A · d . Now knowing the size of the clump, physical parameters like
density and pressure can be estimated. It is easy to concludethat the knowledge of
distance is fundamental to estimate any physical quantities and any failure to calculate
it correctly will lead to large error in the outcome of the calculations (Chap. 9).

The most direct method to estimate a distance is from the lineof sight velocity with
respect to the local standard of restυlsr . Assuming circular motions of the neutral gas
around the center of the Galaxy and that angular velocityΩ(R) is a decreasing function
of Galactocentric radius R, the line of sightυlsr is given by

Vlsr = R⊙[Ω(R)−Ω⊙]sinl (2.1)

Using this equation, each measured velocity along a line of sight is attributed to dis-
tance. Generally an a priori knowledge of the velocity field is needed.

As discussed in Section 2.2, HI clumps follow Galactic rotation. Measuring their
υlsr and using the equation 2.1 should be enough to estimate theirdistanced from the
Sun. But the fact that we are also part of the Galaxy imposes either a limitation or
an advantage depending on which part of the Galaxy the HI clumps are positioned
with respect to the Sun. In case the HI clumps lie in the inner Galaxy, with distance
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Fig. 2.5:A column density map of theHI emission most probably associated with the Galactic
Halo. The integration limits are defined by the Bonn model. The disk emission is masked and
its emission has not been taken into account in the integration. IVCs are still visible in this
map. At l = 29◦andb ∼-8◦, in a region marked by a red box, the first sample ofHI clumps
have been detected.
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R smaller than the distanceR⊙ of the Sun from the Galactic Center(R < R⊙), υlsr is
not useful due to the distance degeneracy. In diagram 2.6, the line-of-sight velocity
υlsr versus distanced is plotted for the inner Galaxy, for 0◦<l<90◦. It is obvious that
two different distances have the same velocityυlsr since the line of sight intercepts an
inner orbit two times. But there is a position in which the line of sight is tangential
to a Galactocentric circle. This point is called tangent point and the velocity of this
point the terminal velocity. The degeneracy at this point isbroken and the distance can
be determined unambiguously if the distanceR⊙ of the sun to the Galactic center is
known. To measure distances at the tangential points a knowledge of the total Galactic
velocity field is not required only the terminal velocity andthe corresponding distance.
Lockman (2002) utilizes low latitude12CO(1−0) studies to derive the terminal veloc-
ity and determines accurately the distance of the co-rotating HI clumps in the inner
Galaxy.

In the outer part of the Galaxy, whereR > R⊙, as seen in 2.6,υlsr (R) is defined
uniquely with distance, so no terminal velocity exists. Since my study is focused on
the outer part, I use a different method to estimate the distance fromυlsr . I utilize
the equation 2.1 to convert theυlsr directly to distanced. The assumed Galactic ve-
locity field is derived from a Milky Way mass model (Kalberla,2003), described in
subsection 2.5 while according to I.A.U standardR⊙ = 8.5 kpc. It is obvious that the
Galactic model is a major source of systematic uncertainties for the measured physical
parameters of the HI clumps. In Chap. 9 I give some examples of different estimates
of the distance for different Galactic model.

The kinematic determination of the distance has two additional drawbacks. It can be
used only if the clumps follow the Galactic rotation while also small peculiar velocities
of the clumps can not be taken into account, increasing further the systematic uncer-
tainties. More importantly, as discussed in Chap. 3 and Crane (1988), there are regions
in the Galactic velocity field wheredv

dr is very small and therefore it is not feasible to
get a reasonable estimate for the distance. These position where there is the so called
velocity crowding are region with longitude close to the center and anti-center but also
with l ∼ 75◦andl ∼ 285◦.

To avoid determining the distance kinematically one could use pressure equilibrium
considerations. This method is used in Stanimirović et al. (2006) to derive distances
for HI halo clumps detected near the anti-center. The properties of the HI clump-
lets show similarities with the CNM clouds in the Galaxy. It is known that in the
Milky Way CNM and WNM clouds can co-exist in pressure equilibrium in an isobaric
environment, with thermal pressure within a well defined range ofPmin andPmax (more
detailed study by Wolfire et al. (2003) ; Chap. 7). Wolfire et al. (2003) determined
the Pmin andPmax in the Galactic midplane for several Galactocentric radii.Also for
HI clumps the volume density isn ∝ NHI ×d−1 (sub-section 2.6) whereNHI is the
column density andd is the distance while the pressure is given byP ∝ nTkin where
the kinetic temperatureTkin can be measured by the line width∆υ1/2. Using the above
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Fig. 2.6: Inner Galaxy degeneracy: A plot of line-of-sight velocityυlsr versus the distance
d to the observer. The red line show the change ofυlsr with the distance in the inner part of
the galaxy for longitude 0◦<l<90◦, while the green line show the change of theυlsr with the
distance in the outer part of the galaxy for longitude 90◦<l<180◦.

relations and the pressure range within which the two phasescan co-exist (Wolfire
et al., 2003), an upper and a lower limit for the distance can be derived. The major
caveats are the ad-hoc assumptions that the metalicities, the dust-to-gas ratio and FUV
field are known in the Halo, and similar with the disk. Wolfire et al. (1995b) shows that
the range of pressures where equilibrium can exist between the two phases may change
dramatically depending on the condition of the Halo ISM. Further measurements are
needed to find the exact distances of the clumps. Thus this method has a limited
use to the anti-center region and more generally regions where velocity crowding is
important, and therefore theυlsr can not be converted directly to distances. In Chap. 9
I compare distance estimates for detected clumps using thismethod and compare them
with the kinematical distances.

2.5 Milky Way mass model

An accurate Galactic model is necessary to disentangle diskfrom halo HI emission and
to determine the distance. I used the Bonn Mass model described in Kalberla (2003)
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and Kalberla et al. (2007).

It is a model where the Galactic mass distribution is described by a number of isother-
mal components that are in equilibrium with the gravitational potential. The different
components are: an isothermal stellar disk with a thin and thick component, a bar, a
bulge and isothermal gaseous disks for molecular gas, cold neutral medium (CNM),
warm neutral medium (WNM), diffuse ionized gas (DIG), a hot ionized gas and cold
neutral halo. Surface densities and scale heights of all thecomponents are adjusted
according to observational constrains (Table 2.1). The distribution of visible mass can
be supplemented by any dark matter distribution matching observational constrains.
According to Kalberla et al. (2007) the distribution fittingthe flaring of the Milky Way
best has a spherical halo, a dark matter disk and a dark matterring at 13kpc<R<18kpc.
The rotation curve of the model, used also to estimate distances in the Milky Way, is
shown in Fig. 2.7. What is important to note is that while the model assumes that
the gaseous halo of the Milky Way follows the rotation of the Galactic disk, the halo
does not co-rotate with the disk but it is lagging behind the disk. Important aspects
that a Galactic model should also take into account, are the large scale features of the
Galaxy like the Galactic warp and the spiral arms. This is especially important for the
distance estimate since features like spiral structure mayalter the velocity field of the
Galaxy. In the Bonn mass model the Galactic Warp is taken intoaccount (Kalberla
et al., 2007). Regarding the spiral structure I try to model it using the linear density
wave theory. This effort is thoroughly discussed in Chap. 3.All in all the Bonn mass
model described a self-consistent solution which agrees with imposed observational
constrain such as the observed flaring in the LAB HI survey (Kalberla et al., 2007).

2.6 Measuring the observational properties of the clumps

In order to study the HI halo and the clumps initially the 100-m Effelsberg Radio
telescope is used to observe a number of fields with 9′ resolution at 21-cm (Chap.
4). The selection of the observed regions is based on the HI column density map
of the LAB survey given in Fig. 2.5. Further selection is doneusing a number of
criteria: 1) since the aim is to study the outer Galaxy, the regions must have a longitude
90◦<l<270◦, 2) in the LAB survey the region must have faint HI emission (up to∼2K),
similar to the regions observed with GBT, 3) finally, since the υlsr is used for distance
determination, areas where wheredv

dr ∼ 0 should be avoided in order to prevent large
uncertainties in the distance determination.

The observed HI clumps are specified by a number of physical properties, the kinetic
temperatureTkin, the average volume density< n >, the spatial diameterD, and the
thermal pressureP. I will determine these properties for each clump from a set of
quantities measured with a radio telescope.

Independent of the specific type of observations, whether single dish or interferometry,
the final result after the application of the data reduction is a 3-dimensional array called
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ρ hz Σ σ
cm−3 pc (M⊙/pc−2 km s−1

Gaseous disk:
Molecular gas 0.66 75 3.0 3.5

Cold neutral medium 0.30 150 2.8 6.0
Warm neutral medium 0.10 400 2.5 14.8

Diffuse ionized gas 0.024 950 1.5 26.8
Neutral halo medium 0.0012 4020 0.3 60

Hot halo medium 0.0013 4020 0.3 60
Stellar disk:
Thin disk 1.3 325 18.6 14.3
Thick disk 0.3 630 8.7 24.3

Dark Matter disk 0.69 4240 129 105

Tab. 2.1:A table showing the different isothermal components constituting the Milky Way
Mass Model.ρ is the mid-plane density at the position of the Sun,hz is the local exponential
scale height perpendicular to the Galactic plane.Σ is the local surface density andσ the
isothermal velocity dispersion. The table is taken from Kalberla (2003)

image cube. This holds information about the brightness temperatureTB or the flux
densityS distribution of the HI emission of the sky for each channel, that is for a
specific velocity with respect to a reference velocity. Using a visualization software,
for example the package KARMA (Gooch, 1996), I inspected theimage cube of each
observed field searching for HI clumps. Their identification was done according to
the premises discussed in section 2.2. In case of a detectionI can then extract the
spectrum of the HI clump. In case it is unresolved, it would be the spectrum froma
single position (pixel), while in case the clump is resolvedthe spectrum is from the
central position.

Ideally, the HI atoms of the clump have a Maxwellian velocity distribution and the
spectrum is best described by a Gaussian (Fig. 2.8). The following information can
then be extracted from it:

1. The peak brightness temperatureTB

2. the line-of-sight velocityυlsr of the peak of the line, measured by the Doppler
shift with respect to the rest frequency of HI ,

3. the line width∆υ1/2 which is connected with the velocity distribution of HI atoms
in the clump, causing the broadening of the line due to the Doppler shift and

4. the total area enclosed by the line.
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Fig. 2.7:Rotation curves for the Milky Way mass models(Kalberla et al., 2007). The dashed
black lines give the rotation curve for the initial dark matter disk, and the dotted lines the curves
for the dark matter disk including a ring according to de Boeret al. (2005). The thick red lines
show the rotation curve for the model used to convertυlsr to distance. To the rotation atz = 0
(top thick curves) the authors display in each case the circular streaming velocities at|z| = 1 to
5 kpc(from top to bottom).

Using the line-of-sight velocityυlsr (km s−1), as described in subsection 2.4 and as-
suming that the clump follows the Galactic rotation I can estimate its distance from the
sund (kpc), their Galactocentric radiusR (kpc) and the height above the disk planez
(kpc).

Using the line width∆υ1/2(km s−1) and making the good assumption that the HI is
behaving like an ideal gas and has Maxwellian distribution Ican then estimate the

kinetic temperature of the gasTkin from the formulaTkin
K = 22·

∆υ2
1/2

km/s . In case turbulence
is important this is the upper limit for theTkin of the gas, since turbulence is the cause
of the line broadening.

Assuming the neutral gas is optically thin with an optical depth τ << 1, the total area
A can be converted to the peak column density of the HI gas by using the following
formulaNHI = 1.8224·1018·A cm−2 .

For an ideal spectrum like the one seen in Fig. 2.8 we can extract the above quanti-
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Fig. 2.8:A ideal spectrum of anHI line which has a Gaussian shape.

ties simply by fitting a Gaussian function. Unfortunately this was only true in very
limited cases in the observed sample of HI clumps. A typical clump spectrum is
similar to the one shown in Fig. 2.9. A two component structure is present. The
narrow component which is the detected HI clump and the more extended underly-
ing component which is the envelope. As seen in Fig. 2.9 usually, but not necessary,
the broad line component is part of the extended wing of the main Galactic line. The
HI clump has a very small angular extent, at adjacent positionsonly the broad extended
component is present. A Gaussian fit, in the two component case, shows no conver-
gence since the broad component surrounding the clumps can hardly be described by
a Gaussian. In such a case the envelope/background emissionmust be removed man-
ually in order to determine the properties of the clump. Due to the low intensity of
the extended envelope, bad baselines in the image map increase the uncertainty in
the measured quantities. Assuming the clump (narrow component) has a temperature
Tc and the warm extended component has temperatureTe, the radiative transfer is:
Tm = Te · e−τ +Tc(1− eτ) → Tm = Text +Tnar whereTm is the total measured bright-
ness temperature,Text is the brightness temperature of the extended componentText

andTnar is the brightness temperature of the HI clump. Thus it is simple to derive that
the total area measured is the sum of the area of the clump and the extended compo-
nent. To remove the extended background at the position of the HI clump I measured
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Fig. 2.9: A typical spectrum of anHI clump. The clump is located atl=112.96◦, b=-
12.44◦ andυlsr ∼-50km s−1 on top of an extended Galactic wing.

for a specific velocity range the total area, then for the samevelocity range I measured
the area for an adjacent position where there is no narrow HI emission. The result
gave me the areaA under the clump (narrow line) thus estimating the column density
for that position. Theυlsr of the clump is easily determined from the position of the
peak. The∆υ1/2 is measured at the half maximum of the peak.

The HI image cube is used to measure the angular diameters of the HI clumps. For
HI clumps which were unresolved or resolved in one axis the angular diameter is esti-
mated using their angular widthw and the angular lengthl, according tos =(w·l)1/2(in
arc-minutes). In the case where the clump is resolved, I fitted a circular Gaussian and
estimated the∆υ1/2 of the HI clumps which was defined as the angular diameters.

If the distance from the Sun is known, the diameter of the clump is D = d · s whered
is measured in parsec ands in radians. Assuming now that the HI clump has a circular
cross section and that the density is constant in the clump, Icalculated the average
volume density of the clump as< n >= NHI

D (in cm−3 whereNHI is the column
density andD is the diameter respectively. The error in the calculation of the volume
density in this case depends on the deviation of the actual shape of the clump from the
assumed cylindrical shape. In reality the error in the distance determination is more
important and influences the uncertainty of the density measurement.

Finally, knowing the density and the temperature, I can estimate the PressureP from
the formula P

K·cm−3 = <n>
cm−3 ·

Tkin
K and the mass of each clump in solar masses. It is
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important here to note that both the pressure and the mass estimates depend on the dis-
tance asP ∼ d−1 andM ∼ d2. Uncertainties of the distance determination influences
the estimates for these physical parameter.
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3 The spiral structure in the Milky Way

3.1 Introduction

In an HI brightness temperatureTB distribution map of position versus velocity , like
the one at Fig. 3.11a, the neutral gas can be described by the fundamental equation of
21-cm structure analysis:

vc = R⊙[Ω(R)−Ω⊙]sinl (3.2)

wherevc is the radial velocity,Ω is the angular velocity at radiusR, andΩ⊙ the
angular velocity at the position of the Sun,R⊙. It is easily discernable in this map,
that TB does not have a smooth distribution. Large scale features like the warp,
deviations from circular rotation like the spiral arms, temperature fluctuations and a
non-isotropic density distribution, all alter the expected profiles. All these factors have
to be taken into account in order to construct an accurate disk model with the aim
to use it to distinguish HI emission originating from the Galactic Halo. Large scale
features like the warp have already been incorporated in themodel. Fig. 3.11b is a l-v
HI brightness temperature map of the Milky Way model atb = 0◦with the inclusion
of the warp . It is obvious that Fig. 3.11b and Fig.3.11a are different. The former
shows a smooth distribution of gas with velocity, while the latter, the real data, shows
elongated filamentary concentrations, a lot of them the results of spiral arms structure.
In accordance, the spectra of the real data are the results ofthe accumulating influences
of the temperature and density fluctuations of the neutral hydrogen in the disk as well
as kinematic irregularities of the gas deviating from the circular rotation.

Although it is quite difficult to weight the importance of thetwo former effects, as it is
shown in chapter 7 of Crane (1988), the kinematic irregularities play a dominant role
in the morphology of the spectra. This is apparent in the regions wheredυ

dr ∼ 0, for
example atl=0◦, 180◦, 75◦, 285◦. There, sinceυ varies slowly with radius, the profiles
contain a contribution from a long path length and thus enhancing the measuredTB .
Quite similarly kinematic irregularities alter the Galactic velocity field. As a result,
gas from different regions of the disk with similarυlsr velocities, appear as large scale
structure features which can be interpreted wrongly as truedensity variations. Such
structures represent mostly deviations from circular rotation. The most important kine-
matical irregularities are induced by the spiral arms whichare present on a large scale
in Fig. 3.11a. So, in order to test the effect of spiral structure in the Milky Way model,
I have tried to implement the spiral structure in it. I used the linear density wave theory
to predict the perturbation velocities and then created synthetic data cubes to compare
them with the LAB survey to test the parameters of each model and judge its success.
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3.2 The model of the Galactic spiral structure

First of all I assume the Galactic spiral structure exhibitsa grand design which is
supported by a density wave. The second important assumption is that the line pro-
file characteristics are caused mainly by kinematics and anystructure as spiral arms
should be attributed to kinematical irregularities due to the presence of a density wave.
To model the Galactic spiral structure I used the linear density wave theory. It was
proposed to solve the winding dilemma of grand design spirals and was outlined in a
series of papers by Lin & Shu (1964, 1966); Lin et al. (1969). According to this the-
ory, the spiral arm is considered as a quasi-stationary compression zone of interstellar
matter. So, while the zone is not disrupted and follows solidbody rotation, matter can
stream through it. The advantage of this idea is that both Galactic differential rotation
of Galactic matter and the solid body rotation of the Galactic arms can co-exist. The
application of this theory to the motion of neutral hydrogenwas first described by Yuan
(1969).

To model the spiral arms I followed Burton (1971).
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Fig. 3.10: Coordinate system
for the calculation of the velocity
perturbations.θ is the azimuth
measure clockwise from the ra-
dius connecting the sun with the
galactic center.Vl.s.r is the radial
velocity, υr , υθ is the perturba-
tion velocities.

For a gravitational potential of an axisymmetric disk
Ua, we assume that the spiral arms create a perturba-
tion Us, so the total gravitational potential of the disk
isUd = Ua +Us. Therefore if the gas moves in regular
circular orbit with angular velocityΩ(R) at distance
R from the Galactic center, it has a circular velocity
V (R) and a radial velocity with respect to the local
standard of rest ofVc. In the presence of spiral arms,
the perturbation of the gravitational potentialΦs in-
duces in the gas a peculiar motion. In the radial di-
rection towards the Galactic center and the position of
the gas this potion has velocityυr while the tangential
induced velocity isυθ . Fig. 3.10 shows the direction
of the induced motions. Taking into account the above
considerations the total radial velocity with respect to
the local standard of rest (l.s.r) is given by:

Vlsr = Vc +υrcos(l +θ)+υθ cos(90− l−θ) (3.3)

wherel is the galactic longitude andθ is the galacto-
centric azimuth, measured clockwise from the radius
passing through the Sun.

Assuming that the spiral structure of the Milky Way is
described by a logarithmic function, the radial phase
function is given by
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Φ(R) = −m ·
1
b
· log

R · tan(io)
Ro · tan(i)

(3.4)

whereΦ(R) is the radial phase factor, m is the number of spirals,Ro is the radius
where the spiral structure starts, and the tangent of the pitch angle is given bytan(i) =
α ·R+β .

The phase of the superimposed gravitational potential is:

χ(R,θ) = mθ̇ −Φ(R)+ χo (3.5)

whereχo is the initial phase of the spiral arms.

The radial wave number is defined ask(R) =
dΦ(R)

dR and is related with the radial spac-
ing of the armsλ = 2π

k(R)
.

Assuming that the spirals are tightly wound, i.e|tg(1)| << 1, according to Burton
(1971) the velocity perturbations are given by the following formulae:

υr = arcosχ(r,θ) (3.6)

υθ = aθ sinχ(r,θ) (3.7)

The amplitude of the peculiar motions is a function of the angular pattern speedΩp,
the average angular velocityΩ(R), the surface density in the center of the spiralσmax,
the surface density in the inter-arm regionσmin and the epicyclic frequencyk2.

ar =
σmax −σmin

σmax +σmin
·

m
−k(R)

· (Ω(R)−Ωp) (3.8)

aθ = (
k2

4
·

1
(Ω(R)2−ΩpΩ(R))

)ar (3.9)

Using these formulas we can estimate the peculiar motions due to the density wave
and thus the radial velocityV (r,θ).

I used the Bonn mass model described in Kalberla (2003); Kalberla et al. (2007) to get
the necessary values for the unperturbed circular velocityVc and the angular velocity
Ω(R) in order to produce a synthetic data cube, including the peculiar motion from
the spiral arms. The data cube is then compared with the HI LAB survey. The aim is
to identify the similarities in the morphology of the spiralarms produced in the model
with the real spiral structure in the LAB survey. The linear density wave theory model
from its conception does not provide an accurate description of the real spiral structure.
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Therefore, while it is able to reproduce the morphology, it can not replicate exactly the
line profiles of the real data. As a result a direct comparisonbetween the brightness
temperatureTB distribution for the two data cubes, the model and the real data, is not
feasible and does not produced any reasonable results. Therefore the comparison is
done visually. A more accurate method would preferably try to fit a model data cube
with the real data to extract the parameters of the spiral arms as done e.g. to extract
the properties of the warp in external galaxies (Józsa et al., 2007). Such a method is
beyond the scope of this work which has as main aim the study ofthe HI clumps in
the Galactic halo. In this Chapter my target is to show to whatextent the linear density
wave can describe the spiral structure and how much the largescale features in the disk
are a product of velocity perturbations.

3.3 Results

In order to compare the spiral structure in the LAB survey with the model, I have
produced for each model a synthetic data cube. Each one covers a region in velocity
of |υlsr |<250 km s−1, all longitudes and latitudes between|b|< 15◦. The following
parameters are kept fixed for all the models:

• the initial radiusRo. This marks the start of the spiral structure and the end of
the Galactic bar. It is considered to be 3kpc (Vallée, 2002).

• the pattern speedΩp. This is the angular velocity with which the spiral arms
rotate around the Galaxy. Due to our unique position, it is very difficult to mea-
sure it for the Spiral arms of our own Galaxy. Lin et al. (1969)used a guess
of Ωp = 13.5km s−1kpc−1 which produced the most reasonable results when
comparing model with observations. The authors claims thateven higher values
could produce acceptable results. Recently Fernández et al. (2001) observation-
ally determined the angular pattern speed atΩp = 30km s−1kpc−1 from kine-
matical studies of two samples of HIPPARCOS data, one containing 0- and B-
stars and the other composed of Cepheid variables. This is used for all the mod-
els except in Burton (1971) where for consistencyΩp = 13.5km s−1kpc−1 is
used.

• the initial phaseχo. I assumed either the simple case that at the position of the
spiral armsχ = 0 or the more valid one that at the central region of the spiral
arms both |υr| and |υθ | must be maximized. I utilized the plot from Vallée (2002)
which shows that at starting radius of the spiralsRo the Crux arm hasθ = 20◦.
All my model were tested for both values

To reproduce the spiral structure, according to the relation of the previous section 3.2,
I varied for each model the surface density contrast betweenthe arm-inter-arm region,
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the number of spiral armsm and the pitch anglei. In respect to the latitude dependence
the equations of the peculiar velocity do not take latitudeb into account. What varies
as a function of latitude is the angular velocity in the case of the lagging halo. The
surface density contrast is independent of the latitudeb. As shown later for|b|>4◦, the
perturbations induced by spirals do not affect the brightness temperature distribution
of thel-v maps created with the models. In such a case only the Galacticwarp plays a
dominant role, deviating from symmetry.

The first series of models to present were produced to test thedifference between the
kinematical and the density approach in the analysis of spiral structure. Levine et al.
(2006b) observationally determined the spiral structure parameters from the LAB sur-
vey. First they transformed the brightness temperatureTB emission from a heliocentric
data set into a HI density grid with Galactocentric radius. For this conversion a stan-
dard rotation curve was taken into account together with epicyclic corrections, but not
velocity perturbations due to spiral arms. Their second step was to apply an un-sharp
masking technique which enhances the contrast between low and high surface density
features, emphasizing thus the spiral structure. Finally the authors fitted the observed
spiral features of the density waves using a logarithmic spiral similar to equation 3.4,
thus determining the number of spirals and the apparent pitch angles. A sum of their
parameters is found in Table 1 of Levine et al. (2006b). They have found 4 arms with
pitch angles of 24◦, 24◦, 25◦, 21◦at the Solar circle. It is obvious from the above
analysis that they considered spiral structure as density perturbations, not velocity per-
turbations, apparent in the density cubes. To test their estimate I used the pitch angle
values for a series of a synthetic model. Since in my models all the spiral arms have the
same pitch values I used the average of 23.5◦ of Levine et al. (2006b). Assuming that
the spiral structure has indeed the morphology found in Levine et al. (2006b) then the
syntheticl − v diagrams should reproduce some of the structure seen in the real l − v
from the LAB survey. For the angular pattern I used theΩp = 30km s−1kpc−1 for rea-
son explained earlier while the surface density contrast was set to 4, a value extracted
from the LAB survey by Kalberla et al. (2007). The angular pattern speed and the sur-
face density do not affect significantly the positions of thespiral arms in the synthetic
cubes. This model was also modified to include either 2 or 4 arms for different values
of the initial spiral structure phaseχo.

In Fig. 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 I present the comparison between the best synthetic cubes
based on Levine et al. (2006b) and the real LAB data. A direct comparison between
these show that there exists no similarity between the real data cube and the syn-
thetic cubes with parameters based on Levine et al. (2006b).Using different values for
the initial phaseχo still cannot reproduce the spiral structure with these pitch angles.
This pitch angles fail to reproduce even partially the plot seen in the real data of the
LAB survey. This outcome is probably due to theTB conversion to density used by
Levine et al. (2006b). Besides considering the spiral features as density perturbation
only when converting the original heliocentric datasetTB(υlsr ,l,b) of the LAB survey
to a Galactocentric onenHI(R,θ ,z), no correction for the spiral arm peculiar velocity
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was applied. This implies that different parts of the Galactic HI with similarυlsr due
to velocity perturbations will appear as density enhancements mimicking spiral struc-
tures. These do not necessary trace neither the position andmorphology of the density
wave nor the actual position of the real surface density enhancements induced by the
spiral arms. So a fit to a density data cube can provide only theapparent values for
the spiral arms and cannot be taken as an accurate description of the position and mor-
phology of the spiral arms.

The next model is based on a set of parameters used by Burton (1971) for a similar
analysis. In this paper it is assumed that the spirals have a pitch angle of 8◦ atR=5kpc
which slowly decreases to 5◦ at R=10kpc. BecauseR⊙=10kpc, I rescaled the above
values to match the I.A.U estimate ofR⊙=8.5kpc. Table. 3.2 gives theα andβ param-
eter determine the corresponding pitch angle. For the surface density contrast between
the arm-inter-arm region Burton (1971) varied the value from 1 at the Galactic Center
to 4.33 at R=10kpc. Since in my model the density contrast is kept constant through-
out the spiral arms I adopted the average value of 2.65 for this model. As a result it
is expected that for radii where the Burton (1971) model has lower density contrast, I
estimated peculiar velocities to be higher while in the radii where the Burton (1971)
model has higher density contrast, I estimated lower peculiar velocities. As a result,
the contrast between the arm-inter region will be sharper than in the Burton (1971)
original model but also the positions will have small modifications.

The l-v diagram of this model in comparison with the real data is seenin Fig. 3.15.
This comparison shows that the spiral structure is poorly reconstructed with this set of
parameters. The main similarity is the position of the bump,marked by a black circle
in Fig. 3.15b, at the terminal velocities withl=30◦ andl=50◦. The large arch which
lies at the fourth quadrant with a starting position ofl=-60◦ up to l=0◦ is missing in
the synthetic model. And there is only a nearly faint reconstruction of the arch at the
first and second quadrant, and of the outer arm starting atl=-180◦.

I also compared the real LAB data with the synthetic data of model 4 for b=3◦, as
seen in Fig. 3.16. The application of the density wave theorydoes not improve the
Bonn mass model much in comparison with the real data in this case. The similarities
between the real emission and the synthetic data seen at the second quadrant between
l=60◦- 180◦ is mostly due to the inclusion of the warp in the Bonn model. The peaks
of brightness temperatureTB located at the same position, atl=75◦, l=180◦, are due to
velocity crowding expected in these areas (Chap.2). In conclusion model 4 has some
success in the inner part of the Galaxy but fails generally toreproduce the large scale
features in the real data.

After the trials based on the Burton (1971) and Levine et al. (2006b) models, I have
produced a number of synthetic data cubes trying to match thel − v maps of the real
LAB data. Numerous sets of parameters were tested. As a guideline for the chosen
values I used a meta-study of the Galactic spiral structure by Vallée (2002) which
summarizes the most recent results on the spiral parameters. From all this datasets I
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will present the 3 that most successfully reproduced the spiral structure of the Milky
Way.

The first model has a number of spiral armsm = 4 and a surface density contrast of
3. For the pitch angle I considered at the solar circle thati ∼ 12.5◦ which is the
estimated average in Vallée (2002). I used Burton (1971) to describe the change of
the pitch angle as a function of distance. Fig. 3.17,3.18 show the comparison of the
l − v maps of this model and the LAB data forb=0◦ andb=3◦, respectively. In Fig.
3.17 the black ellipses mark the regions where there is very good match between the
synthetic data and the real data. As can be seen this model is quite successful. It
reproduces the grand arch at the first and second quadrant. Italso matches nicely
the regions for terminal velocity and parts of the inner Galaxy. It even reproduces a
filamentary structure at atl=180◦-240◦ which seems to be connected with the outer
arm (McClure-Griffiths et al., 2004). On the other hand it fails to reproduce the small
arch at the fourth quadrant (l=290◦-330◦) atb=0 and also the terminal velocity regions
for υlsr <0 km s−1 and large filamentary structure from (l,υlsr =19◦,-16.49 km s−1)
to (l,υlsr =70◦,-74 km s−1) which seems to be not only a result of spiral structure but
additionally it is probably connected with the arch at the fourth quadrant. For the
higher latitudes, Fig. 3.18 shows that the model is not successful. While it produces
structures, marked inside black ellipses, which morphologically are similar to features
in the real data, the extent and the position of these features in the synthetic data is
different from the real data.

The second model that produced successful results has a number of spiral armsm=4, a
surface density contrast of 4, and a pitch anglei = 11.7◦ at the solar circle. Fig. 3.19,
3.20 show thel − v brightness temperature maps forb=0◦ andb=3◦ in comparison
with the real data. In Fig. 3.19 the black ellipses mark againstructures which are
similar to the real data. This model reproduces at the same location the great arch seen
in quadrants 1 & 2 , the outer arms and also a structure locatedat negative velocities
in quadrants 1 & 2 . While it also produces a structure similarto the small arch at
the fourth quadrant, the location is different and positioned closer to the plane. At
l=-106◦ , it produces a spiral feature not seen in the real data. At latitudeb=3◦, shown
in Fig. 3.20, there are some morphological similarities butthe positions are different
from the real data. All in all this model also fails to producefeature similar to the real
data forb 6= 0◦.

The last successful model has also four spiral arms and a surface density contrast of
4. The pitch angle isi = 12.5◦and the initial phase of the spiral arms isχ = 320◦ to
take into account that the Crux arm starts atθ = 20◦ (Vallée, 2002). Fig. 3.21, 3.22
show thel − v diagrams as a comparison with the real LAB data forb=0◦ andb=3◦,
respectively. In Fig. 3.21 forb = 0◦ it is seen that this model reproduces the small
arch structure at the fourth quadrant as well as the bump at the terminal velocity in the
inner Galaxy forl < |60|◦. It fails to reproduce the large arch structure forl>70◦ and
the outer arms atl ∼ −170◦. While it reproduces similar structures morphologically,
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Fig. 3.11: a) Top: AnHI emission map of longitude versusυlsr along the Galactic equator
(b=0◦) from the LAB survey. (b) Middle: AnHI emission map of longitude versusυlsr of the
Milky Way model (Kalberla, 2003) which includes the warp, without spiral arm atb=0◦.

these are created at different velocity positions. Forb=3◦ from Fig. 3.22 , it is again
obvious that while we have some structures similar to the real data, marked with black
ellipses, the model fails to produce a more accurate picture.

Table 3.2 summarizes all the parameters for the models discussed here, with the last
three sets being the ones creating synthetic data cubes closer to the real data.
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Fig. 3.12: A comparison of longitude versusυlsr (l-v) emissionHI maps between the real
LAB data and the model based on Levine et al. (2006b)(a) Top: An HI emission map of along
the Galactic equator (b=0◦) from the LAB survey. (b) Bottom: An synthetic emission map
from the model Model 1 withm=2, Contrast=4,Ωp = 30 km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo = 0◦,
α = 0, β = 0.435

3.4 Dependence on b

In Fig.3.23 twol − v maps are presented forb=-3◦, one of the LAB real data and the
other of the non-spiral arms model. A comparison between thetwo shows that the
non-spiral model has a very smooth distribution of the HI emission, with an asymme-
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Fig. 3.13: A comparison of longitude versusυlsr (l-v) emissionHI maps between the real
LAB data and model based on Levine et al. (2006b) (a) Top: AnHI emission map along the
Galactic equator (b=0◦) from the LAB survey. (b) Bottom: An synthetic emission map from
the model Model 2 withm=4, Contrast=4,Ωp = 30 km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo = 0◦, α = 0,
β = 0.435.

try present between positive and negative longitudes due tothe warp. This is quite
different from the patchy and filamentary structure shown inthe real data. This struc-
ture is reproduced, not always accurately, under the assumption that it is the result of
spiral arms. In the previous section the models presented were not successful forb 6= 0.

In Fig. 3.24 model 8 is shown, which differs from model 7 in thesurface density
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Fig. 3.14: A comparison of longitude versusυlsr (l-v) emissionHI maps between the real
LAB data and the model based on Levine et al. (2006b). (a) Top:An HI emission map of
along the Galactic equator (b=0◦) from the LAB survey. (b) Bottom: An synthetic emission
map from the model Model 3 withm=2, Contrast=4,Ωp = 30km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo = 6◦,
α = 0, β = 0.435.

contrast withC=3 and the initial phase withχo = 69◦. In Fig. 3.24b I overlaid the real
data with the model represented as contours. One can easily ascertain the presence of
similar structures, attributing them to spiral structure.In the real data the filamentary
structure seems to be clearly present up|b|<8◦. Our models have only limited success
and show similar structure up to|b|<4.5 .
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Fig. 3.15: A comparison of longitude versusυlsr (l-v) emissionHI maps between the
LAB data and synthetic data. The black ellipses in the synthetic maps shows region of good
agreement between the synthetic and the real data. (a) Top: An HI emission map of along the
Galactic equator (b=0◦) from the LAB survey. (b) Bottom: An synthetic emission map from
Model 4 withm=2, contrast=2.65,Ωp = 13.5 km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo = 0◦, α = −1.2482,
β = 0.193 .

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter I have presented my efforts to model the Galactic spiral structure using
the linear density wave theory. The purpose of this work is not to produce an accurate
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Fig. 3.16:A comparison of longitude versusυlsr (l-v) emissionHI maps between LAB data
and synthetic data forb=3◦. (a) Top: AnHI emission map forb=3◦from the LAB survey. (b)
Bottom: An synthetic emission map from Model 4 forb=3◦with m=2, contrast=2.65,Ωp =
13.5 km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo = 0◦, α = −1.2482, β = 0.193 .

and complete model of the real Milky Way spiral arms. My aim isto test the possibility
of incorporating the spiral arms structure using the density wave theory in a Milky Way
model and to estimate the effect of the velocity perturbations due to the spiral arms in
the overall apparent HI brightness distribution in the all sky surveys.

For this reason I have assumed that kinematics are the only dominant factor shaping the
line profiles. Then I produced synthetic data cubes to verifythis assumption. What is
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Fig. 3.17:A comparison of longitude versusυlsr (l-v) emissionHI maps between LAB data
and synthetic data forb=0◦.The black ellipses in the synthetic maps shows region of good
agreement between the synthetic and the real data. (a) Top: An HI emission map forb=0◦from
the LAB survey. (b) Bottom: An synthetic emission map from Model 5 for b=0◦with m=2,
Contrast=3,Ωp = 30 km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo=0◦, α = −1.07010−2, β=0.312.

apparent is that even in the cases such as the models 2 and 3 where there is no accurate
match between observations and synthetic data, it is easy toascertain that kinematic
peculiarities, induced by the linear density wave, create features in the model of the
Milky Way which show great similarities with the spiral armsfeature seen in the real
data. For the more successful models, like 5, 6, 7, this approach can reproduce partially
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Fig. 3.18:A comparison of longitude versusυlsr (l-v) emissionHI maps between LAB data
and synthetic data forb=3◦. The black ellipses in the synthetic maps shows region of good
agreement between the synthetic and the real data. (a) Top: An HI emission map forb=3◦ from
the LAB survey. (b) Bottom: An synthetic emission map from Model 5 for b=3◦with m=2,
Contrast=3,Ωp = 30 km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo = 0◦, α = −1.07010−2, β = 0.312.

even the exact location of the spiral structure.

Therefore it is obvious that one should be really careful when interpreting the HI bright-
ness distribution. The kinematic peculiarities are too important to be neglected and as
seen in the models they can create velocity structures that may be erroneously in-
terpreted as true density structures. The partial success of the modeling also shows
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Fig. 3.19:A comparison of longitude versusυlsr (l-v) emissionHI maps between LAB data
and synthetic data forb=0◦. The black ellipses in the synthetic maps shows region of good
agreement between the synthetic and the real data. (a) Top: An HI emission map forb=0◦ from
the LAB survey. (b) Bottom: An synthetic emission map from Model 6 for b=0◦ with m=4,
Contrast=4,Ωp = 30 km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo = 0◦, α = −1.07010−2, β = 0.312

that at least at a first approximation, the linear density wave theory can be used to
introduce spiral structure in Galactic models. Not all the features are reproduced ac-
curately but this is probably due to the simplicity of the models used here. More
complicated models with separate pitch angles for each spiral, surface density con-
trast depending on radius and multiple spirals should yieldbetter results. However
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Fig. 3.20:A comparison of longitude versusυlsr (l-v) emissionHI maps between LAB data
and synthetic data forb=3◦. The black ellipses in the synthetic maps shows region of good
agreement between the synthetic and the real data. (a) Top: An HI emission map forb=3◦ from
the LAB survey. (b) Bottom: An synthetic emission map from Model 6 for b=3◦ with m=4,
Contrast=4,Ωp = 30 km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo = 0◦, α = −1.24828−2, β = 0.312

this is beyond the scope of this work. The assumption of the angular pattern speed
of Ωp = 30km s−1kpc−1 measured observationally (Fernández et al., 2001) seems to
yield reasonable results.

Regarding the effect of the spiral structure on vertical distribution, our models do not
include an explicit dependence on latitude in the form of a third peculiar velocity per-
pendicular to the plane. Since the spiral arms are considered to be a perturbation from
the axisymmetry of the galactic Gravitational field such a velocity affect the model
significantly. Nevertheless even without this inclusion itis visible from our models
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Fig. 3.21:A comparison of longitude versusυlsr (l-v) emissionHI maps between LAB data
and synthetic data forb=0◦. The black ellipses in the synthetic maps shows region of good
agreement between the synthetic and the real data. (a) Top: An HI emission map forb=0◦ from
the LAB survey. (b) Bottom: An synthetic emission map from Model 7 for b=0◦with m=4,
Contrast=4,Ωp = 30 km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo = 40◦, α = −1.0701−2, β = 0.312

that the spiral structure affects the kinematics and distribution of the HI not only in
the Galactic plane but also at low latitudes. Although the models are not adequate for
latitudes higher thanb=0◦, it was clearly shown that the velocity perturbations affects
the spectra to latitude up tob=4.5◦ in the synthetic cubes. In the real data the affected
latitudes seem to be up tob=8◦. Taking into account the distribution of the HI gas
associated with the halo as depicted in Fig. 2.5, spiral armsshould have a stronger
effect in the inner parts of the Galaxy where gas is associated with the halo even from
b=2◦. For the outer part outside the solar circle, the HI gas associated with the halo
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Fig. 3.22:A comparison of longitude versusυlsr (l-v) emissionHI maps between LAB data
and synthetic data forb=3◦.The black ellipses in the synthetic maps shows region of good
agreement between the synthetic and the real data. (a) Top: An HI emission map forb=0◦ from
the LAB survey. (b) Bottom: An synthetic emission map from Model 7 forb=3◦with m=4,
Contrast=4,Ωp = 30 km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo = 40◦, α = −1.0701−2, β = 0.312

start aboveb=8◦, so it is expected that the spiral perturbation should have aeffect on it
in a limited vertical range.

Another effect, which was not taken into account but might improve the model, was
shock fronts. At a gas temperature ofT=100K, for the cold HI temperature, the veloc-
ity of sound is∼ 1−2km s−1. A simple calculation shows that the peculiar velocities
induced by the spiral gravitational potential can be even 10times greater than this. So
the creation of shock fronts can affect the apparent position of spiral arm features.

Finally, it seems that the valuei = 12◦ proposed for the pitch angle of the spiral
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Ωp C m α β χo

km s−1kpc−1 - - 10−2 - ◦

Model 1 30 4 2 0 0.435 0 Levine et al. (2006b)
Model 2 30 4 4 0 0.435 0 Levine et al. (2006b)
Model 3 30 4 2 0 0.435 6 Levine et al. (2006b)
Model 4 13.5 2.65 2 -1.248 0.193 0 Burton (1971)
Model 5 30 3 2 -1.071 0.313 0
Model 6 30 4 4 -1.248 0.313 0
Model 7 30 4 4 -1.071 0.313 320
Model 8 30 3 4 -1.071 0.313 69

Tab. 3.2:A table with the parameters used in the spiral arms models.Ro is the radius where
the spiral start in kpc.Ωp is the angular pattern speed of the spiral in km s−1kpc−1. C is the
surface density contrast between the arm inter-arm region,m is the number of spiral arms.α
andβ are the coefficients which define the pitch anglei. χo is the initial phase of the galactic
spiral arms.

arms is the most reasonable one. Smaller or larger values do not yield any reasonable
results and at least in the case of the linear density wave theory, they can not be used
to describe them.
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Fig. 3.23:a) Top: An longitude versusυlsr brightness temperatureHI map of the LAB survey
at b=-3◦(b) Bottom: A longitude versus velocity brightness temperature map ofHI emission
from a Galactic model without spiral arms at b=-3◦
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Fig. 3.24:(a) Top:Model 8 -m=4, Contrast=3,Ωp = 30 km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo = −40◦,
α = −1.0701−2, β = 0.312, b = −3◦(b) Bottom: A comparison between the Lab data and
Model 8 for b=-3◦. Model 8 is overlaid as contours The -m=4, Contrast=3,Ωp = 30
km/sec/kpc,Ro=3.0kpc,χo = −40◦, α = −1.0701−2, β = 0.312,b=-3◦
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4 A search for the structure of the gaseous HI halo
using the Effelsberg 100-m telescope

4.1 Introduction

According to the Bonn model (Kalberla & Kerp, 1998), the gaseous Galactic halo
has a number of physical properties. To study these properties but also to overcome
practical difficulties a simple search strategy was used, utilizing the new all sky HI sur-
vey LAB (Kalberla et al., 2005a) as a finding chart. The aim wasto identify regions
with clumps that can be used to probe the halo. Although the 36′ resolution of the
LAB survey is not enough to resolve such clumps, the data are useful to select a
number of regions to be observed with higher resolution. Theonly two telescopes,
besides the Green Bank 100-m telescope (GBT) which are able to provide us with the
necessary sensitivity and angular resolution are the Arecibo 300m telescope and the
100-m Effelsberg telescope. Due to the limited coverage theArecibo telescope could
not be used to map the initial sample of regions. I started theobservations using the
Effelsberg 100-m telescope. In the following chapter I willstart by giving a brief de-
scription of morphological characteristics of the HI clumps as detected by GBT from
Lockman (2002). Then I will discuss in more detail two detection made with the Ef-
felsberg radio-telescope which can serve as primary examples of the characteristics of
the HI clumps. Then a less detailed description of all my detections will be given and
a summary of their physical properties as studied with the Effelsberg radio telescope.
Finally I will compare my sample of clumps with the sample from Lockman (2002)
from the GBT telescope.

4.2 Technical details and selection criteria

As already discussed, high resolution is needed to detect and start resolving the neutral
component of the Galactic Halo. At 21-cm, the beam resolution of the 100-m Effels-
berg radio telescope is 9.4′, similar to the beam resolution of the GBT, and enough for
a detection of a clump. While the Arecibo telescope has better sensitivity and beam
resolution, it can only observe in a limited declination range, objects within a belt of
-1◦< dec <+39◦. This led me to use it as a secondary option.

Using the LAB HI survey, a list of regions were selected, given in Table 11.25. Since
the extended faint emission has a brightness temperatureTB of the order of 0.3 K, the
parameter of the observations were chosen accordingly to trace the extended emission
with the 100-m telescope and to have a good S/N ratio. The parameters used in the
observations are given in Table. 4.3.

After the observing run with the Effelsberg 100-m radio telescope I tried to identify
the number of clumps in each of the observed fields. The halo clumps as described
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telescope

Beam Size 9′ Sampling 9′

No. of Channels 2048 Int.time 60sec
Bandwidth 10Mhz Tsys 27K

Vel. Separation 1.03km s−1 σn 0.1K
No. of Polarization 2 Calibrator S7

Reference In-Band freq. Switch. Bas. Correction 1st order
Field size 3◦x 3◦ Stray Rad. correction Kalberla et al. (1980)

Tab. 4.3: The table describes the resources used during the observational campaign with
the Effelsberg 100-m radio telescope. The Backend used is the AK-90 auto-correlator. The
σn given is the theoretical estimate for the above parameters.

by Lockman (2002) have properties quite similar to the cold neutral medium (CNM)
phase clumps described in Heiles & Troland (2003a). They arediffuse and show ir-
regular shapes, thus the automated algorithms for the identification of clouds did not
work in the observed fields, since these routines are coded for compact molecular
clouds with well defined boundaries. The identification of clumps was done manually
using a number of criteria associated with the expected properties of the clumps (Chap.
2.2) and the observations of the first HI halo clumps detected in the inner Galaxy by
Lockman (2002). The applied selection criteria are the following:

1. Line-of-sight velocity υlsr . Since I am interested in HI halo gas following
Galactic rotation I used the Bonn Milky Way mass model (Kalberla et al., 2007)
to search for clumps in aυlsr region connected with a gaseous halo. Lockman
(2002), for comparison, observed close to terminal velocity in the inner Galaxy.
More detailed analysis is given in Chap.2

2. Brightness temperature TB ; Angular size s. From Fig. 4.25, depicting HI spec-
tra of representative HI halo clumps observed with GBT, one can make the fol-
lowing assertions. Firstly the clumps are either isolated or embedded in the wing
of the main Galactic line. Secondly they are very faint withTL reaching up to
∼ 4K. Regarding their angular size, Lockman (2002) found that25% are unre-
solved with GBT and appear as 1-to-2 pixel dots in low resolution surveys like
the LDS (Bur, 1998). As seen in Fig. 4.26 some of the clumps have an angular
size as low as 15′ while others are more elongated and can reach up to more
than 25′ in one axis. So as a selection criteria I search for structures unresolved
in the LAB survey, i.e. structures with radius less than 36′. Since the HI halo
gas is expected to be faint, theTB must be less than 5-6K. Clumps can be either
isolated or embedded in a surrounding warm medium.

3. Line-width ∆υ1/2. As seen in Fig. 4.25 the typical GBT clouds have a∆υ1/2<
20 km s−1 , implying a kinetic temperature ofTkin∼ 8200 K. So as a final criteria
I selected objects with a line-width less than 20 km s−1.
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Fig. 4.25: HI spectra toward the center of representativeHI halo clouds observed with the
GBT telescope (Lockman, 2002).

4.3 The clump 116.20+23.55

I will describe in detail and give a thorough analysis of one of the most representative
HI halo clumps detected with the Effelsberg 100-m Radio telescope. This clump was
also a target of high resolution follow-up observations using the Westebork synthesis
radio telescope (W.S.R.T) .

Using the criteria described in the previous section I have identified a clump at Galac-
tic longitudel=116.20◦, galactic latitudeb=23.55◦andυlsr =-68km s−1 . Fig. 4.27 is
the HI spectrum towards the center of the clump and Fig. 4.28 shows two position-
velocity maps around the HI clump. Using these three plots, I will describe first its
morphology which is typical also for the other HI clumps. First of all, as can be seen
clearly in the spectrum of the clump (Fig.4.27) and the longitude-velocity diagram
(Fig. 4.28a), the very narrow line emission representing the HI halo clump is sur-
rounded by a very extended (>1◦), very broad emission (∆υ1/2∼20 km s−1). In the
latitude-velocity diagram (Fig. 4.28b.), the clump is slightly more elongated along lat-
itude and it is related in velocity with the clump 116.66+22.80, also surrounded by the
same extended emission. This morphology configuration describes best most of the
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Fig. 4.26:GBT HI observation depicting the clumpyHI halo. TheHI emission is integrated
in each of the panel over the velocity range given above it. Itis interesting to note the absence
of clumps at the extreme velocities. Taken by Lockman (2002).

clumps of my sample. There exists a broad, very extended faint emission representing
the warm envelope. In it there are embedded one or more narrowcompact HI clumps,
that can be slightly elongated along one axis. This structure configuration is more sim-
ilar to the two-component sheet-like clumpy structure of the CNM described in Heiles
& Troland (2003b) than the raisin-pudding model described in the same paper.

Regarding the physical properties of the HI clump itself, I follow the method outlined
in Chap. 2.6. The line of sight velocity isυlsr =-68km s−1. As discussed earlier, since
the gas is following the Galactic rotation, I can estimate its distance using theυlsr and
the velocity field of the Milky Way. The Bonn mass model (Kalberla et al., 2007),
described in Chap. 2, gives a distance for the clump of 7kpc, accordingly it is located
at Galactocentric radiusR=12.7 kpc and at a height above the planez=2.8 kpc. To
estimate the uncertainty in the distance determination I utilized three Milky Way mod-
els. All the three are assuming that the gaseous Milky Way halo is co-rotating with
the Galactic disk, in contrast with the Bonn Mass model whichassumes a lagging halo
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Fig. 4.27:HI spectrum towards the center of the clump 116.20+23.55 takenwith the 100-m
Effelsberg Radio-telescope. The peak ofTB at velocityυlsr =-68km s−1comes from the cloud.

(Kalberla et al., 2007). This assumption for the kinematical state of the gaseous Galac-
tic halo imposes an uncertainty between the non co-rotatingmodel and the co-rotating
models since the translation of the velocityυlsr to distance will be intrinsically dif-
ferent. The first model, which is a modified Bonn mass model to include co-rotation,
gives 17% higher value for the distance estimate of the clump. This result can account
for the intrinsic difference in the distance estimate between a lagging halo model and
a co-rotating model. The second model uses a Brand & Blitz (1993) rotation curve
giving 24% higher value than the Bonn standard model. Finally the third model from
Gómez (2006) results in a 7% smaller distance. The Brand & Blitz (1993) rotation
curve is the most widely used rotation curve for the Milky Waytherefore I will utilize
as a measure of uncertainty for the Bonn-model distance determination.

The total brightness temperatureTB at the central position of the clump is 2.89±0.06K.
The diameterD of the HI clump is defined as the square root of the diameter along
the latitude and longitude. For 116.20+23.55 the diameter can be taken from the
position-velocity plot and it iss=25′±9′. The uncertainty in the diameter is due to
the 9′ sampling in the observing strategy. Using a Gaussian decomposition I extracted
the different parameters for the HI clump and the surrounding warm envelope. For
the narrow component the peak temperature isTC=1.8±0.1K and the column den-
sity is NC=11±2· 1018 cm−2 while for the broad envelope the peak temperature is
TW =0.71±0.1 K and the column density isNW =25±4· 1018 cm−2. The ratio ofTC over
TW is more than 2.5 while the ratio of the column densitiesNC andNW over the total
column density is 0.3 and 0.7 respectively. This implies that while the broad envelope
is indeed very faint it seems that a significant fraction of the neutral gas mass is associ-
ated with it. From the Gaussian decomposition the line widthof the clump is estimated
to be∆υ1/2=3.0±1 km s−1, implying a kinetic temperature ofTkin=200±70K while for
the broad envelope the kinetic temperature is as high asTkin=7200±400K. Since both
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Fig. 4.28: A latitude-velocity HI brightness temperature map of the clumps 116.20+23.55
taken by the Effelsberg 100-m telescope. Theσn is 0.1K. The color-bar displays the transfer
function. The contour are at the level of 0.1K 0.3K 0.6K 0.9K 1K 2K.

of these estimated temperatures do no take into account the effect of turbulence, the
thermal temperature should be significantly lower than thisvalue.

Since I have an estimate of the distance and the diameter of the HI clump I can also
calculate the spatial dimensions of the clump, its volume density and thus its pressure
and its mass. For a distance of 7kpc, the spatial diameter of the clump isD=51±17pc.
The volume density of the clump is then estimated to be< n >=0.07±0.03 cm−3. Thus
the visible HI mass associated with the narrow component, the clump, is estimated to
beM=120±80 M⊙and the pressure of the clump equalsP=14±8 K ·cm−3. According
to Rohlfs & Wilson (2004) the virial relation is:

M = 250·∆υ2 ·R

where M is the mass in M⊙, ∆υ2 is the∆υ1/2 in km s−1 andR is the radius in pc. So
for the clump 116.20+23.55,Mvir = 57400M⊙ which is orders of magnitude larger.
This means that the clumps is not self-gravitating but must be confined by an external
medium. This confining element can take the form of the surrounding extended warm
envelope. Assuming that the clump is surrounded by an envelope of gas of the same
size, then the volume density of the envelope is< n >=0.16±0.07cm−3 implying
a pressureP=1151±507K · cm−3. It is obvious that the clump is under-pressured in
comparison with the external warm envelope.

A comparison between theTB measured in the Effelsberg spectrum and theTB from
the LAB survey at the same position is a measure of the presence of small scale sub-
structure in the clump. At the center the brightness temperatureTB in the LAB survey
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Fig. 4.29:A longitude-velocityHI brightness temperature map of the clumps 116.20+23.55
taken by the Effelsberg 100-m telescope. Theσn is 0.1K. The color-bar displays the transfer
function. The contour are at the level of 0.1K 0.3K 0.6K 0.9K 1K 2K.

is 0.9K. The ratio between the clump peak temperatureTC, the peak temperature of
the warm componentTW and the brightness temperatureTB in Effelsberg over the
TB in the LAB survey is 2.02±0.11, 0.78±0.11 and 3.25±0.11 respectively. Since
the ratio of the warm component temperatureTW over the LABTB is 0.78±0.11, it
seems that the warm extended enveloped is resolved with the Effelsberg telescope.
If the clump is considered an isolated point source then the ratio of the brightness
temperature in EffelsbergTB over theTB in LAB should be close to 16. This is far
from the ratio of 3.25 found here. Still this does not excludethe presence of small
scale sub-structure as explained in Chap. 12. If the HI clump is constituted of HI cores
bathed in an extended medium with lower source temperature then such low ratios are
to be expected. In such a case the cores would be denser, thus having a higher pressure
which could counterbalance the pressure from the surrounding medium. To resolve
this issue, follow-up high resolution observations were done using the W.S.R.T array.

4.4 The clump 115.00+24.00

In this section I will give a description of the properties ofthe second typical HI halo
clump. Initially it was detected using the Effelsberg 100-mtelescope and later follow-
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Fig. 4.30:HI spectrum towards the center of the clump 115.00+24.00 takenwith the 100-m
Effelsberg Radio-telescope. The peak ofTB at velocityυlsr =-84.5km s−1 comes from the
cloud.

up observation were done using the Very Large Array (VLA) synthesis telescope.

The clump 115.00+24.00 was detected atl=115.00◦ andb=24.00◦ atυlsr =-84.5 km s−1 with
peak brightness temperatureTB =1.94±0.04 K. Fig. 4.30 shows the spectrum towards
the center of the HI clump. Fig. 4.31, 4.32 are brightness temperature maps observed
with the Effelsberg 100-m telescope. A comparison between these two figures and Fig.
4.29, 4.28 show that clumps 115.00+24.00 and 116.20+23.55 have a similar morphol-
ogy. While the clump 115.00+24.00 is fainter, it is still constituted by a narrow cold
compact component with a non isotropic shape slightly elongated towards the latitude
axis. The broad envelope of 115.00+24.00 is similar, it is warm more extended than
the clump itself and it seems to be part of a very broad and extended warm component
which forms a common envelope around a lot of clumps. This morphological evalua-
tion agrees very well with the Clumpy Sheet model for the C.N.M by Heiles & Troland
(2003b). A more elaborate discussion of the two models and their connection with the
HI will follow in Chapt. 9.

The physical properties were estimated from the observational method described in
Chapt.2 and in the previous section. With a line-of-sight velocity υlsr =-84.5 km s−1,
the HI clump following Galactic rotation, lies even further out ata distanced=9±2 kpc
with a Galactocentric radiusR=14.5 kpc and at a heightz of 4 kpc. The uncer-
tainty in the distance in comparison with the Brand & Blitz (1993) is 26.3%. The
mean angular diameter iss=22′±4.5′, implying a spatial diameter of the HI clump
of D=60±20pc. The Gaussian decomposition shows that the peak temperature of
the clump isTC=0.73±0.1 K while the peak temperature for the warm envelope is
TW =0.8±0.1 K. The estimated column density for the clump isNC=15±3 1018 cm−2 while
for the warm extended envelope it reachesNW =20±4 1018 cm−2. This implies a ratio
of column density between the HI clump and the total column density of 0.42, showing
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Fig. 4.31: A latitude velocityHI brightness temperature maps of the clumps 115.00+24.00
taken by the Effelsberg 100-m telescope. Theσn is 0.1K. The color-bar displays the transfer
function. This map is the result of follow up observation with the same telescope done with
full sampling. Each pixel represents 4.5′.

that an important percentage of the mass is in the warm extended envelope. Regarding
the kinetic temperature of the clumpTkin, a ∆υ1/2=3.3±1km s−1 implies a temper-
ature ofTkin=240±70 K while for the surrounding envelope the kinetic temperature
for ∆υ1/2=15±1 km s−1 is Tkin=4950±330 K. For an average volume density of the
HI clump of< n >=0.08±0.03 cm−3, I estimated a pressure ofP=19±7 K ·cm−3 and
a visible HI mass ofM=220±140 M⊙. For the extended envelope the pressure is
P=535±211K ·cm−3, showing that also this HI clump is significantly under-pressured.

A comparison between the Effelsberg spectrum and the LAB spectrum towards the
115.00+24.00 clump shows that the ratio of brightness temperatures is 3.27 yet again
lower than the ratio of 16 expected for point sources. As before, the presence of an
extended envelope and the necessity of higher pressureP for the clump to be stable
points towards the presence of sub-structure in the clump. To study this I have made
follow-up observation of the clump with the VLA telescope which are going to be
presented in Chap.5

4.5 Effelsberg sample of HI halo clumps.

The examples in the two previous sections give a characteristic description of the phys-
ical properties and the morphology of the HI halo clumps. I will discuss here the gen-
eral properties of the HI clumps detected with the Effelsberg 100-m telescope and I
will compare them with the observation of the clumps by Lockman (2002) who used
the GBT 100-m telescope.

In total I have observed 22 fields, in a velocity range fromυlsr =-200 km s−1 up to
υlsr =150 km s−1. The total area covered is 204 deg2. From these fields we have
detected HI objects which can be identified as halo clumps in 8 fields, covering a total
area of 86 deg2, which constitutes 42% of the total area covered by the telescope. In
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Fig. 4.32:A longitude-velocityHI brightness temperature map of the clumps 115.00+24.00
taken by the Effelsberg 100-m telescope. Theσn is 0.1K. The color-bar displays the transfer
function. This map is the result of follow up observation with the same telescope done with
full sampling. Each pixel represent 4.5′.The contour are at the level of 0.1K 0.3K 0.6K 0.9K
1K 1.5K.

the two fields in the inner galaxy I detected very extended faint diffuse structures with
line width of ∆υ1/2>20km s−1. For the fields with longitudel greater than 130◦ there
was no detection of HI clumps, only very extended and bright emission withTB ∼12K
associated with high velocity clouds.

Using the selection criteria described earlier, I have identified 26 HI objects as HI halo
clumps in the observed fields. If we define as coverage of clumps per fieldw the ratio
between the number of clumps found in the field over the area ofthe field in degrees,
I find that the average coverage of clumps isw=0.30 deg−2. The lower coveragew
observed in a area is 0.11 deg−2 while the highest is 0.66 deg−2. No specific associa-
tion is found between the position of the observed field and the number of HI clumps
detected.

In Fig. 4.33, a selection of the most typical spectra of the HI halo clumps is shown.
The rest of the spectra are found in Appendix 11. The observable parameters of all the
Effelsberg sample HI clumps are given in Table. 4.4. The error in the measurement
is of the order of 2%. The physical properties are given in Table. 4.5. For all the
properties, except the kinetic temperatureTkinwhich is independent of the distance,
the accuracy is determined by the uncertainty in the distance determination which is
maximum of the order of 30% (9).
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Fig. 4.33: Spectra of HI clumps detected using the Effelsberg telescope. a) Top
Left:116.66+22.95 b) Top Right: 113.26-14.07 c) Middle Left:113.57-12.44 d) Middle
Right:112.96-12.44 e) Bottom Left:130.98-19.22 f) BottomRight: 130.65-19.51
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υlsr TC ∆υ1/2 s NHI

km s−1 K km s−1 arcmin 1018 cm−2

113.33+27.00 -40 1.0 7.0 13 16(2)
113.16+25.49 -32 1.1 ∼ 4 9 6(1)
116.20+23.55 -68 1.8 3.0 25 11(2)
116.66+22.80 -81 2.5 5.1 27 25(3)
116.50+21.45 -42 3.2 5.4 13 36(4)
115.00+24.00 -84 0.7 3.3 22 15(3)
115.35+22.35 -66 1.7 10.0 18 35(3)
117.32+24.00 -71 2.0 8.1 27 36(3)
118.01+24.59 -71 1.3 5.0 18 20(3)
117.97+24.00 -72 1.8 21.1 18 74(4)
117.51+25.19 -74 2.1 11.6 18 60(4)
114.50-15.85 -38 1.2 ∼ 4 18 10(2)
113.57-12.44 -85 2.0 ∼ 4 13 16(2)
112.96-12.44 -55 2.6 6.7 18 41(3)
112.96-13.03 -40 2.7 4.4 9 28(3)
113.26-14.07 -57 3.5 4.9 39(4)
113.57-13.48 -50 3.9 7.0 68(5)
114.32+21.74 -75 0.7 9 7(-)
128.84-18.48 -58 4.8 4.8 54(6)
130.98-19.22 -72 3.6 5.4 49(5)
130.65-19.51 -68 2.7 6.0 35(3)
112.10+27.79 -39 0.7 5.3 9 6(1)
113.84+28.70 -69 0.5 ∼6.0 18 9(2)
112.45+29.90 -65 0.6 ∼2.0 9 4(1)
114.71+29.60 -89 1.8 3.6 19(3)

Tab. 4.4: Observational parameters of observedHI halo clumps. υlsr is the line-of-sight
velocity. TC is the peak temperature of the clump.∆υ1/2 is the line width.s is the angular
size andNHI is the observatedHI column density of the clump

First of all, as estimated from theirυlsr all the clumps are located at a Galactocentric
radiusR>8.5 kpc. As seen in their spectra but also from Table. 4.5 of their phys-
ical properties, about 84% of the clumps show narrow line widths with ∆υ1/2<10
km s−1 while the remaining clumps have larger line width with∆υ1/2 up to 21
km s−1 . This implies that in most of the clumps the kinetic temperature is less than
2200K, so the gas must be associated with the cold neutral medium. Generally the
warmer clumps are more massive with a total visible HI mass of up to 700 M⊙. All
the clumps seem to be rather diffuse with average volume densities < n > not ex-
ceeding 1 cm−3. A striking detail in all the spectra of the HI clumps is that they are
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d R z D Tkin < n > P MHi

kpc kpc kpc pc K cm−3 K ·cm−3 M⊙
113.33+27.00 4.0(1.0) 10.5 1.8 16(7) 1080(150) 0.33(0.15) 360(170) 25(22)
113.16+25.49 3.0(1.0) 10.0 1.4 8(5) 350(90) 0.23(0.14) 80(50) 3(4)
116.20+23.55 7.0(2.0) 12.5 2.8 51(17) 200(70) 0.07(0.03) 14(8) 120(80)
116.66+22.80 9.0(2.0) 14.5 3.5 70(19) 570(110) 0.12(0.04) 68(26) 770(440)
116.50+21.45 4.0(1.0) 10.5 1.5 14(6) 650(120) 0.70(0.30) 455(210) 45(39)
115.00+24.00 9.5(2.0) 14.5 3.9 60(20) 240(70) 0.08(0.03) 19(7) 220(140)
115.35+22.35 6.5(1.5) 12.0 2.5 34(12) 2200(220) 0.33(0.12) 730(275) 260(180)
117.32+24.00 7.5(2.0) 13.0 3.0 58(18) 1440(170) 0.20(0.06) 290(90) 770(490)
118.01+24.59 7.5(2.0) 13.0 3.1 40(15) 550(110) 0.16(0.07) 87(40) 200(150)
117.97+24.00 7.5(2.0) 13.0 3.0 40(15) 9800(460) 0.60(0.22) 5800(2140) 750(550)
117.51+25.19 7.5(2.0) 13.0 3.0 40(15) 2960(260) 0.48(0.18) 1449(550) 600(440)
114.5-15.85 3.5(1.0) 10.5 -1.0 18(7) 350(90) 0.18(0.08) 62(31) 20(16)
113.57-12.44 9.0(2.0) 14.5 -1.9 35(14) 350(90) 0.14(0.06) 50(25) 120(100)
112.96-12.44 5.5(1.0) 12.0 -1.2 28(9) 987(150) 0.49(0.16) 470(170) 205(130)
112.96-13.03 3.5(1.0) 10.5 -0.9 9(5) 425(100) 1.02(0.32) 435(170) 14(16)
113.26-14.07 5.5(1.0) 12.0 -1.3 510(100)
113.57-13.48 5.0(1.0) 11.5 -1.3 1080(150)
114.32+21.74 8.0(2.0) 13.5 3.0 21(12)
128.84-18.48 6.0(1.0) 14.0 -1.9 510(100)
130.98-19.22 8.5(2.0) 15.0 -2.8 640(120)
130.65-19.51 7.5(2.0) 14.0 -2.5 780(130)
112.10+27.29 4.0(1.0) 10.5 1.8 10(6) 620(120) 0.20(0.12) 126(80) 4(5)
113.84+28.70 7.5(2.0) 12.5 3.6 39(14) 790(130) 0.08(0.03) 61(25) 90(70)
112.45+29.90 7.5(2.0) 12.5 3.7 20(11) 80(40) 0.07(0.04) 6(5) 11(13)
114.71+29.60 11.0(3.0) 15.0 5.4 285(80)

Tab. 4.5:Physical parameters of the observedHI halo clumps.d is the distance from the Sun.
R is the galactocentric distance.z is the height above the plane.D is the spatial diameter.
Tkin is the kinetic temperature.< n > is the volumeHI density.P is the pressure of theHI gas.
MHi is visibleHI mass of the clump.

not truly isolated. In Fig. 4.33 the narrow line associated with the clumps is “embed-
ded” in a more broad line which is connected with the main Galactic line. This broad
emission is associated with a very extended, very diffuse envelope which seems to
surround the clumps. Such an extended component could potentially play the role of
a surrounding envelope which would confine and stabilize theHI clumps. Since stray
radiation correction removes all spurious emission from the wings of the Galactic line,
the presence of such an extended wing in the spectra is real, even for Lockman (2002)
GBT observations.
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Assuming the clumps were isolated, the internal motion in the clumps should be bal-
anced by self-gravity. Using the virial relation from Rohlfs & Wilson (2004) which
connects the virial mass with the radiusR in pc of an object and the line width∆υ1/2 in
km s−1:

M = 250·∆υ2 ·R

I estimated a range of virial masses for my clumps from 104 M⊙ up to 67·104 M⊙,
at least one order of magnitude higher than the estimated visible mass. Therefore
the clumps cannot be gravitationally bound and in absence ofany factor to balance the
internal motion they would disperse in a timetdisp = D/∆υ1/2 which for the HI clumps
is on average 6Myrs. But the detected HI clumps are not isolated, so self-gravity is
not necessary and support in this case can be provided by the surrounding envelope.
In this case there must exist pressure equilibrium between the colder HI clumps and
the warmer envelope for them to be confined. In addition, as I will explain later in
chapter 7, there is a specific range of pressure and volume density where the two
phases can co-exist in thermal equilibrium. Comparing the estimated pressure for the
HI clumps (Table. 4.5) with the pressures expected for the extended warm envelope
according to Table. 3 from Wolfire et al. (2003) and the Bonn model (Kalberla et al.,
2007) for the estimated Galactocentric distancesR, I find that almost all the clumps,
except 117.97+24, 117.51+25.19 an 115.35+22.35 where∆υ1/2>10 km s−1, are over-
pressured by the surrounding envelope (Chap. 9). This conclusion is supported also by
observational evidence, in the study of the two clumps 116.20+23.55 and 115+24.00.
As mentioned in the previous two sections, the pressure of the surrounding medium is
71±41 times larger for the former and around 67 times for the latter. Since pressure
is given as a product of the volume density by the temperatureaccording toP/k =<
n > ·Tkin, the above result can have one of two following consequences. The first
possibility is that the detected HI clumps exhibit sufficient small scale-substructure
which cannot be resolved by the 9′ beam of the Effelsberg telescope. This would
mean that the constituents of the clump would have small diameters, thus they would
be denser and then in equilibrium with the envelope. The second possibility is that
while the HI clump detected with the Effelsberg and the GBT beam is a compact and
resolved object, it exists in a dynamical state where the force from the external medium
will compress it until it will be dense enough to counterbalance the external pressure.
Since the detected clumps are not spherical objects but elongated along one axis, this
scenario would finally also lead to the fracturing of the clump to smaller denser objects
which would also be unresolved with the 9′ Effelsberg beam.

A first glance to estimate the presence of sub-structure in the clumps was done by com-
paring the measured brightness temperatures from the Effelsberg telescopeTE with the
measured brightness temperature form the LAB HI survey,TLAB, at the same position.
For an unresolved, isolated point source, the ratioK of theTE over theTLAB should
be 16. In Table. 4.6, I give the ratioK of the brightness temperatures and the ratioQ
of the column densities for each of the detected clumps. According to the Table. 4.6
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the ratioK for my clumps ranges between 2.0 up to 10.8 with the mean at 3.32 and an
average of 3.92. This implies that the distribution of the ratio is slightly skewed pos-
itively towards the lower values. Even taking into account the error of 3%, the ratios
are significantly deviating from the expect ratio of 16 for anunresolved point source.
While this could imply that the clumps are resolved, one has to be careful to interpret
this ratio. The observed clump, in case that it has sub-structure, will be a collection of
cold cores in pressure equilibrium with an extended warm medium. Thus the single
dish beam observes a mix of cold and warm HI . If the filling factor of the cold gas
is sufficiently low then the resulting ratio will be rather small (Chap. 12). Thus the
low brightness temperature ratiosK found imply a low filling factor of the small scale
structure.

Regarding the column density ratio between the Effelsberg telescope over the LAB sur-
vey, the values range from 1.13 up to 4.1 with a mean value of 2.28 and an average of
2.22. In comparison with Wakker et al. (2001), who did a similar calculation between
the LDS and the Effelsberg telescope, our ratio is higher than the mean ratio of the
estimate for low-velocity gas in that paper. My sample also has a wider range of ratios,
both in comparison with the HVC/IVC results from that paper.

In relation with the clumps 117.97+24, 117.51+25.19 and 115.35+22.35 with∆υ1/2>
10 km s−1 the pressures which are 5833 K·cm−3, 1436 K·cm−3 and 730 K·cm−3

respectively, are within the range of values expected by thewarm medium at such
distances (Kalberla et al., 2007; Wolfire et al., 2003). So itis possible to have pressure
equilibrium between the clumps and the surrounding envelopes. No assumption of
small scale structure is necessary here to assume stability. In addition, by comparing
their volume densities which are 0.597, 0.485, 0.334cm−3, respectively, so the allowed
density for the warm medium from Table 3 Wolfire et al. (2003) it is evident that these
three clumps are associated with the warm medium.

As already mentioned, Lockman (2002) has detected clumps inthe inner Galaxy using
the GBT for observations close to terminal velocity. The Effelsberg and the GBT tele-
scopes have similar angular resolutions, so it is reasonable to compare the two samples.
In Table 4.7, I compare the median values of the two samples inthe first two rows and
the range which includes 90% of all the values in the second row. From the Table, it
is easy to ascertain a good agreement between the propertiesof the two samples. The
difference in the absolute height|z| between my sample, where the Galactocentric dis-
tance isR>8.5 kpc, from the inner Galaxy GBT data forR<8.5kpcc can be attributed to
the flaring of the Galactic disk (Kalberla et al., 2007). My mass estimates are slightly
higher, also the range is wider but this comes from the fact that the range of diameters
probed in my sample is also wider since I detected larger HI clumps. All in all, the
similarities inTL, NHi , diameter, density and mass show that the two samples consti-
tute the same population of clumps, located at different regions of the Galaxy. The
only big difference is in the line width∆υ1/2. My sample shows more narrow lines
than the GBT sample, thus implying smaller kinetic temperaturesTKin. This can be an
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TE TLAB
TE

TLAB
NE f f NLAB

NE f f
NLAB

K K 1018cm−2 1018cm−2

113.33+27.00 1.68 0.305 5.5 36 12 2.92
113.16+25.46 2.20 0.860 2.55 32 23 1.39
116.20+23.55 2.89 0.89 3.25 36 22 1.63
116.66+22.80 2.95 0.49 6.02 47 12 3.89
115.35+22.35 1.7 0.60 2.83 35 20 1.72
117.32+24.00 2.0 1.75 2.04 36 32 1.14
115.00+24.00 1.93 0.59 3.27 34 16 2.20
117.97+24.00 1.99 0.98 2.03 74 30 2.43
118.01+24.59 2.22 1.11 2.00 43 32 1.35
117.51+25.19 2.18 0.64 3.40 60 43 1.40
114.50-15.85 3.06 1.04 2.94 45 40 1.13
113.57-12.44 1.97 0.42 4.69 16 5 3.25
112.96-12.44 4.4 1.5 2.93 90 36 2.49
112.96-13.03 4.56 1.76 2.5 65 37 1.77
113.26-14.07 4.97 1.27 3.91 70 29 2.36
113.57-13.48 5.28 1.66 3.18 102 41 2.44
114.32+21.74 1.32 0.33 4.125 21 10 2.12
130.98-19.22 3.63 0.7 5.18 49 18 2.7
130.65-19.51 2.7 0.25 10.8 35 9 4.1
128.84-18.48 5.97 1.01 5.94 107 36 3.01
112.10+27.79 1.59 0.43 3.69 19 10 1.78
113.84+28.7 0.97 0.23 4.12 20 7 2.67
112.45+29.90 1.09 0.20 5.42 9 4 2.09
114.71+29.60 2.62 0.87 3.01 40 27 1.50

Tab. 4.6:The Effelsberg brightness temperatureTE is the peak values at the given position.
The LAB brightness temperatureTLAB is the extrapolated value from a nearby position. The
column density is calculated over the same range of velocities.

intrinsic property of the HI clumps outside of the solar circle which may differ from
the clumps in the inner Galaxy. For now, assuming that it is more difficult for cold gas
to survive at higherz distances, one would expect our sample not to show these narrow
lines, and thus this difference could be attributed to selection criteria affecting the two
clump samples. But as will be discussed further in Chap. 7 it is possible to have cold
HI beyondR>10kpc and thus it is quite reasonable to detect cold HI clumps also in the
outskirts of the Galaxy.
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TL FWHM NHi |z| Diameter <n> MHi

K km s−1 1018 cm−2 kpc pc cm−3 M⊙
Median
GBT 1 12.2 20 940 24 0.25 50

This work 1.74 5.2 17.80 2.65 31 0.2 105
90% range

GBT 0.4 - 2.70 5.4-26.3 7-63 640 - 1210 <19 - 35 0.1-0.9 12-290
This work 0.62-2.66 3-11.6 5.87-59.88 0.96-3.7 9- 58 0.073-0.7 4-766

Tab. 4.7: I compare the properties of theHI clumps for R>8.5kpc, as calculated from the
Effelsberg Telescope with the properties ofHI clumps in the inner Galaxy from GBT detection.
The first two row give the median while the second two rows the 90% of the range. The values
for the GBT are taken from Lockman (2002).
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5 Synthesis Observations of HI clumps

5.1 Introduction

In Chap. 4, I presented my sample of HI halo clumps detected with the Effelsberg
100-m telescope. The clumps which are composed mostly from colder gas are sur-
rounded by a warmer more extended envelope. The 9′ beam of the Effelsberg tele-
scope is enough to trace the extended emission but it is not sufficient to detect small
scale substructure in the clumps. This small scale morphology is implied by pressure
equilibrium considerations and is not excluded by the comparison between the Effels-
berg and the LAB spectra. Higher resolution images of the clumps using a synthesis
telescope can provide the answers regarding the presence ofsub-structure. A general
limitation when using interferometers is that they cannot detect structures on angular
scales larger than the fringe spacing formed by the shortestbaseline. Therefore, in
this follow up observations it is impossible to measure the extended emission which
surrounds the clumps. The follow-up observations were madefor two clumps. Using
the ASTRON Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT), I observed the position
of the clump 116.20+23.55. Using the NRAO Very Large Array telescope, I observed
clump 115.00+24.00. In this chapter I will discuss the observations done with the two
interferometers and present my results.

5.2 W.S.R.T observations

5.2.1 Technical Details

I made follow-up observations with the WSRT of the clump 116.20+23.55 which was
one of the first and most typical detections of a HI clump. The WSRT1 array is
composed of fourteen 25-m dishes with an east-west orientation, ten dishes have a
fixed mounting while there are also two pairs of movable dishes on rails. The array
has a variety of configurations and its baselines extend from36 m up to 2.7 km. To
choose the proper configuration of the array for the observation of the HI clump
116.20+23.55, I took into account its diameter, the∆υ1/2 of its spectrum and the
brightness temperature it exhibits. The exact configuration of the array is seen in Table.
5.8.

I reduced the interferometry data using the software package MIRIAD (Sault et al.,
1995) which is able to handle the WSRT data.

1More information about the Array is found on:http://www.astron.nl/p/WSRT2.htm
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Configuration Maxi-short Velocity Separation 0.5km s−1

Field of view 36′ Time on source 12 h
Synthesized beam 13′′ Calibration time 2 h

Bandwidth 2.5MHz Calibrators 3C286 & 3C48
Channels 1024 Tsys 27K

Channel Separ. 2.5kHz σn 2.25mJy/beam

Tab. 5.8:The table describes the configuration used to observe at the position 116.20+23.55
with the WSRT. More information about the configurations is found in WSRT quick guide3.
Theσn given is the theoretical estimate for the above parameters.

5.2.2 Results

The image cube of the follow-up WSRT observation was smoothed with an 60′′ Gaus-
sian beam. The HI halo clump 116.20+23.55 (α=20h47m22′′, δ=82d56m36′′) as de-
tected with the Effelsberg telescope has a centralυlsr =-68km s−1. At the same position
and velocity I searched in the WSRT image cube for HI emission. Fig. 5.34 is an
α-δ map of the HI emission as observed with the WSRT telescope atυlsr ∼= −68
km s−1. In this region a number of compact HI objects are detected. Theυlsr ∼= −68
km s−1 translates to a distance of 7 kpc according to the Bonn model (Kalberla et al.,
2007) with an uncertainty of 24%. The deconvolution processwas not optimal in the
map, so a part of the HI objects present in the map can be attribute to the influence
of side-lobes. In the following study only 11 of these objects with S/N more than
5σn and an angular radius s≥ 60′ were considered as real structures and constituents
of the HI clump 116.20+23.55. Their observational parameters are given in Table. 5.9.

To estimate their physical properties, given in Table 5.10,I used a similar procedure
as for the Effelsberg observations. The cores show very narrow line-widths with an
average of∆υ1/2=3.3±0.5 km s−1(Tkin=240±40 K). This implies association with the
HI clump which in the Effelsberg observations has a∆υ1/2=3.0±1 km s−1. The av-
erage core angular size is 73′′±14′′, corresponding to an average spatial size of just
2.5±0.8 pc (Kalberla et al. (2007) for distance calculation). The angular size of the
cores agrees with the hypothesis of Chapt. 4, which associates the stability due to pres-
sure equilibrium with small scale structure of the clumps inthe form of cores with arc-
minute sizes. The average volume density of the cores is found to be< n >=2.4±0.8
cm−3, 30 times larger than the volume density in HI clump 116.20+23.55. The average
pressure for the cores is found to beP = 613±230 K·cm−3 which is approximately
40 times larger than the pressure found for the clump 116.20+23.55 as observed with
the 100-m Effelsberg telescope. In comparison the pressureof the envelope from Ef-
felsberg observations isP=1151±507 K·cm−3 . So within the errors it is possible to
have pressure equilibrium between the cores and the extended envelope. In this case
the envelope provides the necessary confinement to stabilize the HI cores. Regarding
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Fig. 5.34: An RA-DEC map of HI emission observed with WSRT telescope centered
at α=20h51m00′′, δ=83d01m52′′, υlsr =-68.72km s−1. HI emission below the 1-σn of
2.2mJy/beam have been blanked out.

the thermal stability, a comparison with the range of pressures and volume densities
for R=11kpc-15kpc from Table 3 from Wolfire et al. (2003) shows, as will be discuss
more thoroughly in Chap. 8, the cores are either undergoing aphase transition towards
the cold gas or contain a significant amount of molecular hydrogen which is difficult
to trace.

Using my estimates of the volume density and diameter for thecores in Table 5.10 I
found an average mass of 3±3 M⊙. The total mass of the 11 cores is∼33 M⊙. For
comparison the mass of the HI clump 116.20+23.55 from the Effelsberg observations
is 120 M⊙. The 11 cores cover a total area of 15arcmin2 while the clump in the
Effelsberg observation covers an area of 625arcmin2. Single dish observations trace
both the extended warm envelope plus the cold compact phase while the synthesis
observation traces only the compact cold component. Therefore from the above I find
that the 11 cores cover only 2.4% of the area while they contain at least as much as
30% of the total visible HI mass in this area.

I have also detected in the same WSRT image cube atυlsr =-84 km s−1, separated
kinematically from the previous collection of cores, a few HI objects with size up
to a couple of arc-min. The channel map of the HI brightness temperature emission
for this region is given in Fig. 5.35. The co-ordinates of thebrightest objects are
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Fig. 5.35: An RA-DEC map of HI emission observed with WSRT telescope centered
at α=20h43m48′′, δ=83d04m44′′, υlsr =-84.18km s−1. HI emission below the 1-σn of
2.2mJy/beam have been blanked out.

α=20h43m46′′,δ=83d10m20′′ atυlsr =-85.2km s−1 andα=20h43m49′′,δ=83d01m29′′ at
υlsr =-84.1km s−1. In Fig.5.36, a spectrum from the Effelsberg observation isshown
from the location of the WSRT HI objects. As seen there atυlsr =-68 km s−1 the peak
emission from the clump 116.33+23.55 is detected. At slightly higher line-of-sight
velocity, approximately atυlsr =-84 km s−1, a second peak is detectable which has aTB

=∼ 0.9 K. This feature shows up at a single pixel in the Effelsberg map. Those objects
that represent HI cores have properties similar to the cores of the clump 116.33+23.55
and since they are spatially and kinematically close they must be surrounded by the
same warm medium. According to theυlsr and the Bonn model (Kalberla et al.,
2007) they are located further out, at a distance of 9.5 kpc which corresponds to a
Galactocentric distanceR of 14.6 kpc and a height of 3.8 kpc.

In table. 5.9 and 5.10 their observational and physical properties are given. The
HI cores atυlsr =-84 km s−1 have an average angular sizes=114±14′′, which implies
an almost double size from the cores atυlsr =-68 km s−1 since their average diameter
is s = 4.2±1.1 pc. The cores are also very cold with aTkin∼300 K but they have a
smaller volume density of< n >= 1.4±0.4 cm−3. According to Table 3 from Wolfire
et al. (2003) the range of pressures forR=15 kpc where thermal equilibrium is possible,
is 487-1400 K·cm−3. The average pressure of the cores isP=430±140 K·cm−3 which
agrees within the errors. On the other hand the volume density is somewhat smaller
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α δ υlsr ∆υ1/2 s NHI

hh:mm:ss dd:mm:ss km s−1 km s−1 ′′ 1018 cm−2

a 20:52:29 82:49:53 -69.8 3.1 74 24(4)
b 20:52:00 82:50:37 -69.8 2.9 12(2)
c 20:47:29 82:47:15 -68.7 3.7 78 24(3)
d 20:47:31 82:51:27 -68.7 2.5 78 16(3)
e 20:45:52 82:51:28 -68.7 3.0 96 19(3)
f 20:43:21 82:51:28 -66.7 3.3 61 15(2)
g 20:43:19 82:57:58 -67.7 3.2 59 15(2)
h 20:41:44 83:04:13 -68.7 3.8 103 32(4)
i 20:42:18 82:58:52 -68.7 3.9 61 14(2)
j 20:43:21 82:54:14 -66.7 3.3 62 15(2)
k 20:43:19 82:57:58 -67.7 3.3 58 15(2)
l 20:43:46 83:10:20 -85.2 3.4 102 19(3)
m 20:43:49 83:01:29 -84.1 4.0 127 28(4)

Tab. 5.9: Observational parameter of cores observed with WSRT.υlsr is the line-of-sight
velocity. ∆υ1/2 is the line width of the clump.s is the angular size.NHI is theHI column
density.

d R z D Tkin < n > P MHi

kpc kpc kpc pc K cm−3 K ·cm−3 M⊙
a 7(2) 13 2.5 2.5(0.7) 215(30) 3.1(1.0) 670(240) 4(4)
b 7(2) 13 2.5 190(30)
c 7(2) 13 2.5 2.6(0.8) 300(40) 2.9(1.0) 880(325) 4(4)
d 7(2) 13 2.5 2.6(0.8) 140(30) 1.9(0.7) 270(115) 3(3)
e 7(2) 13 2.5 3.3(0.9) 200(30) 1.9(0.6) 380(130) 5(4)
f 7(2) 13 2.5 2.1(0.7) 240(40) 2.3(0.8) 560(215) 2(2)
g 7(2) 13 2.5 2.0(0.7) 225(35) 2.4(0.9) 530(215) 1(1)
h 7(2) 13 2.5 3.5(1.0) 330(40) 3.0(0.9) 980(320) 10(9)
i 7(2) 13 2.5 2.0(0.7) 340(40) 2.1(0.8) 710(280) 1(1)
j 7(2) 13 2.5 2.1(0.7) 240(40) 2.3(0.8) 560(215) 2(2)
k 7(2) 13 2.5 1.9(0.6) 245(40) 2.4(0.8) 600(220) 1(1)
l 9.5(2) 15 3.8 4.7(1.3) 250(40) 1.3(0.4) 320(110) 11(10)
m 9.5(2) 15 3.8 5.9(1.6) 350(40) 1.6(0.5) 540(180) 24(21)

Tab. 5.10:Physical Parameter of cores observed with WSRT array.d is distance from the
Sun.R is the galactocentric radius.z is the height above the plane.D is the spatial diameter.
Tkin is the kinetic temperature.< n > is the volume density.P is the pressure in the clump.
MHi is the visibleHI mass.
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Fig. 5.36:An average spectrum of the positionl=116.3◦,b=23.7◦from the Effelsberg observa-
tions. The arrow atυlsr =-84km s−1 points to the location of the WSRT object while the arrow
at υlsr =-68km s−1 points to the location of clump 116.33+23.55.

than the minimum 1.9 cm−3 allowed for the cold phase of the gas. So these cores
are undergoing phase transition towards the cold phase or hide a significant amount of
molecular gas (Chap. 8).

5.3 V.L.A observations

5.3.1 Technical Analysis

I made follow-up observations of the HI clump 115.00+24.00 which is the second
typical clump detected with the Effelsberg telescope. I used the Very Large Array
(VLA) telescope located in New Mexico. The VLA4 is a 27-element array. Each
antenna has a diameter of 25 m. The antennas are positioned ina Y shape and there
are four different possible configurations of the antennas,which gives a size of the
array up to 36 km, obtaining the superb resolution of 1.4′′at λ =20 cm . To choose the
proper configuration to observe the clump 115.00+24.00, I considered the angular size
of the clumps , its∆υ1/2 and the resolution needed. The configuration of the array
used for the observation of the clump is given in Table 5.11. More information about
the possible VLA configurations can be foun in the telescope stature summary5.

To reduce the VLA interferometric data I used as software theNRAO Astronomical
Image Processing System (AIPS)6. I followed the standard data reduction procedure

4More detailed information about the Array is found on:http://www.vla.nrao.edu/genpub/overview/
5http://www.vla.nrao.edu/astro/guides/vlas/current/
6http://www.aips.nrao.edu/aips_faq.html
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Configuration DnC Velocity Separation 0.64km s−1

Largest Ang.Scale ∼15′ Time on source 6-h
Synthesized beam 12.5′′ Primary Calibrator 3C286 & 3C48

Bandwidth 0.78MHz Time on Pr. Calibrators 1-h
Channels 256 Phase Calibrator 2344+824

Channel Seper. 3.05kHz Time on Ph. Calibrator 40min
Observing Band 21-cm σn 2.25mJy/beam

Tab. 5.11:The table describes the resources and configuration used to observe at the position
115.00+24.00 with the VLA. Theσn given is the theoretical estimate for the above parameters.

as described in details in the appendix B of the AIPS cookbook7.

5.3.2 Results

The image map from the VLA observations was smoothed using a Gaussian beam of
60′′. The final dimension are 42′x 42′, is centered atα=20h29m00fs,δ=82d08m00′′ and
cover a velocity range from -93 km s−1 up to -78 km s−1. A channel map from the
image cube atυlsr =-84.50 km s−1 is given in Fig. 5.37.

At υlsr =-84.5km s−1 the Effelsberg telescope detected a HI clump. The VLA ob-
servations in the same region have identified 8 HI objects which are associated with
the clump 115.00+24.00. The average size of the cores iss=87±11′′. Theυlsr ∼-85
km s−1 corresponds to a distance of 9.5kpc, at Galactocentric radiusR=14.5 kpc and
heightz=4 kpc. Therefore the cores have an average size ofD=4.3±1.1 pc. The av-
erage kinetic temperature of this sample of cores isTkin=430±60 K. This is slightly
higher than theTkin found for the sample of the previous section. The sample of these
cores is also denser, with an average< n >= 3.9±1.1cm−3. As a result, the pressures
of the clumps are also higher with an averageP = 1590±490K·cm−3. While this is
higher than the pressureP=535±23K ·cm−3 estimated for the extended envelope from
the Effelsberg data, it agrees with the range of allowed pressures for thermal equilib-
rium from Table 3 in Wolfire et al. (2003), which forR=15kpc is 487-1400K · cm−3.
So the cores are in thermal equilibrium with the extended envelope. Regarding the vis-
ible mass of the HI cores, their total mass is 107 M⊙. The visible HI mass measured
with the Effelsberg radio telescope in the case of the clump 115.00+24.00 is 222M⊙.
So the cores contain 48% of the visible clump HI mass while the remaining 52%
should be associated with the extended warmer component which is not detected with
the VLA telescope. Still, despite carrying a significant amount of mass the total area
covered by the cores is only 3% of the corresponding HI clump area of 484 arcmin2.

7http://www.aoc.nrao.edu/aips/cook.html, Appendix B
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Fig. 5.37: An RA-DEC map of HI emission observed with VLA array centered at
α=20h29m00′′, δ=82d08m00′′, υlsr =-84.50km s−1. HI emission below the 1-σn of 3Jy/beam
have been blanked out.

α δ υlsr ∆υ1/2 s NHI

hh:mm:ss dd:mm:ss km s−1 km s−1 ′′ 1018 cm−2

a 20:23:58 82:15:13 -87.7 4.3 124 45(6)
b 20:22:24 82:15:49 -87.1 4.7 102 76(9)
c 20:21:36 82:13:46 -84.5 4.3 88 68(8)
d 20:21:34 82:10:35 -85.1 2.8 57 43(6)
e 20:26:38 82:09:48 -85.8 5.8 82 32(4)
f 20:26:11 82:02:27 -83.2 4.0 105 33(4)
g 20:25:56 82:04:57 54 29
h 20:25:07 82:05:25 84 37

Tab. 5.12: Observational parameter of cores observed with VLA.υlsr is the line-of-sight
velocity. ∆υ1/2 is the line width. s is the angular size.NHI is the observedHI column
density.

5.4 Summary of Interferometry Results

The WSRT and the VLA high resolution observations confirmed the expected pres-
ence of small scale structure in the HI clumps 116.33+23.55 and 115.00+24.00. These
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d R z D Tkin < n > P MHi

kpc kpc kpc pc K cm−3 K·cm−3 M⊙
a 10.0(3) 15.0 4.0 6(2.0) 410(60) 2.4(0.9) 1010(410) 19(20)
b 10.0(3) 15.0 4.0 5(1.0) 490(70) 5.0(1.1) 2440(570) 32(20)
c 9.5(2) 14.5 3.8 4(1.0) 410(60) 5.7(1.6) 2360(750) 25(20)
d 9.0(2) 14.5 2.5 2(0.7) 170(40) 5.6(2.1) 950(420) 7(4)
e 9.5(2) 14.5 3.8 4(1.0) 730(80) 2.7(0.7) 2000(560) 12(9)
f 9.5(2) 14.5 3.8 5(1.0) 350(60) 2.2(0.5) 780(220) 12(8)

Tab. 5.13:Physical Parameter of cores observed with the VLA array.d is the distance from
the Sun. R is the distance from the Galactic centre.z is the height above the plane.D is
the spatial diameter.Tkin is the kinetic temperature.< n > is the volume density.P is the
pressure.MHi is the visibleHI mass.

HI clumps, when observed with high resolution, are resolved into a collection of cold
HI cores, surrounded by an extended warm envelope undetectable in the interferom-
etry observations. Since the cores have a small angular dimension when observed
with Effelsberg together with the surrounding extending emission, they appear as an
HI clump. Despite their low filling factor the cores carry a significant amount of visi-
ble HI mass since they seem to be up to 30 times denser than the HI feature observed
with Effelsberg. As a result they are in a pressure equilibrium with the surrounding
extended envelope. It is also possible that these two components are in a thermal equi-
librium (Chap.7). So the cold cores reside inside the warm medium as stable entities
without dispersing or undergoing phase transition.

Stil et al. (2006) have detected a population of HI clump at peculiar velocities using the
D configuration of the VLA array. These clumps are located in the inner Galaxy and
lie very close to the Galactic plane. Stil et al. (2006) proposed that they are part of the
same population of clumps detected by GBT Lockman (2002), widespread throughout
different locations in the Galaxy. A comparison between my sample of HI cores and
their sample shows that:

• my sample is composed of colder gas since it has lower line widths∆υ1/2.

• the Stil et al. (2006) sample has∼2 times large size and∼3 times greater volume
densities. Since the terminal velocity is used for the distance estimate, the dis-
tance uncertainty is small and cannot account for the difference with our sample.

• The visible HI mass in Stil et al. (2006) ranges from 9M⊙ up to 2500M⊙,
compared to 1-32M⊙ in my case.

• The derived volume densities andTkin temperature for the Stil et al. (2006)
sample imply also pressures which range from 1800 K·cm−3 up to 105 K·cm−3,
in most of the cases higher than the pressure of our sample.
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These are not necessary contradictory results. Stil et al. (2006) considers data in
the inner Galaxy while my sample in the outer galaxy. While a pressure as high a
105 K·cm−3 in their sample must be attributed to turbulence, accordingto Table 3 of
Wolfire et al. (2003) the smaller the Galactocentric distance R is, the higher the pres-
sure and the volume density of the cold gas are expected to be.Therefore cores which
are located in the inner Galaxy, as in the case of Stil et al. (2006) are expected to be
denser than the cores in the outer part of the Galaxy, as our cores are.
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6 Arecibo Observations

6.1 Introduction

Although the 100-m Effelsberg telescope can provide maps with good resolution and
sensitivity to detect HI clumps, the mapping process is slow and high resolution is
needed to confine the physical parameter of the HI clumps. An interferometer is ap-
propriate only for follow up observations of specific clumpssince it is not sensitive to
extended emission. The only other single dish telescope which has increased resolu-
tion, sensitivity and mapping speed is the 305-m Arecibo radio-telescope. So I used
it to map a region of the sky to search for clumps taking into account the limited dec-
lination range. I will discuss here the technical details ofthe observation and present
the results.

6.2 Technical details

I used the 305-m Arecibo telescope to observe a field selectedfrom the fourth Galactic
quadrant at 21-cm. The position was selected with the help ofmap 2.5. I took into
account the restriction of the Arecibo telescope to observewithin a declination range
of -1◦20′ up to 38◦02′. Since all of the fields observed with Effelsberg are located
at the first and second quadrant, I decided to select a field from the fourth quadrant
to probe a different location of the sky. The field is centeredat α= 08 h05 m00′′, δ=
02 d45 m00′′ (l=219◦, b=17.58◦). The dimension of the map is∆ α=1h10m and
∆δ=5d30m.

I mapped this region with the Arecibo L-band Feed Array (ALFA)8 which is a multi-
beam receiver with the capability to survey areas of the sky rapidly. As a backend I
used the spectrometer GALFA9 which is an instrument dedicated for Galactic surveys.
It has a bandwidth of 7MHz with a total number of 8192 channels. At 21-cm this gives
a high spectral resolution of 0.18km s−1. I applied a smoothing to the velocity axis so
the final spectral resolution of the maps is 0.72km s−1.

I have conducted the observations in a typical GALFA manner.I used the basket weav-
ing observing mode (Stanimirović et al., 2006). In this modes the telescope observes
at the meridian, moving only in zenith angle at a given rate, thus covering a zig-zag
pattern of the sky as the earth moves. On consecutive days, shifted scans are obtained
so the whole region of interest in slowly covered. In Fig. 6.38, an example of two
basket-weave scans is shown. The resulting map has almost full-Nyquist sampling,
independent of the sampling rate. The most faint HI clump detected with Effelsberg
has aTL = 0.62 K. The expectedTA for Arecibo would be more than 4 K. So I used the

8A description can be found in http://www.naic.edu/alfa/
9A detailed documentation is found in http://www.naic.edu/alfa/galfa/docs/galspect/
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Fig. 6.38:An example of basket weave scans(Courtesy of Snezana Stanimirovic)

fast “gear”, that is the fastest speed for the mapping, whichgives an integration time
2.4 sec per pixel. This results in aσn∼0.6 K noise level for my map, enough to detect
the clumps.

The baseline calibration was done using the Smart FrequencySwitching method (Heiles,
2007) specially developed for the GALFA projects. For the data reduction I used a
pipeline of IDL programs developed by C. Heiles and J. Peek especially for the reduc-
tion of GALFA HI data10. The final result is a HI data cube with an angular resolution
of 3.83′ and a velocity resolution of 0.72km s−1.

6.3 Extended emission in Arecibo and Stray Radiation cor-
rection

Using a radio telescope with a total solid beam angleΩA, we measure the antenna
temperatureTA, a convolution between antenna patternP and the true brightness dis-
tribution of the sky T given by (Bracewell, 1956)

TA =

∫

P(x− x′) ·T(x′,y′)dx′dy′ (6.10)

10More information in http://www2.naic.edu/alfa/galfa/docs/pipe_doc_aug06.pdf and Stanimirović
et al. (2006)
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This equation includes radiation received from the main beam with a solid angleΩmb

and from the side-lobes with a solid angleΩs = ΩA −Ωmb. In case of a strong source
with an angular dimension of the order of the main beam size, the contribution in
the TA from the side-lobes is not important. In the 100-m Effelsberg telescope the
main beam efficiencyηmb is more than 70% while in the Arecibo 300-m the average
main beam efficiency for the 7-pixel ALFA receiver system is∼ 60%, so the radiation
received from the far side-lobes contributes very little totheTA, we can therefore safely
consider thatTB = TA/ηmb. The radiation received in the first side-lobes may have the
effect of slightly deforming the source.

On the other hand the measurement of the true brightness temperatureTB distribution
of an extended source in the sky is far more complicated. As pointed out in Kalberla
et al. (1980) up to 50% of the observed profile area at high latitude can be attributed
to time variable radiation received from the far side lobes.So a correction procedure
is needed where we separate the radiation received in the main beam from the radia-
tion received from the residual antenna pattern. The correction applied to the 100-m
Effelsberg data is described in Kalberla et al. (1980).

As described in Heiles et al. (2001), the Arecibo reflector isfixed with respect to
the ground while the feed moves with respect to the reflector.Thus, as the source is
tracked, the antenna pattern characteristics of the telescope can change in a compli-
cated way. It is extremely difficult to apply a stray radiation correction in a similar
fashion as for the 100-m Effelsberg telescope. As already mentioned in the previous
paragraph, a source with a small angular size and in particular a HI clump is unaf-
fected by stray radiation. In the case of the extended emission, since the correction is
not possible, I need to find a way to estimate the effect of stray radiation in the data.
Data from the Effelsberg 100-m Radio telescope were not available for the same po-
sition as the region observed with Arecibo. Instead the LAB survey (Kalberla et al.,
2005b) was used to evaluate the effect of stray radiation in the Arecibo maps. LAB is
corrected for stray radiation with the residual errors in the profile wings due to de-
fects in the stray radiation correction below 40 mK. First ofall I smoothed the Arecibo
maps to the 36′ resolution of the LAB survey. This is done using the task “Smooth”
in the MIRIAD software package, by convolving the maps with abeam of Gaussian
shape. Then random positions of the maps were selected and the spectra were com-
pared between the Arecibo and the LAB survey, searching for inconsistencies between
the spectra in the wings of the main Galactic line.

From Fig. 6.39a-f the comparisons of the spectra for five random positions are shown.
Fig. 6.39b is at a position close to the edge of the map. It is the only position where the
spectrum taken from Arecibo varies significantly from the spectrum of the LAB sur-
vey, especially on the positive velocity wing. This is most probably an artifact of the
smoothing process, where there are masked pixels in the areaof the Gaussian convo-
lution. The other spectra are nearly identical, showing only a slight differences. Part
of it can be attributed to the difference of the data reduction process, like calibration,
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Fig. 6.39:A comparison between spectra from the LAB survey and those observed with the
Arecibo telescope. The Arecibo data have been smoothed to the resolution of the LAB survey
of 36′. a) Top Left: Positionl=222.5◦, b=22◦b) Top Right: Positionl=219◦, b=13.5◦c) Middle
Left:Positionl=222◦, b=22◦d) Middle Right: Positionl=219◦, b=20◦e) Bottom Left: Position
l=219.5◦, b=18.5◦f) Bottom Right: Positionl=216.5◦, b=17◦
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baseline correction etc., between the LAB survey and the Arecibo data. Part of it, is
caused by the scaling of the Arecibo data to the LAB survey resolution and finally
stray radiation also increases theTA in the Arecibo data.

Generally, I concluded that, while there is some stray radiation contamination in the
Arecibo data, it does not affect my data significantly. Sincethe velocity morphology
of the velocity wing is identical, the extended structures detected in the Arecibo data
are real and not caused by stray radiation. The only minor effect the stray radiation
may have, is to increase the estimated columd density in the Arecibo data. Since the
two spectra show only small systematical differences, the uncertainty is not expected
to be significant.

6.4 Results

The HI emission map observed with the Arecibo 300-m telescope covers a region of
17.5◦×5◦ with an angular resolution of 3.8′. The central position isl=219.5◦ and
b=17.23◦ and theυlsr range covered is from 100 km s−1 up to -100 km s−1. No
major HVC complex is associated with this region. While no correction for stray
radiation was applied to the maps, as discussed in section 6.3, it does not affect the
spectral profiles.

HI emission associated with the Galaxy should have positiveυlsr , according to the
Bonn Mass model Kalberla et al. (2007). Aboveυlsr =89 km s−1 there is no HI emis-
sion and below∼ 30 km s−1 HI emission is starting to be associated more closely
with the disk. In this range ofυlsr , a peak temperature map of HI emission is made,
shown in Fig. 6.40. It is created by calculating the peak temperature for each position.
While it can be misleading regarding the actual size of the clumps since there is confu-
sion between objects located in adjacent positions which are kinematically separated,
it gives a good overall view of the structure of the HI emission. In Fig. 6.40 within
this velocity range exists a very faint extended component.It was already shown in
subsection 6.3 that this component is real and not an artifact due to stray radiation.
The peak temperatureTP of the extended component is up to 3 K. The column density
betweenυlsr =60 km s−1 and 30 km s−1 can reach up to 100±6· 1018 cm−2. This
extended component is similar to the envelope surrounding the HI clumps detected
with the 100-m Effelsberg telescope.

There are a number of positions with high peak temperaturesTP and narrow line
widths∆υ1/2, similar to the regions observed with the Effelsberg telescope which can
be associated with HI clumps surrounded by the extended envelope. The observa-
tional properties of these clumps are seen in Table. 6.14. The clumps show narrow
line widths similar to the Effelsberg sample with an average∆υ1/2∼4.9±0.7 km s−1,
implying a Tkin∼530±75 K. 75% haveυlsr smaller than 50 km s−1 . According to
the Bonn mass model (Kalberla et al., 2007) their mean distance isd=4±0.6 kpc while
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Fig. 6.40:A peak temperature map ofHI emission at a position centered atα= 08 h05 m00′′,
δ= 02 d45 m00′′. The range ofυlsr is from 29.8 km s−1 up to 88.7 km s−1. HI emission with
peak temperature lower than 0.6K has been excluded. Blank positions have not been observed.
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Fig. 6.41: Spectra of the clumps detected with the Arecibo telescope. Aspectrum of the
clump a:) Top Left: An average spectrum of 217.5+15.16 atυlsr =78km s−1. b) Top Right:
217.5+11.96,υlsr =68.1km s−1 c) Middle Left: 220.28+15.16,υlsr =68.9km s−1 d) Middle
Right: 218.38+13.10,υlsr =69.6km s−1e) Bottom Left:215.72+12.29,υlsr =46.0km s−1 f) Bot-
tom Right: 219.39+18.53,υlsr =38.6km s−1.
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Fig. 6.42: Spectra of the clumps detected with the Arecibo telescope. a) Top Left:
218.85+18.77,υlsr =39.4 km s−1b) Top Right : 217.90+19.06,υlsr =39.4 km s−1 c) Mid-
dle Left: 217.99+18.83,υlsr =40.1 km s−1 d) Middle Right: 218.48+22.24,υlsr =36.4
km s−1 e) Bottom Left: 217.83+21.03,υlsr =37.2 km s−1f)Bottom Right:216.57+18.46,
υlsr =32.8 km s−1.
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Fig. 6.43: Spectra of the clumps detected with the Arecibo telescope. a) Top Left:
217.56+19.29,υlsr =35.7 km s−1 b) Top Right: 217.50+19.46,υlsr =35.0 km s−1 c) Bottom
Left: 217.60+19.76,υlsr =35.7 km s−1 d) Bottom Right: 217.74+20.38,υlsr =35.7 km s−1

their average distance is 5.6±0.8 kpc. For comparison, the Effelsberg sample has a
mean distance of 7.5 kpc and an average distance of 6.6 kpc. The angular dimension
of the HI clumps has a mean of 6′, implying a mean diameter of 8.5 pc. In comparison
the Effelsberg HI clumps have a mean diameter of 28 pc and the cores a mean diameter
of 2.5 pc.

In Fig. 6.41, 6.42, 6.43 the spectrum for each clumplet is shown. Table. 6.15 has the
estimates of the physical properties of the HI clumps. As seen, the clumps are dense,
denser than the Effelsberg clumps and exhibit high pressures. If we take into account
the angular and spatial dimensions of the clumps, it can be easily ascertain that the
Arecibo sample shows more similarities with the HI cores detected with the synthesis
Array than with the sample of HI clump detected with the Effelsberg telescope. A
comparison with Table 3 from Wolfire et al. (2003) shows that,all the clumps except
clump 215.72+12.29 have pressures and volumes densities within the allowed phase
space for the cold neutral phase, so it is possible that they co-exists with the extended
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α δ υlsr TL ∆υ1/2 s NHI

hh:mm:ss dd:mm:ss km s−1 K km s−1 ′ 1018 cm−2

217.50+15.16 07:53:43 02:55:00 78 4.2 3.2 6 50(8)
217.51+11.96 07:42:24 01:26:00 68 3.2 <5 5 63(6)
220.28+15.16 07:58:40 00:32:00 69 2.6 6.8 6 68(6)
218.38+13.10 07:47:56 01:12:00 70 2.8 ∼10 7 76(5)
215.72+12.29 07:40:16 03:08:00 46 1.8 3.5 5 25(4)
219.39+18.53 08:09:00 02:57:00 39 4.4 4.2 5 50(6)
218.85+18.77 08:08:52 03:26:00 39 5.6 6.7 9 75(6)
217.90+19.07 08:08:16 04:22:00 39 3.2 3.4 6 42(6)
217.99+18.83 08:07:36 04:11:00 40 3.5 3.9 7 42(6)
218.48+22.24 08:20:36 05:20:00 36 2.3 6.3 7 30(3)
217.93+21.03 08:15:20 05:14:00 37 2.3 5.9 4 36(5)
216.57+18.40 08:03:36 05:11:00 33 3.7 4.4 4 51(6)
217.56+19.29 08:08:28 04:45:00 36 7.2 3.5 4 75(11)
217.50+19.46 08:09:00 04:53:00 35 8.8 3.5 7 81(12)
217.60+19.76 08:10:14 04:56:00 36 8.9 3.5 6 88(13)
217.74+20.38 08:12:40 05:06:00 36 9.0 5.0 11 118(12)

Tab. 6.14:Observational quantities of theHI clumps detected with the NAIC Arecibo 300-
m telescope. Columns a & b are the equatorial coordinates of the clumps. Column C is the
line of sight velocityυlsr . Column D is the peak temperatureTL. Column E is the line width
∆υ1/2. Column F is the angular diameter of the clumps. Column J is the column density. The
uncertainty is given in the parenthensis.

envelope in thermal equilibrium (More Chap.8).

In the Table. 6.16, I compared the peak temperature of the clumps between the Arecibo
and the LAB spectra. The ratio K of the peak temperatures ranges between 2.27 up to
6.57, with a mean of 3.37. According to Appen.12 this does notexclude the presence
of small scale structure in the Arecibo clumps but unlike theEffelsberg clumps, this is
not necessary from the perspective of the stability of the clumps. If we assume that the
Arecibo clumps break into cores of an arcmin in size, similarto the Effelsberg clumps,
the small scale structure should be very limited to a a few cores for each clump. This is
different from the Effelsberg case where at least 10 cores were observed by synthesis
observations. In the case of the column densities the ratio between the Arecibo and the
LAB column densities ranges between 1.92 and 5.12. Since theArecibo observation
trace clumps which are undetectable with the LAB , the high ratios show that the
clumps carry a significant amount of visible HI mass at that position.

Table. 6.17 gives the mean value and the range of the measuredproperties of the
clumps and compares them with the values for the LVC from Stanimirović et al.
(2006). The clumps in this paper are located close to the anti-center region and since
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d R z D Tkin < n > P MHi

kpc kpc kpc pc K cm−3 K ·cm−3 M⊙
217.50+15.16 13.5(2.5) 20 3.5 22(5) 220(50) 0.7(0.2) 160(60) 160(85)
217.51+11.96 10.0(1.5) 17 2.0 13(3) <550(80) 1.5(0.4) <825(250) 72(37)
220.28+15.16 9.5(1.0) 17 2.5 17(3) 1000(100) 1.3(0.3) 1320(330) 121(49)
218.38+13.10 10.0(1.5) 17 2.2 20(4) 2200(150) 1.3(0.3) 2820(680) 178(75)
215.72+12.29 5.5(0.5) 13 1.1 8(2) 270(50) 1.0(0.3) 280(80) 9(4)
219.39+18.53 4.0(0.5) 12 1.2 6(1) 390(70) 2.7(0.7) 1040(300) 12(6)
218.85+18.77 4.0(0.5) 12 1.2 10(2) 990(100) 2.4(0.4) 2370(550) 48(17)
217.90+19.07 4.5(0.5) 12 1.5 8(2) 250(50) 1.6(0.4) 420(130) 19(8)
217.99+18.83 4.5(0.5) 12 1.4 10(2) 340(60) 1.4(0.3) 480(130) 25(10)
218.48+22.24 4.0(0.5) 12 1.5 9(2) 870(150) 1.1(0.2) 980(320) 14(5)
217.93+21.03 4.0(0.5) 12 1.4 5(1) 760(80) 2.2(0.7) 1680(420) 6(3)
216.57+18.40 3.5(0.5) 11 1.1 4(1) 440(70) 3.7(1.2) 1600(500) 7(4)
217.56+19.29 4.0(0.5) 12 1.2 4(1) 260(50) 5.6(1.8) 1480(510) 9(5)
217.50+19.46 4.0(0.5) 12 1.2 7(1) 270(50) 3.5(0.8) 950(260) 29(12)
217.60+19.76 4.0(0.5) 12 1.2 7(1) 270(50) 4.1(1.0) 1085(290) 28(12)
217.74+20.38 4.0(0.5) 12 1.3 12(2) 540(80) 3.1(0.6) 1680(400) 112(36)

Tab. 6.15:Derived quantities of theHI clumps detected with the Arecibo NAIC 300-m tele-
scope. Column A gives the distanced. Column B gives the Galactocentric radiusR. Column
C gives the heightz. Column D gives the spatial diameter of the clumpD. Column E gives the
Tkin. Column F gives the volume density< n >. Column G gives the pressureP. Column H
gives the visibleHI mass

thedv/dR ∼ 0, it is not possible to determine their distance using the line-of-sight ve-
locity. The authors had to utilize thermal equilibrium arguments (described in 8) to get
an estimate of the distance. Therefore I do not compare physical properties depending
on the distance and I compare only the properties measured directly from the observa-
tions. The comparison of the two samples shows the clump of this work have a wider
range of properties. And in the region observed by me, I probedenser and heavier
HI clumplets. Still the∆υ1/2 and the similar angular size shows that it is possibly the
same population of clumps since it is part of the same gas phase.

6.5 Clump at α=07h049m46.60′′, δ=04d32m32.006′′

Up to now all the detected HI clumps do not show any velocity gradient, implying no
rotation or any other internal motions. In the Arecibo map I have identified a spherical
HI object, which if an HI clump, is the first one to show evidence for intrinsic motion.

Fig. 6.45 is a RA-DEC position map of the HI emission centered atα= 07h49m46.60′′,
δ=04d32m32.006′′, υlsr =47.5 km s−1(l=215.54◦, b=15.04◦). In the center of the map a
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TArec TLAB
TArec
TLAB

NArec NLAB
NArec
NLAB

K K 1018 cm−2 1018 cm−2

217.50+15.16 4.21 0.64 6.57 49.83 9.71 5.12
217.51+11.96 3.23 0.79 4.08 62.54 12.55 4.98
220.28+15.16 2.62 0.46 5.69 67.65 19.99 3.38
218.39+13.10 2.85 0.98 2.90 76.12 27.72 2.74
215.72+12.29 3.80 1.61 2.35 65.05 18.24 3.56
219.39+18.53 5.35 1.47 3.63 80.31 21.06 3.81
218.85+18.77 5.65 1.49 3.77 115.86 42.81 2.71
217.90+19.07 4.90 1.89 2.59 92.10 47.79 1.92
217.99+18.83 5.16 1.48 3.46 114.67 52.98 2.16
218.48+22.24 3.11 0.57 5.45 57.37 13.05 4.39
217.93+21.03 3.62 1.59 2.27 90.68 25.16 3.60
216.57+18.46 6.09 2.17 2.80 148.26 62.93 2.35
217.56+19.29 8.67 2.78 3.11 100.03 40.41 2.47
217.50+19.46 10.36 3.15 3.28 110.65 44.38 2.49
217.60+19.76 10.38 3.32 3.12 117.21 44.48 2.46
217.74+20.38 10.54 2.81 3.75 146.87 41.21 3.56

Tab. 6.16:The Arecibo temperature is the peak temperature at the position of the clump.The
LAB temperature is the brightness temperatireTB as interpolated from a nearby positions. The
column density is calculated over the same range of velocities.

Fig. 6.44: A map of HI emission observed with the Arecibo telescope showing the clump
217.5+15.16. Emission below 1-σ level of 0.6K is cut off.
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TL ∆υ1/2 NHi Angular Size
K km s−1 1018 cm−2 ′

Median
Stanimirovíc et al. (2006) - 4.00 20 -

This work 3.6 4.71 56.84 6.255
Range

Stanimirovíc et al. (2006) 1.6 - 4.1 3-7.6 10-30 6-12
This work 1.82-9.04 3.2-10 24.77-117.51 4-11.28

Tab. 6.17:I compare the properties of theHI clumps for R>8.5kpc, with theHI clumps at
the anti-center from Stanimirović et al. (2006). Both observation were done using the Arecibo
300-m telescope. The first two row give the median while the second of the two the range.

nearly spherical HI object is detected. The spectrum at the peak is given in Fig.
6.46. The∆υ1/2 at the peak is∆υ1/2=2.7±0.7 km s−1, which implies a kinetic
temperature ofTkin=160±40 K, while averaging over the clump gives a line width
∆υ1/2=3.4km s−1, implying Tkin=250±50 K. When moving in radius from the center
of the object towards the edge the line width∆υ1/2 increases slightly.

The temperature at the peak is equal to T=11.5K. I have calculated a zero moment map
to estimate the column density of the clump and the radius. The column density map
is seen in Fig. 6.48. The peak column density as extracted from the map isNpeak =
63±12· 1018 cm−2. Assuming that the center of the clump is at the position of the
peak of the column density atα=07h049m46.60′′, δ=04d32m32.006′′, I have measured
the column densityNHI along the right ascension and the declination axis. In diagram.
6.47, the plot of the average column density versus the radius in pixels is given, where
one pixel equals 1′. From the diagram it is seen that the column density distribution
can be approximated nicely by a Gaussian function. A fit of a Gaussian function to
the diagram gave a full width at half maximum of 6.4′. This is considered to be the
diameter of the object.

I have calculated the first moment which is the intensity-weighted velocity of the spec-
tral line as a measure of the mean velocity of the gas and the velocity field of the gas.
I over-plotted the velocity field over the column density of the object in Fig. 6.49. The
velocity field resembles a stable entity whose motions are gravitationally bound, ro-
tating under the influence of gravity. Especially in the inner part it has equally spaced
parallel contours expected for a solid body rotation velocity field. The minor axis
around which the motion takes place hasυlsr =47.7 km s−1 while the average veloc-
ity dispersionυσ =0.47 km s−1. It is also interesting to note that the minor axis has a
direction which seems to be almost perpendicular to the Galactic plane.

A velocity field like this is not observed in the other HI clumplets, which are most
probably supported by external pressure and they are not expected to be gravitationally
stable. I have used the SIMBAD database to search around the position of the peak
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Fig. 6.45: A RA-DEC map of theHI emission centered at positionα=07h049m46.60′′,
δ=04d32m32.006′′. Emission belowσn of 0.6K has been cut.
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Fig. 6.46: A spectrum of the clump 215.54+15.04 taken with the Arecibo 300m telescope.
The peak of the clump is seen atυlsr =47.48km s−1.
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Fig. 6.47:A diagram of column densityNHI versus radius R of the clump in pixels. One pixel
represent the distance of 1′. The plot was generated by azimuthally averaging the image plane
data and producing a plot of average value versus radius. It was then fitted with a Gaussian
function.

Fig. 6.48:A column density map of the clump 215.54+15.04. The unit are in 1018 cm−2.

of the column density to a radius of 6′ for objects that have enough HI and may be
associated with this position. No object was found at this position. Since also the
velocity dispersion is very small I have excluded the possibility of it being a galaxy.

Assuming that it is a HI clumplet as part of the gaseous halo and following the Galactic
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Fig. 6.49:A RA-DEC map of the column density of theHI object. Overlaid as contours is the
first moment map of the HI object. The contour levels start from the min (lower declination)
of 47.1 km s−1 up to the max (higher declination) of 48 km s−1 with a step of 0.1 km s−1, half
of the velocity resolution of the cube. The units of the column density are in 1018 cm−2.

rotation, I can estimate the distance. I considered the velocity of the peak to be the
central velocity of the clump and forυlsr =47.7km s−1, I estimated a distanced =
5.8± 0.7 kpc, galactocentric radiusR = 13.5 kpc and heightz = 1.5 kpc. For this
distance the diameter of the HI clumplet is 10.8±2.1 pc. This implies an average peak
volume density of< no >= 1.87±0.5 · cm−3. Assuming the clump is spherical and
the volume density distribution is described by a Gaussian function, the total mass of
the HI in the clump isMHI = 70±30 M⊙.

I will now try to calculate the massM in a different way. If the object is stable, as
appears evident from its rotation, it must be gravitationally bound. Then it is easy to
calculate the mass from the virial theoremMv ∼

u2·R
G . Assuming that the virial radius

is 5.4 pc, and that the observed velocity dispersion is due torotation, then the mass
is M = 273±270 M⊙. This is∼4 times larger than the mass estimateMHI=70±30
M⊙. A simple error propagation analysis shows that the error inthe estimate ofMv

depends strongly on the uncertainty of the velocity measurement. Since our velocity
resolution is coarse in comparison to the velocity dispersion, a possible uncertainty in
the determination of velocity is high. So it is difficult to decide whether the assumption
of gravitational stability is true, whether the distance determination is wrong and the
clump is further out, or whether the clump contains an important amount of additional
baryonic matter likeH2 which it is difficult to detect. One possible model which can
explain the characteristics of an objects similar to the onewe observed was proposed
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by Kiguchi et al. (1987). In it, under the assumption that a cloud is embedded in a
stationary extended medium and is axisymmetric, both conditions met for our object,
the equilibrium structure of rotating isothermal clouds iscalculated. It is found that for
a stable configuration the central volume densityρc must be 30 times larger than the
boundary volume densityρ∗ and the radial profiles are given for a number of parame-
ters such as rotational and angular velocity and mass. Unfortunately the Arecibo data
do not probe deep enough nor do they have the necessary velocity resolution to give
the necessary information regarding the boundary conditions and the velocity field,
so more synthesis observation with high dynamical range andspectral resolution are
currently underway to test the validity of this model.
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7 Thermal equilibrium of the neutral component
of the gaseous Galactic halo as inferred from
the study of the physical properties of HI clumps

7.1 Introduction

In the previous three chapters I have presented the observational and physical prop-
erties of a sample of HI clumps detected with the Effelsberg and Arecibo telescope,
associated with the neutral component of the gaseous Halo. Follow-up observations
for two of the Effelsberg HI clumps were done using the WSRT and the VLA syn-
thesis array. A comparison of the physical properties of oursample with models for
the neutral ISM, like the model in Wolfire et al. (2003), can give us an insight into the
condition of the neutral gaseous Halo. The model in Wolfire etal. (2003) describes the
balance between different phases of the neutral ISM as function of the constituents of
the ISM (i.e., metalicities, dust-to-gas ratio, etc).

In this chapter, I will first summarize the properties of all the different sample of
HI clumps detected with different telescopes and by differentobservers. A short de-
scription of the model in Wolfire et al. (2003) will follow. Finally I will compare my
sample of the HI clumps with the model and discuss stability and evaporationof the
HI halo clumps.

7.2 Summary of the Observational and Physical Properties
of the HI clumps.

Before comparing the physical properties of my sample with the thermal equilibrium
model for the neutral phase of the ISM, it is useful to make a comparison between
the samples of HI clumps observed using different telescopes in different parts of the
Milky Way. Besides estimating the effect of telescope resolution in measured proper-
ties of the clumps, it is possible to evaluate in what extend all the samples are part of
the same population of Galactic material.

The 90% range of the properties of the HI clumps is given in Table.7.18, while in Table.
7.19 the median of the properties is given. The sample of thiswork is divided in four
parts, in the Effelsberg telescope sample, in the Arecibo telescope sample, in the VLA
sample and in the WSRT sample. The tables also include the sample detected with
the 100-m GBT telescope (Lockman, 2002) with a resolution similar to the one of the
Effelsberg telescope, the sample detected with the Arecibotelescope (Stanimirović
et al., 2006) and the sample detected in the VLA Galactic Plane Survey (Stil et al.,
2006). Lockman (2002) and Stil et al. (2006) used the terminal velocity (Chap. 2) to
determine the distance since they probe the inner Galaxy. Stanimirovíc et al. (2006)
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estimated the distance in the observed anti-center region using pressure equilibrium
considerations. This is the only applicable method in this region but shows the largest
distance uncertainty (Chap. 8).

As already discussed in Chap. 4 the Effelsberg and the GBT sample, despite origi-
nating from different parts of the Galaxy, generally show very similar properties. For
comparison the samples from the VLA, WSRT, and Arecibo observations, while mea-
suring column density of the same order, have detected HI object which are denser,
smaller and possibly in equilibrium with their surroundings. These objects are as-
sociated with the small scale sub-structure of HI clumps and defined as cores. This
difference in the observations, is the result of the telescope resolution. The 9′beam
resolution of the Effelsberg and GBT telescopes do not resolve the∼1′ sized HI cores.
They are measured as a single structure, an HI clump, with a median size of 18′ in
case of the Effelsberg telescope. On the other hand VLA and WSRT have the nec-
essary resolution to resolve these HI cores and as a result the sample has an average
angular size of 1.4′ and 1.2′ respectively. In the case of the 300-m Arecibo telescope
with a resolution of∼4′, the sample has a mean size of 6′. So the size of the detectable
HI object is between the size observed with the single dish Effelsberg observations
and the interferometry observations. The effect of telescope resolution can be proven
further by the comparison of the Arecibo sample (Stanimirović et al., 2006) with the
samples obtained by the other telescopes. The quantities which are unaffected by the
resolution of the observations, column densityNHi and the line width∆υ1/2, show a
median similar to the GBT and the Effelsberg sample. The quantities which depend
on the telescope resolution, have ranges similar to my Arecibo observations and close
to the interferometry observation. Therefore lower angular resolution tends to smooth
over the clumps, so that the conglomeration of cold HI cores surrounded by the warm
HI envelope appears as a single HI clump while high angular resolution observations
can observe these cores directly.

Regarding the properties, all samples besides Stil et al. (2006), have column densities
of the order of 1019cm−3 independent of the distance. This is a range expected for both
the cold and the warm neutral medium, forb>10◦ as measured from absorption studies
(Heiles & Troland, 2003b). Stil et al. (2006) probes a regionalong the Galactic plane
with b<10◦. According to Heiles & Troland (2003b) it is expected to showhigher
column densitiesNHi of the order of 1020cm−3. For the line widths,∆υ1/2, all the
different samples measure very narrow lines, as seen from their median in Table. 7.19,
with the GBT sample skewed towards higher widths and the WSRTsample skewed
towards smaller widths. Since the ISM is turbulent (Chap. 9), the thermal temperature
of the clumps is expected to be lower than the one measured.

The similarity in these two properties, the column density and the line widths, and
additionally the similar angular size as seen in Table. 7.18points to the fact that all
the HI clumps in the different HI samples belong to the same population which is
spread out at different heights. Regarding the Stil et al. (2006) sample, it has higher
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NHi ∆υ1/2 s D <n> MHi d R |z|
1018 cm−2 km s−1 ′ pc cm−3 M⊙ kpc kpc kpc

Effls. 6-68 3.0-11.6 9-27 9-60 0.07-0.7 4-770 3.5-9.5 10.5-15 1-3.7
Arcbo. 30-88 3.4- 6.8 4- 9 4-20 1.0 -4.1 7-160 4 -10 17 - 12 2.5-1.1
VLA 32-68 2.8- 5.8 0.9-1.7 2-6 2.2 -5.7 7-32 9-10

WSRT 14-28 2.9- 3.9 1- 1.7 2-5 1.6 -3 1-11
Lockman 7-63 5.4-26.3 19-35 0.1-0.9 12-290 0.6-1.2
Stanim. 0.5-8 0.8-13 0.03-7 0.2-3 0.6-0.9

Stil 90-390 4.2-11.7 1.9-11 3.4-18.4 3-20 12-250 4.3-7.7 0-0.2

Tab. 7.18: A comparison between the samples ofHI clumps observed with different tele-
scopes. The table gives the 90% range of values of theHI clumps for all cases except Sta-
nimirović et al. (2006). Lockman (2002) was using the 100-m GBT and thedistance was
estimated using the terminal velocity. In Stanimirović et al. (2006) the observations were done
using the 300-m Arecibo telescope and the distance was estimated using pressure consider-
ations. In Stil et al. (2006) the clumps were detected using the VLA and the distance was
estimated using the terminal velocity. In Lockman (2002) and Stil et al. (2006)HI clumps
are located in the inner Galaxy. In Stanimirović et al. (2006) the clumps lie in the anti-center
region.

column densities for the same angular size of clumps at similar Galactocentric distance
R, therefore resulting in the other derived physical parameters like the volume density
< n >, the diameterD and pressureP to have higher values in comparison with the
other samples. Taking into account the uncertainty in the distance determination in
my samples and that of Stanimirović et al. (2006) and the uncertainty in the size in
the sample from Lockman (2002), it is difficult to compare thetotal HI masses and
the diameters between different telescopes. The GBT and theEffelsberg telescope
have similar resolutions, while the distance determination of the GBT clumps using
the terminal velocity is the most accurate method. The fact that the range of mass and
diameter is similar, indicates that also the estimate for the distance with our method
is quite good, assuming of course that I detect a population of clouds with the same
properties. For my Arecibo results and those from Stanimirović et al. (2006) it is diffi-
cult to compare the diameters and the mass and volume densities since the uncertainty
in the distance estimate through pressure arguments is too large. Finally the authors
in Lockman (2002), Stanimirović et al. (2006) and Stil et al. (2006) do not specify the
density of clumps per degree, therefore it is difficult to determine if there is a difference
between the inner and the outer Galaxy.

7.3 Thermal equilibrium in the neutral gas

In this section I will give a brief summary of the analytical model which gives a de-
tailed description of the physical conditions under which it is possible to have the co-
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NHi ∆υ1/2 s D <n> MHi d R |z|
1018 cm−2 km s−1 ′ pc cm−3 M⊙ kpc kpc kpc

Effls. 25 5.2 18 34 0.2 120 7.5 12.5 2.5
Arcbo. 57 4.3 6 8 1.9 26 4 12 1.4
VLA 40 4.3 1.4 4.5 3.8 15 9.5 14.5 3.8

WSRT 16 3.3 1.2 2.6 2.3 4 7 13 2.5
Lockman 20 12.2 24 0.2 50 0.9
Stanim. 20 4

Stil 180 5.6 4.1 7.9 7 64 7.2 0.1

Tab. 7.19:A comparison between the median values of theHI clumps observed with various
telescope. In Lockman (2002) the observations were done using the 100-m GBT and the dis-
tance was estimated using the terminal velocity. In Stanimirović et al. (2006) the observations
were done using the 300-m Arecibo telescope and the distancewas estimated using pressure
considerations. In Stil et al. (2006) the clumps were detected using the VLA and the distance
was estimated using the terminal velocity. Lockman (2002) and Stil et al. (2006) clumps lie in
the inner galaxy. In Stanimirović et al. (2006) the clumps lie in the anti-center region.

existence of the cold neutral medium (CNM) and the warm neutral medium (WNM)
(Wolfire et al., 2003, 1995a). The model was compared with thederived physical
properties of the HI clumps to test the possibility of thermal equilibrium between the
clumps and an existing envelope.

In the model it is assumed that the CNM and the WNM are heated byphotoelectric pro-
cesses. This means that the energy induced by the far UV field (FUV) of the OB stars is
converted to heat by small dust grains and PAH’s (polycyclicaromatic hydrocarbons)
with a heat efficiency∼3%. The major role of the X-ray background and the cosmic
rays is to regulate the efficiency of photoelectric heating.The primary mechanism for
the cooling of the CNM is through the CII (158µm) while the primary mechanism for
the cooling of the WNM is through the Lyα,CII (158µm) and OI (63µm) with the
electron recombination mechanism also playing an important role. It is assumed that
the time of the cooling is smaller than the time between shocks in the ISM.

The CNM phase of the neutral gas and the WNM phase of the neutral gas can co-exist
in thermal equilibrium only in a very narrow range of pressures and densities. The
authors calculated this range for different Galactocentric radii. Table 3 of Wolfire et al.
(2003) gives an overview of the acceptable conditions. A phase diagram of thermal
pressure versus volume density of hydrogen nuclei can be produced to show the range
of pressures and densities where the two phases can co-exists. A phase diagram from
different Galactocentric radii is seen on Fig. 7.50. In thisdiagram gas can exist in
stability in regions wheredP/dn > 0. In the unstable region gas will move either
towards the warm branch on the left or toward the cold branch on the right.

It is obvious from the description of the model that the rangeof pressures depends
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Fig. 7.50: Phase diagram depicting thermal Pressure P/k vs hydrogen nucleus density n at
different Galactocentric radii. The curves apply for column density of the order of 10·1018

cm−2(Courtesy by Wolfire).

strongly on the properties of the ISM and the strength of the FUV field. Different dust-
to-gas (D/G) ratio and metalicity Z will affect the two branches of the phase diagrams.
For example a drop of the dust-to-gas ratio D/G from 1, assumed for the calculations,
to 0.3 will see a drop in thePmin andPmax and an extension of the CNM branch to the
left. The dependence of the phase diagram on the constituents of the ISM is discussed
more thoroughly in Wolfire et al. (1995c).

7.4 HI clumps and thermal equilibrium

In this section I will present the comparison of the derived pressuresP and volume
densities< n > of my sample with the phase diagrams of the model and Table 3 from
Wolfire et al. (2003). It is important to note that the averagevolume density< nH >
in the theoretical phase diagrams refers to the total density of the hydrogen nuclei,
which isnH ∼ nHI +nmol wherenHI is the volume density of the neutral hydrogen and
nmol is the volume density of the molecular hydrogen. From the line observations at
21-cm I can estimate the average HI volume densitynHi , while the molecular content
for the HI clumps remains unknown. Based on data from the Far Ultraviolet Spec-
troscopic Explorer (FUSE) satellite, molecular hydrogen was detected in absorption
in an extended IVC, with a column density∼ 0.01·1018 cm−2 (Richter et al., 2003).
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Assuming, similar molecular hydrogen contents for the HI clumps, there are two pos-
sibilities:

• The molecular hydrogen has the same filling factor as the HI clump so the aver-
age density is very low and can be safely neglected

• the molecular hydrogen has a very low filling factor, implying a high density
which cannot be neglected in the calculation of the total density of the hydrogen
nuclei.

The molecular content in my sample has not been studied extensively. The general
consensus is that in the latitudes where the clumps are found, the molecular content
is usually very low (Crane, 1988). Therefore I assume the first possibility to be true
so thannH ∼ nHI wherenH is the total average volume density of the hydrogen nuclei
andnHI is the average volume density of the HI in the clumps.

Another important factor that needs to be taken into account, is that the phase curves
of the model are calculated for the Galactic plane while my clumps reach heights up
to a few kpc above the disk. The authors in Wolfire et al. (2003)assume that the
FUV depends only on the surface density of the OB-stars and changes as a function of
radius. But since the OB-stars have a scale height of up to 0.07kpc (Reed, 2000), due
to dust extinction from the disk and the lack of UV from the upper 2π of the Galaxy
and great distances, the FUV field is expected to be lower (Wolfire et al., 1995c).
Depending also on the exact condition of the formation of theHI clumps, metalicities
and dust-to-gas ratio content, the phase diagram for the halo may differ from the disk
phase diagram. Nonetheless from Fig. 1 of Wolfire et al. (1995c) it appears that
a) only in the case of primordial gas which has low metalicityand dust-to-gas ratio
the results vary significantly and b) for heights up to 4kpc the phase curve does not
deviate significantly from the disk curve. It shows slightlysmallerPmin andPmax values
resembling disk phase curves at higher Galactocentric radii.

First I will compare to the phase diagrams the sample of HI clumps detected with the
100-m Effelsberg telescope. Fig. 7.51 is showing the comparison between the phase
diagram and the HI sample. The plot includes also two points where the pressureand
volume density were estimated for the broad extended envelope of the HI clumps. As
seen in the figures one of the envelope is located in the regionof thermal stability for
the warm gas. It is also within the range of pressures where itis possible for cold gas to
co-exist with envelopes. The second extended envelope has avolume density expected
for the warm gas but the pressure is low. For the HI clumps, in Fig. 7.51, it is seen
that 60% of them are located well outside the region of thermal stability and pressure
equilibrium, strongly violating isobaric conditions. Theclumps have volume densities
appropriate for the warm medium, with some of them having pressures even lower
than the extended envelopes. This result contradicts the observed narrow line widths
∆υ1/2 of the HI clumps which imply low kinetic temperatureTkin in agreement with
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Fig. 7.51:A comparison between the Effelsberg sample ofHI clumps and the phase diagrams
depicting thermal Pressure P/k vs hydrogen nucleus densityn at different Galactocentric radii.
The curves apply for column density of the order of 10·1018 cm−2

the temperatures predicted for the corresponding Galactocentric distances from the
model in Table 3 (Wolfire et al., 2003). As discussed in Chap. 4, the above result points
to the presence of small scale sub-structure in the clumps which is found in the inter-
ferometry observation for two of them. For the HI clumps 117.94+24, 117.51+25.19,
115.35+23.35, as discussed in Chap.4, an∆υ1/2 greater than 10 km s−1implies an
association with the extended warm medium rather than the cold clumps. For the
remaining 4 HI clumps, 112.-12.44, 116.5+21.45, 113.33+27.00, 112.96-13.03, the
Table 3 from Wolfire et al. (2003) shows that for their respective locations, the volume
densities and pressures lie outside the range for isobaric thermal equilibrium. The low
pressure can imply, as for the other clumps, a presence of sub-structure while the low
column density may imply molecular gas. It cannot be excluded that the clumps are
thermally unstable, either condensing or expanding.

The Arecibo sample of HI clumps gives a different result. In Fig. 7.52, the phase
diagram versus derived pressures and volume densities are depicted for a range of
Galactocentric radius from 11 kpc up to 20kpc. In comparisonwith the Table 3 of
Wolfire et al. (2003) and also in the phase diagram, the clumpshave the necessary
pressure corresponding to the region of thermal equilibrium. The densities are gener-
ally smaller than the ones expected for the cold phase, so in Fig. 7.52 they clutter in the
thermal instability region. This implies that the clumps are in a transition phase either
condensing, becoming colder or expanding and becoming partof the warm compo-
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nent. Of course the unknown molecular content cannot exclude the possibility that the
clumps are actually in thermal equilibrium with the surroundings. The good agreement
of the Arecibo sample with the phase diagram as seen in the Fig. 7.52 in contrast to the
strong deviation of the Effelsberg sample in Fig. 7.51 is a result of the different reso-
lution of the two telescopes. The Arecibo telescope as a result of the 3.5′ beam can
discern better the substructure of the clumps while the 9′beam of the Effelsberg tele-
scope is not good enough, as is evident from the interferometry observation, to resolve
the cold cores. As a result the properties of the Arecibo sample should be compared
with the interferometry samples and not with the Effelsbergsample.

Fig. 7.53 shows the comparison between the VLA/WSRT core samples and the phase
diagram. The HI cores of the VLA haveR ∼ 15 kpc, while the WSRT cores have an
estimated R from 13kpc up to 15 kpc. A comparison with the phase diagram corre-
sponding to the same Galactocentric radii shows that the WSRT cores withυlsr =-68
km s−1are located barely within the range were thermal equilibrium is possible. For
the WSRT cores atυlsr =-84km s−1, one is located in the thermal instability region,
the other core, while it has a volume density matching to the expected one for the
CNM, exhibits smaller pressure than the one expected for theCNM at R=15kpc. For
the VLA cores, while the volume densities are high enough to be in the cold phase,
they exhibit pressures higher than allowed for their Galactocentric radius. This can be
explained assuming that the turbulence is dominant in the region of the core and it af-
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fects strongly theTkin measured from the line width∆υ1/2 and thus the pressure. All
in all, it seems that the cores found with the interferometercan be in thermal equilib-
rium with the thermal gas, even without taking into account the presence of molecular
hydrogen.

7.5 Stability and evaporation of the HI clumps

The HI halo clumps in this work detected with the Effelsberg 100-m telescope are grav-
itationally unstable as discussed in Chap. 4. When observedwith a high resolution,
two of the HI clumps are resolved in a number of cold cores. Using the relation 12.75
from Rohlfs & Wilson (2004) to estimate the virial masses, yields values from 2500
M⊙ up to 11000 M⊙ for the cores. This is three orders of magnitude higher than the
estimate of the total visible HI mass for the cores. Similarly, the HI clumps detected
with Arecibo have virial masses from from 1700 M⊙ up to 125000 M⊙, which is two
to three orders of magnitude higher than their HI masses. Therefore even the cores
do not seem to be gravitationally stable. The single dish observations (Chap.3,6) have
detected a broad faint extended medium. The Arecibo HI clumps and the HI cores can
be in thermal equilibrium with this envelope as seen in the previous section. In this
case it implies that the cores exist in isobaric conditions,so the envelope engulfs them
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and confines them. In the absence of such an envelope the HI core will disperse. In
the case of the VLA cores their lifetime istdisp ∼ 0.8Myrs while for the WSRT cores
their lifetime is tdisp = 0.4Myrs. The Arecibo HI clumps have a longer lifetime of
tdisp = 2Myrs. This absence of external support and self-gravitation implies that the
clumps are dynamical entities constantly destroyed and formed by the turbulence in
the ISM (Mac Low & Klessen, 2004)

The presence of an extended warm envelope plays an additional role for the cores.
It protects them from fast evaporation. Using equation 47 from McKee & Cowie
(1977) shows that in the absence of a warm envelope, for a hot medium of 106K (tem-
perature of the halo plasma) the mass loss, in the case of the VLA and WSRT cores
with an average diameter of 3.40 pc, is∼ 4.5 ·1018g ·s−1. This in turn means that the
core with an average mass of∼ 10 M⊙ will evaporate in 142 Myrs. If the cores are
embedded in a warm envelope with a temperature of∼7000 K (average temperature
of the envelope in the thermal equilibrium region of the phase diagrams Wolfire et al.
(2003)) then the mass loss due to evaporation is∼ 3.7 ·1017g ·s−1, an order of magni-
tude lower, and the core will evaporate in 1.5 Gyrs. Therefore it seems that the warm
envelope provides the ideal environment for the formation of cold condensations in
the form of HI clumps which would be difficult to survive as isolated objects in the
Galactic halo.
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8.1 Introduction

Turbulence was recognized early on to play an important rolein the astrophysical
processes (Chandrasekhar, 1949). Turbulence in the ISM occurs when a dimensionless
number, the Reynolds number which depends on length scale, the velocity scale and
the kinematic viscosity, is greater than a critical value which is of the order of 102−
104. In case of the interstellar medium (ISM), a typical Reynolds number value is
107−108, so its nature is expected to be highly turbulent (Scalo, 1987). In this case,
turbulence defines the spatial distribution and affects thephysical properties of the gas.
In the HI gas turbulent motions are one of the major causes for the linebroadening of
the spectral lines, dominating usually over thermal broadening. In the case of the
Galactic Halo gas, turbulent motions seem to be especially important. As discussed by
Wolfire et al. (2003), the turbulence can define the spatial and temporal structure of the
thermal pressure. It can help to transfer energy and mass from the disk to the Halo and
to re-distribute it. But more importantly it is proposed that it is the large scale turbulent
motion that provide the necessary support for the neutral gas layer of the Galactic Halo
(Lockman & Gehman, 1991; Kalberla & Kerp, 1998). Galactic rotation (Fleck, 1981)
is possibly generating the large scale motions. In this chapter, I will use the Arecibo
data cube, which is able to probe different spatial scales, to study the turbulent nature
of the HI gas in a statistical sense in the probed regions.

8.2 Analysis

Turbulence gives rise to stochastic random fields which are expected to be correlated
(Pogosyan & Lazarian, 2005). The best way to study turbulence is using a statistical
description. The correlation function of the density fieldρ(x) depends only on the
distance r between two points and is given byC(r) =< ρ(x) ·ρ(x + r) >. From the
Wiener-Khinchin theorem it is given that the Fourier transform of the auto-correlation
functionC(r) equals to the square of the Fourier transform of theρ(r), called power
spectrumP(k). Kolmogorov (1941) found that for an unmagnetized incompressible
viscous fluid the direction averaged 3D-energy spectrum is given by the Kolmogorov
scalingE(k) ∼ 4πk2P(k) ∼ k−5/3 whereP(k) is the power spectrum. This means that
over the inertial range where neither energy injection nor energy dissipation is impor-
tant, the energy spectrum can be described by a single power law. The power spectrum
of the Kolmogorov turbulence is described by a power lawP(k) ∼ kγ where the spec-
tral indexγ is given byγ = τ −N (Pogosyan & Lazarian, 2005) as a function of the
correlation scalingτ and the dimensionality of space N. In the case of a Kolmogorov
power spectrumn = −2/3. Studying the power spectrum of a spatial distribution can
give us information about the nature of the turbulence.
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From an HI observer’s points of view, an HI data cube is a collection of channel maps
with brightness temperatures which depend to the first orderon the density distribution.
Each channel defines a position-position map which give us the density fluctuation at
a specificυlsr . Since I have established in Chap. 2 that a specificυlsr translates to a
specific distance, we can assume that a channel maps gives us the density fieldρ(x)
at this specific distance. Therefore, taking the square of the Fourier transform of the
map, we are able to calculate the spatial power spectrum (SPS) and thus studying the
properties of the turbulence of the HI gas.

Studies of the spatial power spectrum (SPS) of the Galactic HI resulted in different
values for the spectral index. Crovisier & Dickey (1983) applied the statistical study
in a region along the Galactic plane atl ∼ 52◦ using WSRT data and single dish data
from the Nancay and Arecibo telescopes. They covered a spatial frequency range from
100 to 6000 wavelengths (0◦.5−1 to 35◦−1) for the small spatial frequencies and found
a typical index of -2.0 for the single dish observations and atypical index of -3.0 for
the WSRT observation. Kalberla & Stenholm (1983), using a single dish telescope
to study the HI both in emission and in absorption, estimated an index of -2.4 and
-2.5 respectively. Dickey et al. (2001) used the data from the Southern Galactic Plane
Survey and studied the SPS of the interstellar neutral hydrogen in the fourth Galactic
quadrant along the plane. The power spectrum of the warm gas was found to steepen
with an index from∼ −3 to 4 with the increase of the velocity binning. Since I had
the opportunity to map a large area on the sky using the high resolution of the Arecibo
telescope, I will calculate the SPS from the Arecibo maps to study turbulence in the
lower halo region.

I have calculated the two dimensional spatially averaged power spectrum (SPS) for
each velocity range of the image maps. The Arecibo data cube has a dimension of
990′ by 330′ with a pixel resolution of 1′. So I can study the SPS from a scale of
16.5◦down to the beam size of 3.35′. The map is not corrected for self-absorption and
it initially has 281 velocity channels with a channel width of ∼ 0.7km s−1. To calculate
the 2D SPS for a specific channel width, for each velocityυlsr , first of all I applied the
FFT algorithm from MIRIAD and calculated the amplitudes of the Fourier transform of
the image cube. Then the amplitudes were squared resulting in the uncorrected spatial
power spectrum of the image cubeH2. For the Arecibo map the given temperature
TA is the convolution of the brightness temperatureTB with the Gaussian beam b of
3.35′, TA = TB ⊗b. TB (x) is analogous to the density fieldρ(x) of the image map. The
Fourier transform of the beamb is B and the Fourier transform of theTB(x) is F. Then
the uncorrected spatial power spectrumH2 is given by :

H2 = B2 ·F2

To calculate the corrected power spectrum of the imageF, which is connected with
the true density distribution, we need to deconvolve the uncorrected SPS accordingly.
This is done for the SPS of each velocityυlsr by dividing the uncorrected SPS by the
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Fig. 8.54:The spatial power of theHI emission in the Arecibo region. The x-axis is the spatial
frequency measured as the logarithm while the y-axis gives the power in units ofJy2. The plot
shows the SPS for a range of velocities from -12.15km s−1up to 78km s−1with different color.
The noise is the SPS of a channel where no emission is present.The function f(x) represents a
power law with an index of -2.53 . The largest scale is 5◦while the smallest scale is the beam
size of 3.35′.

Fourier transform of the Gaussian beamB. Once this is done, I estimated the average
power spectrum for each velocity range. In the Fourier planeI averaged over 150
concentric annuli of equal widthdk, wherek2 = u2+v2 andu andv are the coordinates
of the Fourier plane measured in wavelengthsλ . The average 2-D SPS is fitted with
a power law to extract the spectral indexγ which is then compared between different
velocities. Since for different channel width the line-of-sight depths varies, I finally
calculated the 2-D SPS for different widths.

8.3 Results

Using the procedure described in the previous section I havecalculated the 2-D SPS of
the Arecibo image cube with a channel width of 0.7km s−1, for the range ofυlsr from
-15 km s−1 up to 80 km s−1where HI emission is present. Also the power spectrum
for υlsr < -20 km s−1 was also calculated for channels were no HI emission is present.
In Fig. 8.54 the SPS for a range of velocities from -12.15 km s−1 up to 78 km s−1 is
shown. The plot covers two orders of magnitude in scale, from5◦ down to the beam
size of 3.35′. This figure shows that the SPS at all velocities, expect the channels
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υlsr γ A
km s−1 (log(Jy2)
-12.15 -2.83 2.71
-2.58 -2.62 3.92
8.00 -2.71 4.53
18.00 -2.65 4.12
23.00 -2.64 3.54
28.00 -2.67 3.19
33.00 -2.61 3.09
38.00 -2.74 2.88
43.00 -2.58 2.72
48.00 -2.51 2.63
58.00 -2.40 2.36
68.00 -2.44 2.22
78.00 -2.35 2.05

Tab. 8.20:The table gives the spectral index of the power law and the logarithm of the ampli-
tude A for differentυlsr for a velocity resolution of 0.7km s−1.

with no HI emission, can be fitted by a power law, over a range of angular scales
from 5◦ down to∼14′. According to the Bonn Milky Way model this represents at
υlsr =38km s−1 a length scale from 349pc down to 16.2pc. This can be interpreted
as the inertial range where there is a lossless transfer of energy from larger to smaller
scales. A least-squares-fit is applied to the SPS of each velocity to estimate the power
law indexγ. The results are given in Table 8.20. Considering only thosevelocities
with a well defined amplitudeA ≥ 3, from υlsr =-2.58 km s−1 up toυlsr =33 km s−1,
we obtain an average indexγ = −2.65. This has to be compared with the value -2.67
which is the expected index for a 2-D SPS of a Kolmogorov spectrum. Above 43
km s−1 the spectral index is shallower than -2.67 . This is evidencethat the turbulence
in the ISM in this region of the sky can be described as Kolmogorov turbulence. The
spectral index found, ranging from -2.35 to -2.83 is shallower than the slope found
in Dickey et al. (2001) for the ISM in the inner part of the Galaxy and closer to the
index value of -3 found in Kalberla & Stenholm (1983). This implies that smaller scale
fluctuations are important in this part of the Galaxy.

In the previous calculation I assumed that the measured 2-D spatial power spectrum
reflects the real spatial density fluctuations of the regionsprobed. As discussed by
Lazarian & Pogosyan (2000); Pogosyan & Lazarian (2005) the reality is far more
complex, the resulting spatial power spectrum of an HI emission map depends both on
the density and the velocity fluctuations caused by the turbulent field in the observed
region. As a result the measured power index of the SPS might differ from the true
index of the power spectrum of the density fluctuations. The measured SPS will be
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more shallow depending on the relative strength of the velocity fluctuation and the
thickness(channel width) of the studied region. In other words this means that the
velocity fluctuations can partially generate structures inthe intensity maps at small
scales which can be erroneously identified as clouds or clumps. This is a phenomenon
very similar to velocity crowding although the origin is quite different.

To disentangle and study separately the effect of the velocity and the density fluctu-
ations a method is outlined by Lazarian & Pogosyan (2000); Pogosyan & Lazarian
(2005) where the 2-D SPS is estimated for slices of differentvelocity thickness, that is
maps of different channel widths. Depending on the thickness we can infer the impor-
tance of the velocity fluctuations and then estimate the density index. Unfortunately
different effects like the mixture of cold/warm gas, the velocity gradient, the thermal
line-width etc make the interpretation of such a study a verycomplex task. Neverthe-
less I tried to study the behavior of the power spectrum for different channel widths
and explain it with simple intuitive arguments. In order to do so, I initially averaged
the image cube by different channel width from the original 0.73 km s−1 up to 56.21
km s−1. Following the method described in the previous subsectionI then estimated
the spatial power spectrum for all the channel maps of each channel width. I then fit-
ted the spatial power spectrum for each channel map and estimated for each channel
width the averaged slope over the range where there is HI emission. Finally I plotted
the average slope of the power law against the channel width.This plot is seen in Fig.
8.55.

As seen from this figure, for channel width 0 km s−1 up to 20 km s−1 the power index
increase is steep from∼ 2.6 to∼ 2.8. Above 20 km s−1, the index stays consistently
within the range of 2.8-2.9. The spread of the values of the power law index in this
channel width range is due to averaging processes and the fact that for channel widths
more than 20km s−1 each HI data cube has very few channel maps. The behavior in
Fig. 8.55 is expected since, as we average over more velocitychannels the smaller
structures which represent different true scale ranges over differentυlsr ’s, are merged
together by averaging the maps. Thus the power in the small scales is decreasing while
at the same time the power of the large scales is increasing which results in the steepen-
ing of the power index. After a specific channel width, which for our case is around 20
km s−1, the power remains constant. At this point the velocity fluctuations have most
probably been smoothed out, so further velocity averaging cannot lead to an increase
of the power index. The inertial range for the channel width of 20 km s−1 still goes
down to 11′ but this cannot be interpreted as a specific scale due to the averaging over
structures of different scales. According to Lazarian & Pogosyan (2000), the indexγ is
then interpreted as the intensity power slope which is the results of the index of power
spectrum of the density fluctuations n modulated by the powerindex of the velocity
fluctuations m according to the formulaγ = n + m/2. For the thinnest slice with an
intensity power index of∼-2.6 and assuming that the velocity fluctuations exhibit a
Kolmogorov spectrum of a power index of 2/3, the index of the density fluctuations is
then -2.93, which is very close to -3 given as a universal slope for the turbulent spec-
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Fig. 8.55:Power-law slope vs channel width. The power law slope for each channel width is
the average over all the individual slopes for each channel map where there isHI emission.

trum in Lazarian & Pogosyan (2000). In comparison to the similar study of Dickey
et al. (2001) my results resemble the findings in region 2 at his study. This similarity is
superficial since as explained the behavior of the index vs channel width in his studies
is affected by self-absorption due to the very low-latitudeof the studies. For my study
on the other hand the region has relatively high latitude so Iam not expecting it to be
affected by self-absorption. Also it is important to note inthis section that Lazarian &
Pogosyan (2000) predicts that the changing of the velocity resolution stops affecting
the SPS slope with channel width when it becomes larger than the thermal velocity
width. For my study this is close to 20km s−1, while this counts as high thermal veloc-
ity for cool gas, it can be considered to be the velocity of thewarm extended medium
in the neutral gaseous halo.

As mentioned in the previous subsection, I have applied a beam correction to the FFT
map before calculating the average power spectrum. To test how this correction affects
our results I have compared the SPS for the initial image cubewith a velocity resolution
of 0.73 km s−1 at twoυlsr ranges, for 28 km s−1and 48 km s−1. For the corrected and
uncorrected SPS I estimated the slope using a least square fit. For the uncorrected
spectrum I found in the case ofυlsr =28 km s−1 a slope of -2.84 while forυlsr =48
km s−1 I got -2.58 km s−1. In comparison with the slope of the corrected SPS which
are -2.68 and -2.51 respectively, the uncorrected SPS has a slightly steeper power
law. This is due to the beam correction which suppresses slightly the lower spatially
frequencies but enhances at the same time the high frequencies. Still the uncorrected
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Fig. 8.56: A comparison of the SPS for the corrected and uncorrected maps for a velocity
width of 0.7km s−1 at υlsr =28km s−1. Red dots are the uncorrected SPS while green dots are
the corrected SPS. The red line is a fit to the former while the blue line is the fit to the later.
The figure covers spatial scales from 10◦ down to 1.8′.

slope is very close to the expected value of -2.67 for a 2D SPS.The beam correction
cannot account for the difference between our results and the slope range of -3 to -
4 estimated in Dickey et al. (2001). In Fig. 8.56 and Fig. 8.57, I give the SPS for
υlsr =28 km s−1 andυlsr =48 km s−1 respectively, including both the uncorrected
and the corrected SPS. Since I divided with the spatial powerspectrum by the beam a
different power law is expected. What is strikingly different between the two SPS for a
specificυlsr is the inertial range. While in the case of the corrected spectrum the inertial
range ends at a spatial scale of 12-14′, in the case of the uncorrected spectrum the
inertial range appears to cover almost the total spatial range. High spatial frequencies
however, are affected by beam smoothing and should be disregarded. As a final note I
have reached to two important conclusions, first of all assuming that the modulation in
the density fluctuation due to the velocity turbulent field isminimal, then the density 2-
D spatial power spectrum exhibits a Kolmogorov like spectrum behavior. Second and
most important is the realization that in case the velocity fluctuations are important in
the study of the nature of the gaseous neutral Halo the HI intensity channel maps have
to be interpreted with extreme care. All in all I do not claim this to be a complete
study of the subject of turbulence in the gaseous neutral halo but a first analysis on
the possible implications of turbulence in the halo. More thorough analysis is needed
comparing different regions in different latitudes to reach more robust results.
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Fig. 8.57: A comparison of the SPS for the corrected and uncorrected maps for a velocity
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9 Discussion

9.1 Introduction

In Chap. 3 I have discussed the determination of the observational and physical quanti-
ties for the HI clumps. In order to measure these, a number of assumptions are needed
which impose uncertainties in the determination of the parameters. In this chapter I
will discuss the importance of errors in the different measurements. A comparison of
various Galactic models used for the distance estimates will show that the uncertainties
in the distance determination greatly affect the results. Finally I will present a simple
simulation which can correlate the observational parameters of the HI clumps with the
Galactic fountain mechanism to answer the question if thereis a connection between
the two phenomena.

9.2 Measurements and errors

In Chap. 2.6, I have discussed how to calculate the physical parameters of the clumps
from observational measurements taken using a radio-telescope. Therefore I can esti-
mate a range of parameters to describe the physical conditions in the neutral Galactic
halo and in the clumps themselves. After calculating the physical quantities, it is im-
portant to estimate the errors introduced during the measurement of the observational
parameters. Applying a simple error propagation, assumingalways that the spectrum
of the HI clumps can be described by a Gaussian, I find the following formulas for the
errors of each measure quantities:

∆Tkin = 2 ·δυwidth

where∆Tkin is the percentage error of theTkin andδυwidth is the percentage error of
the∆υ1/2,

for the linear size of the clumpsD:

∆D =
√

(∆s)2+(δd)2

where∆D is the percentage error of the linear size of the clump,∆s is the percentage
error of the angular size of the clump andδd is the error in the distance determination.

For the column density of the clumpsNHI

∆NHi =
√

(∆TB)2+(δυwidth)2
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where∆TB is the percentage error in the brightness temperatureTB ,

for the average volume density< n >

∆NHi =
√

(∆TB)2+(δυwidth)2+(δ s)2+(∆d)2

and finally for the pressureP/k

∆NHi =
√

(∆TB)2+3 · (δυwidth)2+(δ s)2+(∆d)2

.

In my observations using the 100-m Effelsberg and the 300-m Arecibo Radio-telescope,
the calibration errors of measurement of theTB are in the range of 1%-2%. In the
determination of the∆υ1/2 in the spectra of the HI clumps, I consider the error to
be equal to the channel separation. Assuming that there is nouncertainty in the dis-
tance determination and in the determination of the size of the clumps then using the
formulas above, the error in the estimate of the physical values should not be greater
than 10% on average. I have to note that in the case of the Arecibo observations, as
discussed in Chap. 5 the baseline correction introduces some uncertainty to lowTB

spectra, furthermore the spectra are not corrected for stray radiation. From the com-
parison of the LAB and Arecibo spectra these effects seem to be minimal, still they
slightly increase the error in the determination of the physical parameters. The error
contribution from the measurements is not greater than 5%

In the case of the VLA and WSRT observations, it is more difficult to ascertain the
error in the physical quantities. While the errors introduced through the calibration
process are again of the order of 2%, it is difficult to weight the effect of the CLEAN
processes in the measurement. A comparison between the fluxes for different cut-off
levels of the CLEAN algorithm indicates a reasonable estimate of the uncertainty of
the physical values of the order of 20%.

The error estimates above do not take into account the uncertainties introduce by the
distance determination. This is the more serious reason foran increased uncertainty
in the physical parameters. As it will be explained in the next subsection, the deter-
mination of the distance through kinematical estimates is the most secure method to
follow in the outer part of the Galaxy. Still it has two serious drawbacks. I have to
assume that the HI clumps follow closely the Galactic rotation, deviations from it can
introduce an unknown uncertainty in the determination of the distance. Since as ex-
plained in Chap. 1 the clumps are part of the Galactic halo this assumption seems to
be valid. More importantly as seen in the next section from a comparison between
distances estimated using different Galactic velocity field models, the uncertainty in
the determination of the distance ranges from 6% up to 36%. The errors introduced by
calibration etc, as described earlier, have a minor effect in the accuracy of the determi-
nation of the derived physical parameters, so the uncertainty in the distance plays the
dominant role.
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Model 1 Model 2 Deviation Model 3 Deviation
d(kpc) d(kpc) % d(kpc) %

113.33+27.00-40.5 4.0 4.9 22.5 5.2 30.0
116.20+23.55-68.0 7.0 8.2 17.1 8.7 24.3
114.71+29.60-89.5 11.0 14.0 27.3 15.0 36.3
217.50+15.16+78.4 13.5 14.7 8.8 16.0 15.6
216.57+18.40+32.8 3.5 3.7 5.7 4.0 14.28

Tab. 9.21:A table of comparison between derived distances from different model for a random
selection of clumps. a) Model 1: Kalberla (2003) b) Model 2:vrot = 220km s−1, co-rotation c)
Model 3: Brand & Blitz (1993)

9.3 Distance determination

In Chap. 1, I have discussed the three different methods to determine the distance.
As seen in the previous subsection 9.2, the uncertainty in the distance determination
affects greatly the estimates for all the other different parameters of the clumps. The
determination of distances using the terminal velocity is the most accurate method,
depending only on the knowledge of the rotation curve but unfortunately this is ap-
plicable only in the inner part of the Galaxy. The standard method for determining
the distance kinematically, as applied in this work, depends on the assumption of the
Galactic velocity field but has the advantage that it can be applied also to the outer
parts of the Galaxy. In my work I used the velocity field described in Kalberla (2003).
To weight the uncertainty introduced to the distance determination using this method,
I compared for a random selection of clumps the distances as estimated using a) the
aforemention velocity field (model 1), b) a velocity field assuming a constant rotation
velocity of 220km s−1outside the solar radius and co-rotation with increasing z-height,
c) a velocity field assuming a Brand & Blitz rotation curve (Brand & Blitz, 1993), d)
and a velocity field model by Gómez (2006). For the last model the distance of the sun
from the center is assumed to be 8kpc and the velocity field is given only for b=0◦, so
in order to do the comparison I estimated distances for b=0◦in the model 1 and I scaled
the distance result to correspond toRo=8kpc.

In Table 9.21, I show the derived distances from different models. The Bonn model, in
comparison with the model 2, has a deviation in the distance estimate ranging from 6%
up to 22% depending on the position. This deviation can be attributed to the difference
between the lagging halo of the Bonn model and the co-rotating halo of model 2. In
case of the Brand&Blitz rotation curve the deviation is higher, ranging from 15% up
to 36%.

In Table 9.22, I compare the Bonn model with the model of Gómez(2006). Since he
usesRo=8 kpc while our model hasRo=8.5 kpc, I scaled up his distance estimates by
a ratio of 1.06. As seen from the table in comparison to the Bonn model the Gómez
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Model 1 Model 4 Deviation
d(kpc) d(kpc) %

113.33+0-40.5 3.9 3.4 -12.82
116.20+0-68.0 6.7 6.3 -6.97
114.71+0-89.5 9.6 8.68 -9.58
216.57+0+32.8 3.2 2.74 -14.37

Tab. 9.22: A table of comparisons between derived distances from different models for a
random selection of clumps. a) Model 1: Kalberla (2003) b) Model 4: Gómez (2006)

(2006) model gives smaller distances, deviating from 7% up to 15% percent, affecting
the size of the clumps in a similar way. The Brand & Blitz (1993) model is the standard
model to use for the kinematical distances in Milky Way, so I used it to define the
distance uncertainty in the clumps.

Despite the uncertainty of the kinematical method to determine clump distances, it can
provide us with enough information to confine the physical properties of the clumps
within a small range while at the same time making only a minimal assumption about
their properties. Other methods, such as estimating distances using pressure, yield far
greater uncertainties. In order to ascertain this, I have estimate the distance of the
clumps at 219.39+18.53 with a velocity of 38.6 km s−1 using pressure considerations.
I used the model for thermal equilibrium between the cold andthe warm neutral phase
as described by Wolfire et al. (2003). In order to use this model I have to assume
that the gas in the Galactic Halo has similar metalicity and dust-to-gas ratio with the
disk, with a FUV field of similar strength. Also this assumption assumes that the
photo-electric heating and the cooling through the heavy elements, are the dominant
mechanism in the halo neutral gas. Following Stanimirović et al. (2006), the volume
density< n > is given byn ∼ NHI ·D where D is the diameter of the clump equal with
D = s · d the angular size of the clump in rads times the distance of theclump. The
pressure of the clump is given asP ∼ n ·T . Therefore I conclude thatNHI/s = n ·d and
thusP · d = NHI ·T/s. The clump 219.39+18.53 has a column density of 50.51· 1018

cm−2, an angular sizes of 5.26′and a kinetic temperatureTkin=388 K. Using the for-
mulas above, the productn ·d equals 10.7cm−3kpc, and the productP ·d equals 4158
Kcm−3kpc. This calculation assumes spherical symmetry of the cloud. From Table 3
in Wolfire et al. (2003), the range of pressure where thermal equilibrium is possible in
different Galactocentric distances, varies between a low and a high value. For the solar
neighborhood the range of pressures where thermal equilibrium between the CNM and
WNM phase is possible, is from 1960Kcm−3 to 4810Kcm−3. Assuming the clumps
are located close-by using the productP ·d implies a distance of the clump in the range
0.864kpc to 2.1kpc and a size from 1.32pc up to 3.2pc. For a Galactocentric distance
of 11kpc the range of allowed pressures is 995 Kcm−3 to 2420 Kcm−3, in this case the
clump would have a distance within the range of 1.7 kpc up to 4 kpc implying a size
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from 2.6 pc up to 6 pc. As seen even for a specific Galactocentric radius the uncertainty
in the distance estimate is very high using the pressure considerations. More impor-
tantly there is no physical reason to give a preference to oneGalactocentric radius R
over another one, since the clumps can reside at any distancefrom 8.5 kpc up to 18
kpc according to the calculations of Wolfire et al. (2003). Therefore this method can
be used only to give an initial estimate as used in Stanimirović et al. (2006) for a region
close to the anti-center. Despite the uncertainties, the kinematical determination is the
best method to estimate the distance of the clumps in the outer parts of the Galaxy.

9.4 Galactic fountain

Lockman (2002) proposed that the HI clumps are formed as a result of the Galactic
fountain mechanism. This implies that this phenomenon plays an important role in the
creation and maintenance of the Galactic gaseous halo. First formulated in Shapiro &
Field (1976) as a mechanism to explain the presence of a Galactic hot corona, it was
suggested by Bregman (1980) as a possible origin for the HVC’s. It is a mechanism
which continually feeds gas to the Galactic Halo. Accordingto these two papers which
outline the principals of a Galactic fountain mechanism, a hot gaseous bubble produced
by a supernova explosions streams upwards through the cooler gas of the disk due to
buoyancy. The velocity of a bubble perpendicular to the plane υz is smaller or equal
with the sound speedc which is estimated to bec=170 km s−1(Shapiro & Field, 1976)
or 130 km s−1(Kahn, 1981). Depending on the efficiency of the cooling mechanism of
the bubble (mainly radiative) and thus the cooling timetc the possible outcome for the
bubble can be one of the following two: a) if the radiative mechanism is inefficient and
thetc is large then the bubble expands adiabatically and ends up ina layer of gas with
similar temperature and density, exerting pressure on the gas beneath and forming a
corona in hydrostatic equilibrium, b) if the radiative cooling is efficient and thetc is
sufficiently small, then before reaching great heights, thebubble undergoes a phase
transition, cools, becomes denser and looses its buoyancy.At this stage the formed
cool cloud follows a ballistic motion, with initialυz ∼ c, bringing them back to the
plane. It is proposed that the HI clumps constitute exactly this late stage of the Galactic
fountain mechanism where the cool clumps move under the Galactic gravitational field
towards the plane. While it is difficult to observe the initial hot phase of the Galactic
fountain, it is fairly easy to observe the late phase in the form of HI clumps.

In order to test the possibility for our HI clumps to be the late stage results of a Galac-
tic fountain, I performed a simple ballistic simulation under the Galactic gravitational
field in order to compare the expected observational properties of a Galactic fountain
HI clump with the properties of our clumps as measured with radio-telescopes. The
quantity to compare is the line-of-sight velocityυlsr . The code describes the motion
of a test particle under the gravitational field of the Milky Way with an initial veloc-
ity υz perpendicular to the plane. Thus it simulates in a simple waythe motion of an
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Fig. 9.58: A plot showing anHI clump undergoing a ballistic orbit at a specific time t of it
orbit in reference with the sun and the Galactic center.

HI clump just formed from a hot gas bubble. The initial parameters are the starting po-
sition given in Galactocentric radiusR and heightz, the velocity of the upward motion
υz and the time range. The gravitational field under which the motion takes place is
described in Kalberla et al. (2007). I also assumed that the angular momentum is con-
served and that there is no drag force applied to the test particle. The last assumption
may be important in high ejection velocities sinceF ∼ υ2, but to maintain simplicity
it was not implemented in the code. The code gives the motion of the test particle as
a function of time. As an output I get the Galactocentric radiusR(t), the heightz(t),
the velocity perpendicular to the planeυz(t), the rotational velocityυrot(t) and the ve-
locity with a radial directionυr(t). I have used as a starting location different random
positions along the Galactocentric radiusR andz, for the initial velocityυz I assume
thatυz = c and I used the values of 130 km s−1 and 170 km s−1 as described earlier.
For the time limit I let the simulation run for 4 Gyrs, but I limited the orbit up to a
position when the test particle returns to the plane again.

The aim of the simulation is to compare it with the observational data. For my samples
of HI clumps in the Galactic halo, the longitudel, the latitudeb and theυlsr is known.
As described earlier I have determined kinematically the distance, so also theR andz
is known. I used this initialR andz value and I selected the simulation result with the
given similar position. From the resultingυrot(t), υr(t) andυz(t) I have calculated the
expected line of sight velocityυlsr m with the help of Fig. 9.58

In this figureφ is the Galactocentric azimuth,υsol is the rotational velocity in the
position of the sun equal with 220 km s−1.

Theυlsr m is then given by the following equation:

υm = υz ·sin(b)+υrot ·sin(c) ·cos(b)+υr ·cos(c) ·cos(b)−υsol ·sin(l) ·cos(b) (9.11)

This is the line-of-sight velocityυlsr m one would expect if the clump was caused by a
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Galactic fountain, and is moving in a ballistic orbit. So finally I compare the expected
line-of-sight velocityυlsr m with the observed line-of-sight velocityυlsr . We would
expected this to be similar if the observed clump was ejectedby the Galactic fountain
mechanism.

I run the simple simulation for 32 HI clumps of the sample, assembled from the
Arecibo and Effelsberg observations. First of all I assumedthat the HI clumps fol-
low a ballistic orbit towards the Galactic plane. Upon reaching the dense Galactic disk
the HI clump cannot continue its orbit and becomes part of the galactic disk material
again. The initial parameters for each HI clump were the same:a) The Galactocentric
radius ranged from 5 kpc up to 13 kpc with a step of 1 kpc,b) the heights z from the
plane are 0kpc, 0.5kpc, 1kpc, 3kpc, 5kpc, 7kpc,c) the initial velocityυz is less than the
sound speedc at 90 km s−1 and 100 km s−1, at the sound speed at 130 km s−1 and 170
km s−1(Shapiro & Field, 1976; Kahn, 1981), slightly more than c at 200 km s−1. For
each of the clumps I run a series of simulations for all the combination of initial pa-
rameters. In each run I compared the position of the HI clumpsRc,zc in Galactocentric
coordinates with theR andz as calculated from the simulation. If|Rc −R| < 0.5 kpc
and|zc−z|< 0.5 kpc I considered that the position of the clump coincides with one of
the position of the orbits. The limit of 0.5 kpc takes into account the uncertainty for the
determination of the distance. Once I found a match for the clump position, I then used
the equation 9.11 to determine the expected line-of-sight velocity υlsr m according to
the model. Its was then compared with the measuredυlsr from the observations of the
HI clumps. If the deviation is smaller than 10% I assumed there is also a match in line
of sight velocity and that the observed HI clumps can be a result of a Galactic fountain
flow, if the difference is greater than 10% I considered that there is low probability for
the observed HI clumps to be associated with a galactic fountain flow.

For 16 of the 31 HI clumps tested, the simulation failed to reproduce the position and
velocity requirements, only when I used unphysical values for the starting velocity, for
exampleυz = 400 km s−1, did I manage to match the observational values with the
simulations. It is interesting to note that this sample is composed entirely from the
Arecibo sample. As seen also from the Arecibo observations,the maps presented in
the section 6 are more similar with clumps resembling to be a result of turbulence than
Galactic fountain flows.

For the remaining 15 HI clumps the simulations produced positions where I found
a close match between the expected line-of-sight velocityυlsr m and the measured
υlsr velocity for the clump in a given position. This implies thatit is possible for a
product of a Galactic fountain to have similar velocities with the ones observed in the
HI clumps. In the Table. 9.23 I give the observational values for each clump and the
results of the ballistic simulations. In each clump there were more than one initial set
of parameters for which the simulation match the observation. So for each position I
give all of the results.

In all the cases the time it takes for the particle to reach from its initial position to the
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plane is around 100Myrs. As can be seen from the table the initial speedυz is a lot less
than the sound speed in most of the cases, being either 90 km s−1 or 100 km s−1. υc

gives the motion of the particles in a direction perpendicular to the plane whiletcr is
the time passed from the initial positionRst andzst. As seen in the Table 9.23, in most
casesυc<0 andtcr is close to 100 Myrs. I infer that it is more probable to detectthe
HI clumps at the end of their ballistic orbits. Some haveυc>0 and thetorb is very small
showing that we expect to detect the HI clump in the beginning of their orbits. Another
important initial parameter which can help us is the initialposition in the z axis. While
I also used as a starting parameters higherz heights, the initial parameter that yielded
the matching results range fromz=0kpc toz=1kpc above the place. Assuming that the
supernova explosion happens in the Galactic plane and that the hot gas rises with a
velocity∼ 100 km s−1 (also the starting velocity) it then takes approximately 10Myrs
to reach a height of 1kpc. In this time the hot gas has to cool and form a cold clump
at z=1 kpc a cold clump which will then follow a ballistic orbit. Then the cooling time
of the hot gastc should be of the order of 10 Myrs. This solution is very similar to the
ones proposed in (Shapiro & Field, 1976) although the initial velocity is smaller than
the proposed speed of sound. As a result of the simulations, the possibility exists that
one of the mechanisms to create HI clumps in the Halo is the Galactic fountain. Of
course we should not neglect the fact that the HI clumps observed with Arecibo failed
to be reproduced by the simulations and that they show evidence for a turbulent nature
of the Galactic neutral gas.

9.5 Comparison with the CNM phase:Clumps or sheets

Heiles & Troland (2003b) conducted a 21-cm absorption line survey using the Arecibo
300-m radio telescope in order to study the properties of thewarm (WNM) and the cold
neutral media (CNM) in the Galactic disk. The authors studied a number of regions
in the solar neighborhood and analyzed a number of HI CNM clouds measuring spin
temperaturesTs and column densities. Using additional measurements of theCNM
pressure from CI line observations, the authors determinedthe line-of-sight size of the
clouds for two regions, the “Triad Region” and the “Small Region of Heiles (1967)”.
Measuring the apparent size of the clouds they were able to estimate the ratior of
length-to-thickness which was found to be 280 and 70 for the two regions respectively.
Therefore they presented observational evidence towards the isotropic morphology of
the CNM clouds. In connection with this result they discussed two descriptive models
for the morphology of the CNM:a) the popular “raisin pudding” model which assumes
that a large number (104) of isotropic CNM clouds are embedded in a WNM compo-
nent in a random fashion andb) the “Clumpy CNM Sheet” model in which the WNM
extends over large volumes with the CNM laying inside. The CNM is organized into
a few large thin structures (up to hundreds of pc as estimatedabove). According to
Heiles & Troland (2003b) the sheets contain a lot of CNM blobs, with an estimated
density for one of their region of 1 cloudlet per 30pc2. Heiles & Troland (2003b) find
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Rc zc υlsr Rm zm Vz Vm Rst zst Vzst torb

kpc kpc km s−1 kpc kpc km s−1 km s−1 kpc kpc km s−1 Myrs
113.33+27.00 10.5 1.8 -40.5 10.6 2.7 -34.7 -40.5 10 0 90 60
113.33+27.00 10.5 1.8 -40.5 10.6 2.3 -40.2 -44.6 10 1 90 57
113.33+27.00 10.5 1.8 -40.5 10.9 1.6 65.3 -40.6 11 0 90 20
113.33+27.00 10.5 1.8 -40.5 11.0 1.5 116.9 -38.3 11 1 130 11
113.16+25.49 10.0 1.4 -32.5 9.6 1.7 -49.4 -32.5 9 0 90 59
113.16+25.49 10.0 1.4 -32.5 9.7 1.8 -50.4 -33.4 9 0.5 90 55
113.16+25.49 10.0 1.4 -32.5 10.0 0.9 80.5 -32.4 10 0 90 10
113.16+25.49 10.0 1.4 -32.5 10.0 0.9 83.8 -29.6 10 0.5 90 4
116.20+23.55 12.7 2.8 -68.0 12.5 3.2 -71.7 -67.8 11 0 130 83
116.20+23.55 12.7 2.8 -68.0 12.5 3.3 -77.0 -68.6 11 3 90 59
116.20+23.55 12.7 2.8 -68.0 12.4 2.5 -39.6 -67.9 12 0 90 73
116.20+23.55 12.7 2.8 -68.0 12.7 2.8 -47.8 -68.0 12 0 100 78
116.20+23.55 12.7 2.8 -68.0 12.7 2.8 -39.2 -67.9 12 0.5 90 70
116.20+23.55 12.7 2.8 -68.0 12.9 3.1 -46.8 -68.1 12 0.5 100 73
116.20+23.55 12.7 2.8 -68.0 12.8 2.9 -43.5 -67.8 12 1 90 66
116.20+23.55 12.7 2.8 -68.0 13.0 3.2 -49.7 -68.0 12 1 100 70
116.33+22.80 14.3 3.5 -81.5 13.8 3.9 -99.2 -90.3 11 3 130 78
116.33+22.80 14.3 3.5 -81.5 13.9 3.7 -73.5 -81.7 12 0.5 130 89
116.33+22.80 14.3 3.5 -81.5 13.9 3.9 -74.5 -81.4 12 1 130 86
116.33+22.80 14.3 3.5 -81.5 13.8 3.6 -80.00 -82.7 12 3 100 71
116.33+22.80 14.3 3.5 -81.5 14.7 4.0 -69.9 -85.4 13 0 130 98
116.33+22.80 14.3 3.5 -81.5 14.0 3.3 -48.7 -81.6 13 0.5 100 81
116.33+22.80 14.3 3.5 -81.5 13.8 3.1 -43.9 -81.6 13 1 90 73
116.33+22.80 14.3 3.5 -81.5 14.4 3.8 -65.5 -81.3 13 3 90 69
116.50+21.45 10.7 1.5 -42.5 10.7 1.9 -51.0 -42.3 10 0 90 67
116.50+21.45 10.7 1.5 -42.5 11.0 1.1 164.1 -43.2 11 0 170 6
116.50+21.45 10.7 1.5 -42.5 11.0 1.2 91.1 -41.8 11 0.5 100 7
116.50+21.45 10.7 1.5 -42.5 11.0 1.2 86.3 -42.6 11 1 90 3
116.50+21.45 10.7 1.5 -42.5 11.0 1.1 128.3 -40.8 11 1 130 12
115.00+24.00 14.5 3.9 -84.5 14.0 4.4 -94.7 -91.7 11 0 170 97
115.00+24.00 14.5 3.9 -84.5 14.0 3.7 -77.8 -91.0 12 1 130 88
115.00+24.00 14.5 3.9 -84.5 14.8 4.4 -63.9 -85.2 13 0.5 130 93
115.00+24.00 14.5 3.9 -84.5 14.6 4.2 -66.3 -83.9 13 4 100 72
115.35+22.35 12.3 2.5 -66.5 11.9 3.0 -84.1 -71.4 10 1 130 74
115.35+22.35 12.3 2.5 -66.5 11.9 3.0 -93.8 -72.4 10 3 100 61
115.35+22.35 12.3 2.5 -66.5 12.0 2.4 -61.4 -68.9 11 0.5 100 73
115.35+22.35 12.3 2.5 -66.5 12.4 2.5 -41.1 -66.5 12 0.5 90 74

Tab. 9.23:A table with the results of the simulation for eachHI clump. The first four columns
give the measured parameters of the clumps: the coordinates, the Galactocentric radiusRc,
the heightzc, and the line-of-sight velocityυlsr . The last eight parameters come from the
simulation: the Galactocentric radius at the end of the tranjectoryRm, the heightzm, the velocity
perpendicular to the planeVz, the line-of-sight velocity for the simulationVm, the initial radius
Rst , heightzst , velocityVzst and the time of the orbittorb.
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Rc zc υlsr Rm zm Vz Vm Rst zst Vzst torb

kpc kpc km s−1 kpc kpc km s−1 km s−1 kpc kpc km s−1 Myrs
117.32+24.00 13.1 3.0 -71.4 12.7 3.4 -73.4 -72.1 11 1 130 81
117.32+24.00 13.1 3.0 -71.4 12.7 3.5 -81.1 -71.5 11 3 100 63
117.32+24.00 13.1 3.0 -71.4 12.9 3.0 -49.8 -71.3 12 0.5 100 75
117.32+24.00 13.1 3.0 -71.4 13.0 3.1 -53.0 -71.5 12 1 100 72
118.01+24.59 13.2 3.1 -71.0 12.8 3.6 -73.6 -71.1 11 1 130 77
118.01+24.59 13.2 3.1 -71.0 12.9 3.0 -48.5 -70.6 12 0.5 100 74
118.01+24.59 13.2 3.1 -71.0 13.0 3.1 -51.8 -71.0 12 1 100 71
118.01+24.59 13.2 3.1 -71.0 13.3 3.0 -26.0 -71.0 13 0 90 73
117.97+24.00 13.1 3.1 -72.3 12.8 3.5 -75.5 -72.0 11 1 130 78
117.97+24.00 13.1 3.1 -72.3 12.8 3.4 -82.5 -72.1 11 3 100 64
117.97+24.00 13.1 3.1 -72.3 12.9 3.0 -51.0 -72.0 12 0.5 100 75
117.97+24.00 13.1 3.1 -72.3 13.0 3.1 -54.5 -72.4 12 1 100 73
117.97+24.00 13.1 3.1 -72.3 13.4 2.9 -29.6 -72.4 13 1 90 74
117.51+25.19 13.1 3.0 -74.0 12.9 3.4 -76.8 -77.0 11 1 130 79
117.51+25.19 13.1 3.0 -74.0 12.7 3.5 -81.1 -73.9 11 3 100 63
117.51+25.19 13.1 3.0 -74.0 12.9 3.0 -48.5 -73.7 12 0.5 100 74
117.51+25.19 13.1 3.0 -74.0 13.0 3.1 -52.2 -74.2 12 1 100 71
117.51+25.19 13.1 3.0 -74.0 13.3 3.0 -25.2 -73.8 13 0 90 73
113.32+21.74 13.4 3.0 -75.3 12.9 3.4 -80.0 -79.6 11 1 130 81
113.32+21.74 13.4 3.0 -75.3 13.0 2.9 -53.8 -75.2 12 0.5 100 77
113.32+21.74 13.4 3.0 -75.3 13.5 3.5 -72.7 -78.0 12 1 130 65
113.32+21.74 13.4 3.0 -75.3 13.4 2.9 -34.6 -75.3 13 0 90 77
112.10+27.79 10.4 1.8 -39.5 10.5 2.3 -32.3 -41.0 10 0 90 60
113.84+28.70 12.6 3.6 -69.4 12.5 3.8 -58.1 -69.6 11 0.5 130 75
113.84+28.70 12.6 3.6 -69.4 12.5 3.9 -66.1 -69.4 11 3 100 57
113.84+28.70 12.6 3.6 -69.4 12.7 3.4 -31.1 -69.4 12 0.5 100 66
113.84+28.70 12.6 3.6 -69.4 12.8 3.5 -34.6 -69.4 12 1 100 64
112.45+29.90 12.5 3.7 -65.5 12.2 3.7 -53.4 -65.4 11 0 130 75
112.45+29.90 12.5 3.7 -65.5 12.4 4.1 -58.8 -65.5 11 3 100 54
112.45+29.90 12.5 3.7 -65.5 12.6 3.5 -21.9 -65.3 12 0.5 100 62
112.45+29.90 12.5 3.7 -65.5 12.7 3.6 -25.8 -65.3 12 1 100 60

Tab. 9.24:A table with the results of the simulation for eachHI clump. The first four columns
give the measured parameters of the clumps: the coordinates, the Galactocentric radiusRc,
the heightzc, and the line-of-sight velocityυlsr . The last eight parameters come from the
simulation: the Galactocentric radius at the end of the tranjectoryRm, the heightzm, the velocity
perpendicular to the planeVz, the line-of-sight velocity for the simulationVm, the initial radius
Rst , heightzst , velocityVzst and the time of the orbittorb.
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that the second model is more consistent, not only with theirobservational findings
of the sheet-like CNM, but also with the idea that CNM is produced from large-scale
shocks.

My observations of the HI clumps of the Galactic halo show a number of similarities
with the above description of the interstellar CNM. For mostof the spectra the halo
HI clumps show very narrow line-widths, implying associationwith a cold phase. The
column densities in my sample and in Heiles & Troland (2003b)for the CNM are of
the order of 1019cm−2. Also the morphology of the observations prove to be similar.
Using the Effelsberg telescope we found low densities of clumps which can be associ-
ated with the large CNM clouds while the interferometry observations showed that the
clumps are resolved into a large number of cores, which are similar to the cloudlets
mentioned above. The Arecibo observations which mapped a large area also show
the presence of colder denser structures embedded in the extended broad component.
Therefore the morphology found in all our 21-cm observations is consistent with the
picture of a “Clumpy CNM Sheet” model. So the question logically arises, does the
HI halo clump population exhibit a similar sheet-like morphology as the CNM?

Up to now, to derive the physical parameters of my sample I have considered that the
objects have a cylindrical morphology, where their apparent lengths is equal to the
width H. It is a fair assumption in order to derive the physical parameters due to the
lack of other independent observations. The clumps are certainly not spherical, which
is evident even by their apparent profiles. In the case of the HI cores detected with
the VLA and WSRT, but also the large clumps from Effelsberg and Arecibo, there
appears to be an elliptical rather than a spherical profile. This leads to some deviations
within the errors of the derived physical quantities. On theother hand, if the HI clumps
and therefore the HI cores really have a sheet-like morphology, this would have serious
implication for their properties. In this case I would have possibly underestimated their
volume densities and pressures by a factor which is given by the length-to-thickness
ratior. This would imply that the clumps would move further up in thephase diagrams
of Chap. 8, right towards the cold branch of the diagrams.

A clump has a diameterD and a widthH. At a specific distanced it has angular
diameters and angular widthh. The length-to-thickness ratio is defined asr = s/h.
Typical cases are:

• r = 1. In this case the clump is cylindrical and this is the assumption used in this
work.

• r = 10, a moderate value forr which would imply thermal and pressure equilib-
rium in the phase diagram. For example the Arecibo sample would then have a
mean volume density of 19 cm−3 which would place the sample well within the
stable region of the CNM in the phase diagrams.
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• r = 70, an extreme case, with the value for the ratio taken unmodified from
Heiles & Troland (2003b). This implies in the case of the Arecibo sample a
volume density for the clumps approximately of 130 cm−3, denser than the one
allowed for CNM in thermal equilibrium with a clump pressurehigher than the
pressure of its warm envelope.

We assume that we have a population of n HI clumps with similar diametersD which
are located at the same distance from the Sun. For the case with r > 1 there is not a
preferable orientation of the clumps towards our line of sight. The apparent diameter
of the clumps ranges froms when viewed face on down toh when viewed edge on.
When observed with a telescope of beam widthθ there are three possible outcomes:

• The telescope resolution is sufficiently high,θ < h. In this case the telescope
detects all clouds of the sample. In case of a cylindrical morphology all the
apparent diameters of the clumps should be identical. In case of the sheet like
morphology the apparent diameter should range froms down toh. Therefore the
ratio of the highest apparent diameter to the lowest one should be 10(for r=10)
or 70(for r=70)

• For observations with insufficient resolution(θ > s), the measured apparent di-
ameter would be almost identical for all cases, independentof the cylindrical or
sheet like morphology. In the second case a selection effectwould be introduced
since mostly edge on clump would be detected. In any case, we would not be
able to differentiate between the morphology of the clumps.

• In case of a telescope with resolutions > θ > h we would measure for the cylin-
drical morphology identical apparent diameters. For the sheet like morphology
the telescope would detect all clumps with an apparent diameter froms approx-
imately down to the beam size ofθ . From the observational point of view, since
we don’t know the actual number of clumps, we are unable to discern between
the different length-to-thickness ratios. A spread in the values could indicate a
sheet-like structures.

A re-examination of the various telescope samples under this analysis can provide us
with hints to the morphology of the HI clumps. So for each telescope sample I will
compare the apparent diameters of the HI clumps located at the same distance, in
order to test the above analysis. For the Effelsberg sample,the resolution is too crude,
as shown from the synthesis telescope observations, to discern something about the
morphology of the clumps. Sheet-like or blob-like clumps provide the same results.
In the Arecibo sample, I compare from Table. 6.14-6.15 the apparent diameters of
11 clumps which are located at a distance∼ 4kpc. The minimum width measured is
4′ which is very close to the resolution of the Arecibo telescope. So any spread in the
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apparent diameter values cannot be attributed to a sheet like structure. It is actually
more likely that we talk about clumps of similar diameters. The samples detected with
the synthesis observations have apparent diameters which do not vary significantly.
In this case the cores have most probably non sheet-like morphology. Since they are
part of the same region it is also probable that they have the same orientation, so their
apparent diameter is the same. It is also worth to apply the same analysis for the Stil
et al. (2006) sample. Using table 1 and table 3 from Stil et al.(2006) I compared
the measured angular diameters for the clumps with distance∼ 7 kpc. In this sample
the measured angular diameters range from 2′up to 5′. So, similarly to our synthesis
observations, the range of the observed apparent diameter is fairly small. All in all,
from all the above samples, there is no clear indication for adominant sheet-like nature
of clumps with length-to-width ratio of the order of 70. As itis evidence from the
observations, the clumps are asymmetric and show very narrow line-widths, with a
mean line width from 3.3 km s−1to 5.3 km s−1. As discussed earlier in this section,
pure thermal equilibrium considerations show that a more “cloudy” structure with low
to moderate length-to-width ratios is more probable than a true sheet like structure
with ratios of the order of 70. In addition, a sheet-like filamentary structure of the
clumps would imply that the turbulence is dominant in scalescomparable with the size
of the clumps. This contradicts the very narrow line widths found in the Effelsberg
and Arecibo data which show that the role of turbulence is notsignificant. This is also
supported by the study of turbulence in the Arecibo map (Chap. 8). While the end
of the inertial range is∼14′, the mean size of the clumps is 6′, so while turbulence
is importance for the transfer of energy from larger scale tothe smaller scale and the
spatial redistribution of gas, it plays a smaller role in thescales of the clumps size.
Neither the line widths nor the turbulence study point to a sheet-like structure of the
clumps. To learn more about the morphology and length-to-width ratio of the clumps,
it will be useful to apply an analysis based on this section toa larger, more complete,
sample of HI halo clumps.
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10 Conclusions

The aim of my thesis was to study the nature of the neutral gaseous component in the
Galactic halo. The research was focused on Galactic halo sub-structure of the neutral
gas in the form of small clumps, first detected in the inner Galaxy by Lockman (2002).
My target was not to conduct a full sky survey of all clumps butto assemble a sample
of them primarily located outside the solar circle. In the first part of my project I used
the 100-m Effelsberg Radio telescope (Chap. 4). Follow-up observations were done
using two interferometer arrays, the Westerbork SynthesisRadio Telescope and the
Very Large Array (Chap. 5). In the last part of my project I utilized the new 7 beam
ALFA multi-beam receiver installed at the 300-m Arecibo telescope to observe a larger
area in the sky (Chap. 6). The physical parameters of the clumps were estimated from
the observational measurements, in order to study the more general properties of the
neutral gaseous Halo. For this estimation, the distance of the clumps from the Sun
needs to be determined. This was done using the Bonn Mass Model (Kalberla et al.,
2007). As a side project the possibility to include spiral arms in the Mass Model and
the effects on the morphology of the brightness temperaturedistribution maps were
tested (Chap. 3). In the following paragraphs I will give a summary of the results of
my projects.

Based on the method in Burton (1971), I have modeled the Galactic spiral structure
using the linear density wave theory. This approach considers that the spiral arms can
be described by a grand design and induce a velocity perturbation in the velocity field
of the Milky Way. In combination with the Bonn Milky Way mass model (Kalberla,
2003), the spiral arms were modeled using the linear densitywave theory and were
described by their inclination anglei, the number of spirals armsm, the surface den-
sity contrast between the arm and inter-arm region and the angular pattern speedΩp.
A comparison between synthetic data cubes of the models and the real data from the
all sky HI LAB survey was done. Despite using a simple model I was able toproduce
synthetic data cubes with morphologies similar to the real spiral structure, even repro-
ducing the exact location of spiral features in some cases. Therefore it is evident that
a more refined model based on the density wave theory can be used to introduce spiral
structure in Galactic models. It is important to note that the density wave theory de-
scribesonly Grand design spiral structure while as seen in galaxy catalogs (Sandage,
1961) only a small percentage of all the the spiral galaxies exhibits such a morphology.
A more important result is that, independent of the density wave theory, kinematic ir-
regularities and not densities fluctuations are the cause ofthe apparent spiral structure
in the all sky HI surveys. Therefore interpretation of studies such as Levine et al.
(2006b), where the spiral structure is considered to be a density fluctuation, need to
take this into account when studying intrinsic parameters of the spiral arms such as the
pitch angle and positions but also when evaluating the kinematic influence on the gas
motions. Finally, as seen in Figs. 3.23- 3.23, the presence of spiral arms in the Galac-
tic disk can affect the apparent distribution of HI , not only in the disk but in different
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heights above the plane. In our models the density wave affects the morphology at
least up to a latitude ofb = 4.5◦, while in the real data this maybe up tob = 8◦.

The main aim of my project was to study the neutral component of the Galactic
Halo. The initial observation utilizing the Effelsberg 100-m Radio telescope (Chap.4)
showed that the filamentary structure of the HI halo gas detected in the inner Galaxy
with the G.B.T (Lockman, 2002) extends even further, beyondthe inner part of the
Galaxy up to a Galactocentric radius ofR ∼15kpc. The detected HI clumps have pa-
rameters similar to the G.B.T sample, although we found thatthey are predominantly
composed of colder HI gas with a mean∆υ1/2∼ 5 km s−1 in comparison with 12
km s−1 as found by Lockman (2002). Further observations of two clumps from the
Effelsberg sample using the WSRT and the VLA telescopes provide an insight in the
nature of the clumps. When observed with high resolution, the two Effelsberg clumps
with an angular size of more than 20′, are resolved into a number of cold cores with
angular sizes of∼1′, implying a spatial size of a few parsecs (Chap.5). These cores
carry a significant percentage of the neutral gas mass of the region despite their small
filling factor. The comparison between the single dish and the interferometry data
points towards a specific structure for the neutral halo gas.The colder gas lies in small
cores which are embedded in large filamentary structure of warmer gas which stabi-
lizes the cores and also protects them from evaporation. Observations with the 21-cm
multi-beam receiver of the 300-m Arecibo telescope confirmed this concept with the
detection of HI objects from∼12′ down to∼4′, implying spatial scale similar to the
interferometry observations. These are cold with a mean∆υ1/2 of 4.3 km s−1 and are
surrounded by a very extended (a few degrees) warmer medium.Some of them are
estimated to have a Galactocentric distance as far asR=17 kpc.

Being able to put constrains on the physical parameters of the HI halo clumps from
our observations and taking into account the detection of two-component structures, I
tried to determine the possibility of thermal equilibrium between the clumps and their
surrounding envelopes (Chap. 7). Wolfire et al. (2003), gives the range of the pressure
versus the total density of the hydrogen nuclei where thermal equilibrium is possible
between CNM and WNM. I compared the observationally derivedparameters with the-
oretical phase diagrams. I found that the broad components lie in a region of the phase
diagram where the WNM is thermally stable. For the clumps, the sample detected
with the Effelsberg telescope proved to be far off the position of equilibrium for CNM
but this is due to small scale structure undetected with the Effelsberg telescope. For
the cores detected with the WSRT and the VLA and for the Arecibo clumps, I found
that their volume densities are equal or slightly smaller than the lower limit allowed
for thermal stable CNM. This implies that some of the cores are undergoing a phase
transition condensing towards the cold phase or expanding towards the warm phase,
while other cores are in the region of stable CNM and lie in thermal equilibrium, with
the surrounding envelope. The above assumption does not take into account the pres-
ence of molecular hydrogen H2 in the Galactic Gaseous Halo. Large scale CO(2-1)
surveys confirm this assumption since the do not detect significant amount of molec-
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ular gas atb > 10◦. All this is under the assumption that molecular hydrogen does
not exist in significant quantities in the Galactic gaseous Halo. Thus the total density
of the hydrogen nuclei is defined by the HI volume density. However the discrepancy
in the position of the cold cores may be evidence for the presence of H2. In this case
I have underestimated the true density of the hydrogen nuclei in the cores. As a re-
sult in reality the cores should be positioned further rightin the phase diagrams, well
within the region of the cold gas. In this case H2 could also contribute to the volume
density and pressure thus stabilizing the clumps. One possible explanation of the dis-
crepancy between the molecular gas surveys and this result is that H2 resides in very
small concentrations, which are difficult to detect using the current telescope resolu-
tion. Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. (2007) describes a similarscenario to explain the non
detection of H2 in HVC’s. Finally, another important factor to take into account is the
assumption of conditions (like metalicity, dust-to-gas ratio etc) of the halo similar to
the disk. Different conditions change the morphology of thephase diagrams. Using
values closer to the actual values of the Halo may yield the result that the cores lie in
the region of stable cold neutral gas.

Using the detected sample of HI halo clumps I have also tried to test different formation
scenarios for the clumps. A study of their origin is directlylinked with questions re-
garding the formation mechanism and maintenance of the whole Galactic halo. Lock-
man (2002) proposed that the clumps are the late stage products of a motion which
is a result of a Galactic fountain produced by supernova explosions. To study such
an association between the HI clumps and the Galactic fountain mechanism, I used
a simple ballistic simulation disregarding effects such asphase-transition and drag. I
made a comparison between the kinematical parameters, likeυlsr predicted from the
simulation with observed parameters for the detected HI clump samples. For initial
vertical velocities smaller than the speed of sound, the simulation matched theυlsr and
Galactocentric positions for only half of my sample. The starting height of the ballistic
motion is less than 1kpc, implying that the radiative cooling mechanism must be ex-
tremely efficient to form HI clumps fast enough from the hot bubble, agreeing with the
original prediction from Shapiro & Field (1976). Thereforethe Galactic fountain for-
mation mechanism cannot be excluded from kinematical pointof view for the clumps
residing atR > 8.5 kpc. Accurate simulations are needed to compare the temperature,
density and pressure distribution produced by the simulation with the observational
results. The second possible scenario to explain the formations of the HI clumps, pro-
poses that they are the result of turbulence which is maintained and created by the bulk
motion of the Milky Way (Fleck, 1981). This mechanism is supported by the study of
the density fluctuations in the large field observed with the 300-m Arecibo telescope.
As shown in Chap. 8 its 2-D spatial power spectrum exhibits a power law behavior
for all the studied velocitiesυlsr and various velocity binnings. The index is close to
the predicted Kolmogorov index of 2.66. The spatial inertial range where there ex-
ists dissipation-less energy transfer ranges from a few degrees down to 11 arc minutes
which is the size of most of the largest clumps detected in theArecibo map. Thus it
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seems that turbulence plays an important role in the ISM in the Galactic Halo. Fur-
thermore Audit & Hennebelle (2005) show an example how the fragmentation of the
turbulent neutral hydrogen is possible while maintaining thermal equilibrium. Their
two dimensional simulation of converging turbulent flows ofwarm neutral gas results
in dynamical condensations which produces cold neutral gasobjects. Although the
simulation discusses scales smaller than the ones under study and the produced cold
neutral gas structures have linear dimension of the order of0.1pc, it is striking that the
morphology exhibited in their synthetic density maps (Fig.4; Fig. 5 of Audit & Hen-
nebelle (2005)) is very similar to the morphology observed in our observation of large
regions e.g the Arecibo field. In the end it is quite possible that both turbulence and
Galactic fountains, are responsible for the creation and maintenence of the filamentary
neutral phase, with the first one playing a role in the outer part and the second one
being more dominant in the inner Galaxy.

Using my sample I compare also the halo clumps with the model predicting the mor-
phology for the cold neutral medium. Heiles & Troland (2003b) showed that the cold
neutral gas should be expected to form thin sheet like filamentary structure with a
length-to-width ratio of 70 or even more. In Chap. 8 I showed that while a mod-
erate ratio of 10 between length-to-thickness ratio shouldbe expected from thermal
equilibrium consideration, a higher ratio is not evident inthe data and would produce
un-physically high pressures.

Another important result is the detection of an extraordinary HI object with the Arecibo
300-m telescope. I found a small spherical object which while having parameter
similar to the HI clumps, seems to show evidence for solid body rotation and self-
gravitation. The object has an angular size of 6′ which, if the distance estimate is
corrected, means that it has a size of 10pc. Further investigations with high resolution
are necessary to clarify the nature of this object. If these confirm the Arecibo observa-
tion, then this object will be the first one to be in stark contrast with assumed sheet-like
morphology of the CNM and the HI clumps.

As a final word, the existence of the clumpy HI gaseous halo is well established. In
order to learn more, a large sample of the clumps is needed nowto study the properties
in a sample with increased statistical significance and testthe equilibrium conditions
is the Galactic Halo. Observations of other wavelengths arealso required to determine
the content in molecular gas, the metalicity and the dust-to-gas ratio. All this will help
us understand better the properties of the ISM in the Halo, its origin and interactions
with the other components.
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11 Appendix I

Here follows the spectra of the detected Effelsberg clumps given in Chap 4 and the
table 11.25 with the observed regions.

l b δ l deltab
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

Field 1 134 -43 3 3
Field 2 122.5 -43 3 3
Field 3 116.4 22.5 3 3
Field 4 141.5 25 3 3
Field 5 146.5 43 3 3
Field 6 147 41.5 2 2
Field 7 57 50.5 3 3
Field 8 46 16.5 3 3
Field 9 117 29 3 3
Field 10 116.5 25.5 3 3
Field 11 133.5 34.5 3 3
Field 12 113.5 25.5 3 3
Field 13 145.5 -42.5 3 3
Field 14 135.35 36 3 3
Field 15 113.5 25.5 3 3
Field 16 113.5 29 3 3
Field 17 120 25 4 4
Field 18 116.5 29.5 3 3
Field 19 130 -19 4 4
Field 20 132 -21.5 2 2
Field 21 144 -13.5 2 2
Field 22 113.5 -14 4 4

Tab. 11.25:A table of all the region selected and observed at 21-cm with Effelsberg Radio
Telescope. The first two column give the galactic coordinates of the center of the region while
the last two define the dimensions of the scanned region
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Fig. 11.59: The spectra of the two clumps detected with the Effelsberg 100-m telescope .
a) Top left: Clump 113.33+27.00 b) Top right: 113.13+25.49.c)Middle Left: Spectrum of
118.01+24.59 d) Middle Right: Spectrum of 117.97+24.00 e) Bottom Left: 117.51+25.19
f)Bottom Right:114.5-15.85
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Fig. 11.60: Spectra of theHI clump detected with the Effelsberg 100-m telescope. a)Top
left: 112.96-13.03 b) Top right: 113.57-13.48 c)Middle left : 112.1+27.79 d) Middle Right:
113.84+28.7 e) Bottom left: 128.84-18.48 f) Bottom Right: 114.71+29.6
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Fig. 11.61:Spectrum of 112.45+29.9 ofHI clump detected with the Effelsberg telescope
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12 Appendix II:Brightness temperature ratio K of
a mix of warm/cold neutral gas.

We assume a telescope having a Gaussian beam with FWHM of C measures brightness
temperatureTC while a telescope having a Gaussian beam with FWHM of A(A<C)
measures a brightness temperatureTA. We defineK = TA

TC
. Assuming both of the

telescopes observe an isolated point-source in the sky, according to Rohlfs & Wilson
(2004),K ∼ C2

A2 . In the case of the LAB survey the beam has an angular size of 36′while
the Effelsberg telescope has a size of 9′and the ratioK for an isolated point source is
then 16. This formulation is valid only for an isolated compact source, therefore it is
not applicable in the case of HI clumps where the morphology is different. In such a
case small HI cores are surrounded by extended warm medium.

I will try to determine a relation for the ratioK which is better applicable to the
HI clumps. The flux density received by a telescope from a sourcein the sky is
S ∝ T · θ2 whereS is the flux density, T is the brightness temperature of the source
andθ is the source size. I assume we have the telescopes describedearlier with beam
size C and A where A<C, the region observed in the sky has extended emission of
brightness temperatureT1. This extended emission surrounds an numbern of cores
with angular size D and brightness temperatureT2. The cores are tightly packed in
a region smaller than A. Fig.12.62 describes the morphologyof the observed region.
Essentially this figure is similar to the expected morphology of the HI halo clumps.

The telescope with beam size C, measures a fluxSC = S1+S2, the result of emissionS1

received from the extended source and the total emissionS2 from the cores. Therefore
we find that the measured brightness temperatureTC is given by :

TC = (1−n · (
D
C

)2) ·T1+n · (
D
C

)2 ·T2

Accordingly the telescope with beam size A, measures a brightness temperatureTA

which is given by :

TA = (1−n · (
D
A

)2) ·T1+n · (
D
A

)2 ·T2

So the ratioK of TA overTC in the case an extended source surrounding compact cores
is:

TA

TC
=

(1−n · (D
A )2) ·T1+n · (D

A )2 ·T2

(1−n · (D
C )2) ·T1+n · (D

C )2 ·T2
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Fig. 12.62:A drawing which represents the area covered by the beam of theLAB survey, in
comparison with the area of the Effelsbergbeam and the area covered by the constituents of an
HI clump. The beam size of the LAB survey is C, the beam size of theEffelsberg has A′while
the constituents have a size of D. The number of constituentsis n. They are close together and
have a source temperature ofT2.They are surrounded by extended emission which fill both of
the beams and has a temperature ofT1.

Assuming a temperature for the extended envelope of 1 K, I used this values to create
three figures which show the size of the different cores in relation to three different
parameters. In Fig.12.63 I used for the ratioK the mean value of 3.32 found in Chap.
4 and plotted the core diameter D vs the brightness temperature of the coreT2 for
different n number of clumps. In Fig.12.64 I took the number of clumps n=10 and
plotted the source diameter D vs the brightness temperatureT2 for different ratioK.
Finally in Fig. 12.65, I kept constant the number of clumps n and plotted the core
diameterD vs the ratio K for various brightness temperatureT2 of the cores. These
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Fig. 12.63:A diagram of the core diameter D as a function of the brightness temperature of
the sourceT2 in K for different number of clumps n. I assume the ratioK is K = 3.32 which is
the mean value found in Chap.4. I assume the brightness temperature of the extended source
is T1=1K.

three diagrams show that a low ratioK between the Effelsberg and the LAB spectrum
can imply unresolved sub-structure. As long as the filling factor of the cores is low and
they are surrounded by extended emission even the presence of moderate sub-structure
will result in a low ratioK. As the temperatureT2 and the number of cores becomes
larger, their size D must become smaller. Even in the most extreme case the size of the
core is not significantly less than an 1′.
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Fig. 12.64:A diagram of the source diameter D as a function of brightnesstemperature of the
sourceT2 for different ratio K. The number of cores n constituting theclump is fixed at n=10.
I assume the brightness temperature of the extended source is T1=1K.
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Fig. 12.65:A diagram of the source diameter D as a function of the ratioK for different core
brightness temperatureT2. The number of cores n constituting the clump is fixed at n=10.I
assume the brightness temperature of the extended source isT1=1K.
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14 Summary

Recently the existence of a neutral component of the Galactic Halo was confirmed in
all sky HI surveys but also from direct observations of the small scalestructure of this
component with the GBT telescope (Lockman, 2002). A similarlayer, following the
disk rotation, was also detected in a few external galaxies.In order to understand the
nature of the gaseous halo, its origin and its role in galaxy evolution, it is important to
study the neutral component since it composes 50% of the total mass of the Galactic
Halo. In my thesis, in order to reach this goal, I studied the physical properties of the
small scale structure of the neutral component in the form ofHI clumps. Using various
telescopes I studied their properties as probes of the gaseous Galactic halo.

The observed properties of the HI clumps can be used to derive their physical state if
the distance from the Sun is known. Using the measured line-of-sight velocityυlsr , I
can determine their distance with the help of the velocity field of the Galaxy. In my
thesis I used the Bonn Mass Model of the Milky Way. Deviationsfrom circular motion
can affect this method of distance determination. One of themost important pertur-
bations is the spiral structure of the Milky Way. In order to evaluate the effect of the
spiral structure but also to find whether out it is possible toimplement spiral structure
in the mass model, I utilized the linear density wave theory to model the Milky Way
spiral arms. The result were formatted as synthetic image cubes which I compared
with the real HI data from the all sky LAB survey for similarities with the velocity
structure found there. As is evident from the comparison, the linear density theory
reproduces at least partially successfully the morphologyobserved in the LAB image
cube. Therefore it can potentially be used as a basis for a more complex model of the
Milky Way spiral structure. Also as a result it is proven thatlarge scale velocity fluc-
tuation are responsible for the apparent spiral structure in the real image cube and not
density fluctuations. Therefore the interpretation of the spiral structure of the Milky
Way need to be handled with extreme care. More importantly, Ifound that the spiral
structure does affect spectra up to latitudes of|b|=8◦.

The main purpose of my thesis was to study the properties of the co-rotating HI halo
clumps. With the help of the LAB survey a number of regions were identified where
the emission unambiguously is originating from the halo. I made 21-cm line obser-
vations of these regions using the 100-m Effelsberg Radio Telescope. I have detected
in 22 fields, each of a size of 3◦x 3◦, 25 HI clumps which follow Galactic rotation.
They have a mean angular size of 18′and a column density of the order of 10·1018

cm−2. All the clumps lie outside the solar circle with a maximum Galactocentric ra-
dius R ≤15kpc and a height above the disk ofz ≤5kpc. I detected very narrow line
widths with a mean of∆υ1/2=5.3 km s−1; in agreement with Wolfire et al. (2003) who
expects cold gas up to 18kpc distance from the center. The physical properties of the
sample are similar to the HI clumps detected with the GBT radio telescope (Lockman,
2002) in the inner Galaxy, although the sample shows more narrow line width imply-
ing a bias towards observing colder gas. The most important property of the clumps
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is that in their majority, they are found to be embedded in a warmer medium with a
more extended distribution, thus showing two component structure. The broader com-
ponent appears in the spectra to be connected with the main Galactic line. Estimates
of the visible HI mass show that the clumps are not virialized. In this case thesur-
rounding extended component should play the role of a confining stabilizing envelope
to the clumps. The Effelsberg observations do not support this case. A comparisons
between the observed pressures of the HI clumps with estimates for the surrounding
the warm components show that the clumps are under-pressured, thus not in pressure
equilibrium with the envelope. This discrepancy could be explained assuming that the
clumps show extensive small structure which is unresolved with the Effelsberg beam.

In order to study the small scale structure of the clumps, thetwo most prominent ones
were observed with high resolution using the Westerbork interferometer and the Very
Large Array. The results show that the HI clumps are resolved into a number of cold
cores (∆υ1/2∼ 4km s−1) with an angular size of a couple of arc-minutes, implying a
true size of a few pc. These cores in comparison with the “parent” Effelsberg clumps
have up to 30 times higher density and pressure. Also they seem to carry a significant
percentage of the total visible HI mass in the region. A comparison of their pressure
with the surrounding medium detected with Effelsberg showsthat the two components
can be in pressure equilibrium. Therefore it is confirmed that indeed the extended com-
ponent plays the role of the confining envelope and the discrepancy in the Effelsberg
observations is due to limited resolution. In comparison with VLA studies of similar
HI objects (Stil et al., 2006), our sample of HI cores show smaller densities and pres-
sures. This difference can be explained by the larger distance in Galactocentric radius
R.

To enlarge our sample, we have observed a region in the fourthGalactic quadrant
using the Arecibo 300-m telescope. The beam resolution is∼4′. We have detected
16 HI objects outside the solar circle. These objects show the same two-component
structure as the HI clumps observed with Effelsberg telescope. They have a mean
angular diameter of 6′ and they are also very cold. The whole sample is denser and
has higher pressures in comparison with the Effelsberg sample. It is possible that
there is also in this case a pressure equilibrium with the surrounding warmer gas. The
properties of these clumps show a great similarity with the properties of the cores
observed with the synthesis arrays. As a side product of the Arecibo observation I
have detected a spherical object with angular diameter of 6′which seems to exhibit
solid-body rotation. If the Arecibo observation are verified I will have detected the
first cloud which does not conform with the contemporary perception of the neutral
medium clouds as being sheet like.

Having assembled the different telescope sample of the HI clumps, I compared them
with other studies of clumps in the inner Galaxy using the GBT(Lockman, 2002),
in the anti-center using the Arecibo telescope (Stanimirović et al., 2006), and at low
latitude using the VLA (Stil et al., 2006). We found that the observational quantities,
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which are directly comparable, are similar. There I concluded that the different sam-
ples can be considered to be characteristic for the same population of clumps despite
different location. Most importantly, I compared my sampleof clumps with theoret-
ical phase diagrams (Wolfire et al., 2003) in order to test thepossibility of a thermal
equilibrium between the clumps and the warmer extended envelopes. The Effelsberg
sample did not match the theoretical predictions of a thermal equilibrium. As already
discussed, this can most probably be attributed to a systematic bias caused by insuffi-
cient beam resolution. For the Arecibo, VLA and the WSRT sample I found that all
the HI objects lay either in the region where cold neutral medium isallowed to exists
in stability or in the region where phase transition is taking place. Therefore they can
exist in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding medium. These envelopes seem not
only to provide confinement for the clumps but protect them against fast evaporation
by the hot plasma. It is difficult to determine the exact conditions in the clumps since
their molecular content is unknown. A significant amount of molecular gas can be
hidden in extremely dense concentrations with a very low filling factor.

Utilizing the larger area observed with Arecibo, I was able to study the turbulence in
HI at different distances. This was done by calculating the spatial power spectrum
from the image cube for each line-of-sight velocityυlsr . I found that throughout the
different velocity ranges, the power spectrum exhibits a power law behavior with an
index γ = −2.65, very close to the expected index for a 2-D spatial power spectrum
described by a Kolmogorov spectrum. This power law seems to be true from 14′ scale
up to 5◦scale. This implies that turbulence is a important factor for the transfer of
energy from the largest scales to the smallest scale in the Galactic halo.

Finally we test the hypothesis of the Galactic fountain as a mechanism to create the
clumps. Using a basic ballistic simulation I compared the observed kinematical prop-
erties of the clumps with the predictions for clumps following a ballistic motion, the
end stage of the Galactic fountain mechanism. I found that for 50% of the clumps the
observed values agreed with the simulation while for the rest no ballistic motion could
reproduce the observed kinematical parameters. As a resultI deduce that the Galactic
fountain mechanism, at least partially, can account for thecreation of the clumps. In
addition I studied the morphology of the clumps in comparison with the predicted sheet
like morphology of the CNM. Neither a sheet-like morphologynor a more spherical
morphology could be supported by directed evidence. Indirect arguments, based on
thermal and pressure equilibrium and the presence of turbulence, show that the clumps
should not have the sheet like morphology with extreme length-to-width ratio of 70 as
proposed by Heiles & Troland (2003b) for the CNM.
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